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Preface

'Turkish in Three Months' is a straightforward introduction to the
essentials of the hinguage and is primarily intended for those working
on their own, or with a teacher for one or two hours a week. It could
also serve as the textbook for a 15 or 20-session class course. The author
is an experienced teacher of Turkish as a foreign language, now
lecturing at SOAS, University of London. She's also Moderator in
Turkish for GCE 'N level and GCSE, London and E. Anglian Group.

The book begins with an explanation of Turkish pronunciation, as far as
this is possible in print. Turkish spelling is much more regular than
English and you will quh;:kly learn to associate the written words with
their sound. Using the book together with our audio cassettes is an ideal
combination and provides another cf:imension to the course.

It has always been a principle of the Hugo method to teach only what is
really essential. We assume that the student wants to learn Thrkish from
a practical angle, sO the lessons contain those rules of grammar that will
be of most use in this respect. Constructions are clearly explained and·
the vocabulary is both practical and up-to-date. Each lesson includes
exercises to check your understanding, and the order in which
everything is presented takes into account the need for rapid progress.
The Conversation and Reading passages offer examples of everyday
Turkish, covering topics such as shoppinl;, sightseeing and booking a
hotel room. Translations of these passages, together with answers to the
exercises, are given at the end of the book.

Ideally, you should spend about an hour a day on your work (slightly
less, maybe, if you've not bought the audio cassettes), although there is
no hard and fast rule on this. Do as much as you feel capable of doing;
don't rorce yourself, but learn well a little at a time. Before beginning a
new section or lesson, spend ten minutes revising what you learned the
day before.

When the course is completed, you should have a very. good
understanding of the language - more than sufficient for holiday or
business needs, and enough to lead quickly into an examination syllabus
if required. We hope you enjoy 'Turkish in Three Months~ and we wish
you success in your studies.
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Lesson 1

1 The Turkish alphabet

The Turkish alphabet has 29 letters: 8 vowels and 21 consonants. It is
the vowels which differ most froni English sounds.

A 3, B b, C c, <; 'r, D d, E e, F f, G g, G~, H h, I 1, i i, J ;, K k, L 1,
M m, N n, 0 0, 00, P p, R r, S s, ~ §, T t, U u, U il, V v, Y y, Z z

2 Pronunciation of vowels
"-

(The English words cited as a guide to pronunciation are as in the
Standard English of Southern England!)

a as the 'u' in 'bun': bak 'look~~'man~ at 'horse'

e as in 'test': kes 'cut~ ev 'house~ et 'meat'

as in 'sit': bin 'thous'and~ iki 'two', it 'push'

roughly like the -er combination in some English words, ego 'letter~

'speaker': klZ 'girl~ III 'heat~ kit 'scarce'

o . like the vowel in 'bird' or 'dirt' but short: dirt 'four~ goz 'eye'

o as in 'pond': en 'ten~ oda 'room~ ot 'grass'

ii as in the name of the German town 'Lubeck'; to produce this
sound, the position of the jaw and the tongue is the same as for the
articulation of the I sound" but the lips are rounded and pushed
well forward: un 'fame~ giil (rose~ biiyiik 'big'

/ as in 'pull': IU Iwater~ bul'fmd'

3 Pronunciation of consonants

b as in 'big~ cbad': ben cI~ bak 'look~ buz 'ice~ biz cwe'

c like the T in 'jam': aCI (bitter~ can 'life, soul'
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rr
d

f

g

~

h

j

k

m

like the 'cht in 'church': ii~ 'three', a~ 'hungry', sa~ 'hair'

as in 'did', 'do': dun 'yesterday~dokuz 'nine'

as in 'fat~ 'effort': fil'elephant~ fark 'd~fference'

as in 'get', 'goose': git 'go~ gen~ 'young'

this letter (called yumu§ak g or 'soft g') has no distinct
pronunciation; it generally serves to lengthen the vowel before it:
ag 'nef' is pronounced just as a long a, dogru 'correct' is d +
long 0 + r + u. It does not occur at the beginning ofa word.

as in 'how': hi~ 'none', hasta 'ill~ hot 'pleasane

like the '5' in 'measure~ 'leisure': ruj 'lipstick~ garaj 'garage'

as in 'kitten': kent 'city', ilk 'first~ kan 'blood~ kuzu 'lamb' _,,...,
, ~~

as in '1ily~ 'lorry', 'all': bi! 'know~ el 'hand~ bulbiil 'nightingale~

gol 'Iake~ al 'take~ ulus 'nation~ kol 'arm~ Ihk 'warm'
. ~W~

as in 'mant
: masa 'table~ mum 'candle', gam 'bury~ miizik

'music'

n

p

r

s

as in 'no': ne 'what', ni~in 'why', anla 'understand~on 'ten'

as in 'pen': perde 'curtain~ pul 'stamp~ kiipe 'ear-ring~ kapi 'door'

The r is rolled between two vowels: ara 'interval~ arl 'bee', kuru
'dry~ suru 'herd ~ iri 'big'. At the beginning of a word it is less
prominent: resim 'picture~ renk 'colour~ ruh 'spirit'. At the end
of a word it is always fully pronounced, with the exception of a few
words that are frequently used, like bir 'one~ where, in colloquial
speech, it may not be heard at all. When fully pronounced at the
end ofa word, it has slight friction: kar 'snow', duvar 'wall~ vur
'hit' ver 'give',. O~~

as in 'sea~ 'decide': eski 'old~ son 'final~ sis 'fog', iist 'top~ a~r~
'hanger t

like the 'sht in 'sheep~ 'ash': §u 'that~ tal 'stone', i§ .'work~ kl§
'winter'

~\\t::>

as in 'vision': var 'there is/are~ ver 'give~ kova 'bucket'

as in 'tea': at 'horse~ et 'meat~ Tiirk~e 'Turkish' (language), katii
'bad'

v
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z

y as in 'yes': yd 'year~ yol'road~ uYltu 'sleep', kay 'village'
~""l<!& ~

as in 'horizon': zit 'bell', bez cloth~ ~az 'solve~ toz 'dust', uzun
'long'

The English letters q, x and ware not found in the Turkish alphabet.
The x sound is written as ks in some words taken from other languages:
taksi 'taxi' and ekspres 'express'.

Rules for punctuation are much as in English. When a proper noun
takes a case suffix, an apostrophe is put before the sufftx: istanbul'a 'to
Istanbul~ Londra'da 'in London'.

The circumflex accent is now very sparingly used. It makes the vowel
on which it sits more front (see section 5 below) and the preceding
consonant palatal. In writ.ing it is retained in only a few words like kar
'profit' as opposed to kar 'snow~ and bekar 'single, unmarried'. It
causes the k sound in kar to be palatalised - that is, to be followed by a
slight y sound: bekar is pronounced 'bekYar'.

4 Vowel length and vowel loss

Turkish vowels are short, except

1 when, in writing, a vowel is followed by g. EXamples:

dag, yagmur, aga~, sag, Slg

In all these examples the vowel before g (yumu§ak g) is pronounced
long.

2 in some words which are not Turkish in origin and still retain their
long vowels. Examples:

tesir (e is long) 'influence'; beraber (a is long) 'together'

A very limited number ofwords ending in consonants drop the vowel in
the last syllable when they take a suffIx (see section 5 below) that begins
with a voweL If the sufftx begins with a consonant, there is no change·
to the basic word:

resim 'picture':

§ehir'town':

resme 'to the picture~ (the vowel i is dropped)
resimler 'pictures' (the vowel i is retained)
§ehre 'to the town'
§ehirden 'from the town'
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ogul'son':

burun 'nose':

I!1Vowel harmony

ogl~ 'his son'
oguilarl 'his sons'
burnu 'his nose'
burundan 'from the nose'

In Turkish, words and grammatical features are built up by means of
sufflXes (endings which are added to words). Some of these (inflectional
sufflXes) have a purely grammatical function; others (derivational
sufflXes) help to build up the vocabulary of the language by deriving
new words from existing ones. For example, in English, 'I did not work'
is a sentence consisting of four words. But it is expressed in Turkish by
just one word: ~ah,madlm.

Vah§ is the verb meaning 'work'; -rna puts the verb into the negative
('not'); -dl indicates that it is in the past tense ('did'), and -m shows that
the subject of the verb is the first person, 'I'.

Similarly, II did not see' is °gormedim: gor Isee~ -me 'not~ -di ldid' and
-m 'I'. An extreme example of adding a string of sufflXes to a word is

Degi§tiremediklerimizden misiniz?
Are you one of~hose whom we were unable to change?

Another such example is

Avrupabla§uramadlklarlmudan mls1nlz?
°Are you one of those whom we could not Europeanise?

In these examples, you will have noticed that the first has a succession
of e and i vowels, and that the second consists mostly of a and 1vowels.
This is because the base of the first example, degi§ ('change'), contains
e and i sounds (front vowels), an~ the last vowel, i, determines that the
vowel in the first suffIX which follows is of the same type: i rather than
1. And the vowel in the first suffix determines the vowel in the next
sufflX, and so on. The vowel of each sufflX is determined by the vowel
which precedes it.

The base word of the second example, Avrupa ('Europe'), contains a
°and u sounds (back vowels). The last of these vowels, a, determines that
the vowel in the first sufflX is also a back vowel: 1 rather than 1. And
this back vowel in its turn determines that the subsequent vowel is again
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a back vowel: a rather than e.

This feature is called vowel harmony. It is basically a stringing together
of vowels of similar quality, so that there is a sound harmony extending
over the whole word. Vowel harmony operates on two qualities of the
vowels: whether they are back or front and whether they are round or
non-round.

Back and fronc 'Vowels

Turkish has eight vowels. Four of them are front vowels: e, i, 0, ii.
These front vowels are produced with the tongue forward in the mouth:
the middle-to-front portion of the tongue is raised towards the front of
the roof of the mouth (although it does not touch the roof of the
mouth).

The other four are back yowels: a, 1, 0, u. The back vowels are
produced with the front part of the tongue held low in the front of the
mouth, while the back part of the tongue is raised towards the back of
the roof of the mouth. When you make these sounds, it feels rather as if
the front vowels are produced in the front of the mouth, and as if the
back vowels are produced in the back of the mouth.

If the last vowel of the base (the main part) of the word is a front vowel,
then the vowel in a SuffIX addeg to it will also be front z the vowel in
each subsequent SuffIX being governed by the vowel of the syllable that
precedes it: .

!l hand. ell!r!nd! in his hands

But if the last vowel of the base is a back vowel, then the vowel in the
suffix which follows it wi1J also be back. and the vowel in each
subsequent SUffIX will again be determined by the vowel preceding it:

oda room odalarlmlZdan from our rooms- - - -
There are some suffIXes which are non-harmonic - that is, they always
have the same vowel, regardless of the vowel in the preceding syllable.

Round and non-round 'Vowels

The same eight vowels can also be grouped differently as round and
nOll-round vowels. The round vowels are those we say with the lips
rounded and slightly fonvard: 0, 0, u, ii. The other four vowels are non
round: a, e, I, i.
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If the last vowel of the base of the word is a non-round vowel, then the
vowels in the suffIX which follows will also be non-round:

zengin rich zenginlik richness (Le. wealth)

If, however, the last vowel of the base is round, the inherent nature of
the vowel in the suffix determines whether or not it 'harmonises with the
round vowel in the base.

As far as vowel harmony is concerned, there are three kinds ofsuffIX:
a) those in which the vowel is either a or e, and therefore can never be

round, 'regardless ofwhether or not the vowel of the preceding
syllable is round;

b) those in which the vowel can be i, .; u or ii. If the suffIX is of this
type, the vowel will be i or • if the preceding vowel is non-round, and
u or ii if the preceding vowel is round;

c) those that do not harmonise at all with the final vowel of the
preceding syllable (non-harmonic suffIXes).

Some examples:

-DE is a suffIX meaning 'in', 'on' or 'at'. The vowel in this suffIX can be
either a or e (ale type, as in (a) above), so it can never be round.

ev house ev + -de: evde in the house

The only vowel in the base is e. It is a front vowel, so the vowel in the
suffIX -DE is also a front vowel: e, giving the word evde.

kutu box kutuda

The last vowel in the base is u, a back vowel, so the vowel in the suffIX',
-DE will also be back. As the only two possibilities for this particular
suffIX are e (front vowel) and a (back vowel), the suffIX for kutu is -da:
kutuda

-Lt is a suffIX meaning 'with~ 'containing~ 'having in it'. This suffIX
belongs to category (b) above: its vowel can be i, ., u or ii. Thus:

biber 'pepper': The last vowel in biber, e, is a from vowel - and it is
also non-round. So the vowel in the -LI suffIX will also be a front, non
round vowel when it is added to biber: biberli 'with pepper'.

aga~ 'tree': The last vowel in aga~, a, is a back non-round vowel. So
the vowel in the -Li sufflX will be the one vowel out of the four
possibilities (1, i, u, ii) which is also a back, non-round vowel -
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1: agayh 'with trees', 'wooded'.

siit'milk': ii is a front, round vowel, so the vowel in the sufflX will
also be a front, round vowel: siitlii 'with milk'.

yagmur 'rain': The final vowel u is a back, round vowel, so the suffIX
vowel will also be a back, round vowel: yagmurlu 'rainy'.

Vowel harmony looks a little complicated at first, but you will find it
quickly becomes instinctive. The chart below may help to summarise it:

SufflX
type (a) type (b)

Final vowel in the base

a or 1

e or i
o or u
oor ii

a
e
a
e

1

i
u
ii

These are the descriptive labels for the eight Turkish vowels:

a: i back, non-round
e: front, non-round
1: back, non-round
i: front, non-round

6 Consonant changes

0: back, round
0: front, round
u: back, round
ii: front, round

The process· whereby a Turkish word is built up by adding suffixes with
particular meanings or grammatical functions to the base of the word
also brings about changes in the consonants. These occur at the point
where the base and the SUffIX meet, or where one SUffIX is added to
another.

1 When the base ends inane of the voiceless consonants

p, t, k, !r, 5, §, f, h

.and it is followed by aSUffIX beginning with the letters d, g or c, then
these three consonants become t, k or ~ respectively. In other words, the
initial consonant of the suffIX also becomes voiceless when it follows
one'ofthe voiceless consonants.

¥.orrexample, the -DE SuffIX we saw earlier (meaning 'in~ 'on' or 'at': see
i~bti~n 5) will begin with either t or d, depending on the final
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consonant of the base:

ipte on the rope but
sokakta in the street
yama~ta on the slope
he§te at five
cepte in the pocket

evde in the house
odada in the room
duvarda on the wall
~ayda in the tea

2 With very few exceptions, Turkish words do not end in the voiced
consonants h, d, g or c. But Turkish does have a large number ofwords
that are not verbs of which the base ends with h, d or c. Some of these
words are Turkish in origin: many are borrowed from other languages
(particularly Arabic and Persian).

These voiced consonants appear when a suffIX beginning with a vowel
is attached to the base. The Turkish for 'my' (the first person possessive
SuffIX: see section 43) is -(I)M (-m after a vowel: -im, -1m, -iim or
-um after a consonant). Thus:

hesablm my bill armudum my pear
yurdum my homeland senedim my voucher
agaclm my tree ihtiyaclm my need

But when these words do not have a SuffIX, or are followed by a suffIX
beginning with a consonant, then the final voiced consonant of the base
chimges to p, t or ~ - that is, it becomes unvoiced. Thus:

hesap bill
yurt homeland
aga~ tree
armut pear
senet voucher
ihtiya~ need

hesaplar bills
yurtlar homelands
aga~lar trees
annutlar pears
senetler vouchers
ihtiya~larneeds

3 A number of words have a base ending with the voiced consonant g
following another consonant. The g appears when a SuffIX beginning
with a vowel is added, but changes to the unvoiced consonant k when
the word has no SUffIX, or when a suffIX beginning with a consonant is
added. Thus:

rengim my colour but ren~ colour
ren~ler colours

When a word of more than one syllable which is not a verb ends with a



vowel followed by the unvoiced consonant k, the k is changed to g
when a suffix beginning with a vowel is added:

ayak foot but ayaglm iny foot
ayakta on foot
·sokak street sokaglm my street
sokakta in the street

Although this k to g change does also occur in some one-syllable words,
like

~ok much/many. ~ogu most of it

most retain the k, regardless of the fact that a vowel follows:

yiik load
ok arrow

7 Stress

yokiim my load
<!kum my arrow

yiikler loads
oklar arrows

Turkish words are often lightly stressed on the last syllable.

a~ik

Most place names, however, are stressed on the first syllable:

Bodrum
Marmaris

Edlrne
Kastamonu

.. Amasya

but there are some exceptions:

istanbul
Diyarbaklr
Antakya
Antalya
(Note the stress on istanbul is different from the stress normally used
by English speakers.)

Some grammatical fonns push the stress to the syllable preceding them.
The syllable b~fore the negative suffIX -ME (s~e section 32), for
instance, is usually stressed:

bekleyemiyorum I cannot wait
konu§muyor she is not speaking

When these grammatical forms are introduced, listen carefully to their
pronunciation on the cass~ttes if you have them.
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Exercise 1

Practise pronouncing the following words:
deniz sea
otel hotel
araba car (originally a cart)
u~ak aeroplane
otc!biis bus
tren train
ogrenci student
ogretmen teacher
§arap wine
kahve coffee

Exercise 2

~ay tea
hah carpet
arkada§ friend
biiyiik big
kii~iik small
a~lk open
kapah closed
dolu full
bot empty

koku smell, scent Iu
para money , I

telefon telephone JLJ

numara number {,
kum sand Iv---

Put the -DE suffix after the following words.
For example: deniz (sea) - denizde
otel, araba, u~ak, otobiis, tren, 'ray, kahve, hall, §arap

Exercise 3

Put the ..Li suffix after the following words.
Example: sOt (milk) - siitlii
§eker sugar I~

limon lemon 'tJ
tuz salt 1;.,)
biber pepper I:
et meat I ~

8 Some greetings and basic phrases

The following list of commonly used greetings and basic phrases will
help you to consolidate your pronunciation. Ifyou have the cassettes,
first listen to them, then read them out aloud, then listen again.

Giinaydln. Good morning.
tyi ak,amlar. Good evening.
iyi geceler. Good night.
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There is no set expression for 'good afternoon~ but you can say: tyi
giinler. Good day(s). This is an all-purpose greeting which can be used
at any time during the day as a greeting, and also when taking leave of
someone.

Allahalsmarladtk. (colloquial pronunciation is 'alaasmaldlk')
Goodbye. (said by the person who is leaving)

Giile giile. Goodbye. (said by the person who stays behind)

Te§ekkiir ederim. Thank you.
Te§ekkiirler. Thanks.
C;ok te§ekkiir ederim. Thank you very much.
C;ok te§ekkiirler. Many thanks.
Response: Bir fey degil. It is nothing. Or Rica ederim. Not at all.
(lit. 'I request, beg'.)

It is not unusual for people to use these two expressions together:
Bir fey degil, rica ederim. or Rica ederim, bir fey deA'll.

SagoI. Thank you.. (more informal than te§ekkiir ederlm)
Liitfen. Please.

NaSllSlnlZ? How are you?
Response: iyiyim, te§ekkdr ederim. I am fine, thank you.

And you immediately follow this up by asking in turn:
Siz oaslls101Z? (And) how are YQ!!?
Response:
Ben de iyiyim, te§ekkiir ederim. I too am well, thank you.

Oziir dilerim. I am sorry. (lit. 'I apologise'.)
Response: Rica ederim. Not at all.

AfTedersiniz. Excuse me.
This is mostly used to begin a request:
AfTedersiniz, miize oerede? Excuse me, where is the museum?
Miisaade eder misiniz! Excuse me (used mostly when you are trymg

to make your way through a crowd; lit. 'Would you allow (me)?')

Buyurun (often pronounced 'buyrun') is a very common expression.
It has several meanings:
1 'Yes?' as a response to Affedersiniz, if the person pauses for your

response;
2 In shops and restaurants, to ask customers what they want;
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3 'Come in' when there is a knock on the dOOf;
4 'Here you are' when you are handing oy~r something;
5 'Go ahead' when you give way to someone at a door, or in response to

a request to take something.

evet yes
haylr no
peki OK, all right
tamam OK, that's it, that's right, that's fine'
vok giizel! Very nice! Lovely!
tabU ofcourse

Ge~mi§ olsun. May it pass. (to indicate your sympathy when someone
is ill or has an accident)

Ba§lnlz sagolsun. (lit. 'May your head be alivelhealthy': to
commiserate with someone over a death)
Yazlkl What a pity! What a shame!

Elinize sagltk. Health to your hands. (to praise someone's cooking)
Response~

Afiyet olsun. May it be good for you.

Apart from being the set response when one's cooking is praised, this is
said at the beginning of a meal to indicate that people can start eating,
Of when the meal is over.

~erefe! Cheers!· I '. '.. ~<'"
,,,\"'0.,'\'·...···

Hesap liitfen. The bill, please.
Ustii kalsln. Keep the change.

Response: ~erefel Cheers!

Efendim is a very frequently used expression with several meanings:
1 It is a form of address for people of either sex, rather like ·sir/madam':

Peki efendim. 'Yes sir/madam'.. '
2 With a questioning intonation it means 'I beg your pardon?'
3 When answering when one's name has been called or answering the

telephone, it means 'yes'.

in§allah, 'God willing', is an expression used when you hope
something will happen, as if this expression will prevent things from
going wrong.



Lesson 2

9 Nouns and adjectives

Turkish nouns, like English ones, do not have any gender distinction 
that is, they do not fall into the masculine, feminine and neuter
categories seen in some languages. There are no rules of agreement
between an adjective and the noun it describes. Adjectives come before
nouns.

uzun long, tall (person)
sa~ hair
klsa short
ders lesson
temiz clean
ortii cloth, cover
klrrmzl red
pal,to coat

uzun sa~ long hair

klsa ders short lesson

temiz ortii clean cloth

klrmlZl palto red coat

Most adjectives can be used as nouns, when they indicate a person or
thing possessing the quality of the adjective.

Ktrmlzl temiz. The red one is clean.
Kii~iik UCUZ, biiyiik p~hah. The smaU ,one is cheap, the big one is

expensive. •
Gen~ ~ab,kan. The young person is hard-working.

10 bir: indefinite article/numeral

The numeral bir 'one' is also the indefinite article 'a~ 'an' in Thrkish:
bir masa 'one table' or 'a table', lJir palto 'one coat' or 'a coat'. When
there is an adjective before the noun, bir can come either before the
adjective or between the adjective and the noun:

1 bir klrmlzl palto one red coat
2 klrmlzl bir palto a red coat

19
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When bir comes after the adjective and before the noun, it generally
stands for the indefinite article, as in example 2 above. Other examples:

~iiyiik bir otel a large hotel
temiz blr arab a a clean car
k1sa bir hah a short carpet

There is no definite article in Turkish: ev means 'house' or 'the house'
depending on the context (but see section 34: -(Y)i, definite object).

11 Plural of nouns: -LER

The plural ending in Turkish is -ler or -lar. If the last vowel in the
base (the main part of the word) is a front vowel:: e, i, 0 or Ii - then the
plural suffix is -Ier:

ev house
kedi cat
goz eye
giil rose

evler houses
kediler cats
gozler eyes
gilller roses

If the last vowel in the base is a back vowel - a, 1, 0 or u, then the
plural SUffIX is -lar:

kova bucket
bahk fish
sabun soap

kovalar buckets
bahklar fish (plural)
sabunlar soaps

Almost all concrete nouns in Turkish have plurals. Examples:

para money
toz dust

paralar money(s)
tozlar dust(s) ~\.l~~j

However, when..mupbers are used, the noun is always in the singular:

iki oda two rooms
on giin ten days
dort biiyiik otel four large hotels

When an adjective takes the plural SUffIX, it means that the adjective is
being used as a noun:

Ktsalar giizel degil. The short ones are not nice.



Ya§ldar evde. The old ones (the old folks) are at home.
Kii~i1kler bah~ede. The little ones (the children) are in the garden.

Vocabulary

doktor doctor
miihendis engineer
avukat lawyer
polis police, policeman
kapi door.
pencere window
duvar wall
oda room
ev house
adam man'"
kadln woman, female
erkek male person~
klZ girl
oglan boy ..

~eny young
ya§h

. ihtiyar ~ old (in age)

t;Sk~ old
en1 new

renk colour
beyaz white
siyah black
sari yellow
mavi blue

~§ll
green

. iyi good
kotu

bad
na

~cuz cheap
ahah expensive

~zel beautiful, nice
irkin ugly

hengin .rich ~
fakir poor ~

~lcak hot
sag-uk cold

21
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[
, ~ah§kan
tembel
Turk
ingiliz
yorgun
~ocuk

giin
sabah
ak§am
hava

12 Personal su.trIXes

hard-working
lazy
Turkish (person)
English (person)
tired
child
day
morning
evening
weather

These suffixes show the person and number of the subject, and have the
function of the verb 'to be' in English. They are used where in English
you would say '[ am wel1~ 'He is .a doctor~ etc. The set below indicates
present time.

-(Y)iM
-SiN
-DIR
-(Y)iZ
-siNiz
-DiRLER

:1 am
you are (singular, informal)
he/she/it is
we are
you are (plural/formal singular)
they are

(Parts of the suffIXes are enclosed above in brackets: this means that
under certain conditions these pans are not used.)

-(Y)iM: I am

In Turkish, two vowels do not come together in the word (except in
some words ofnon~urkishorigin). So when the base of a word ends in
a vowel and the SuffIX also begins with a vowel, a buffer is n~d
between these two vowels. With most SUffIXes, this bufferi~

The vowel in this suffix has four possible ways of harmonising: it can
be i, 1, ii or u, depending on the previous vowel. There are thus eight
possibilities - variants - for the SuffIX -(Y)iM, depending on whether
the -y- buffer is needed:
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After bases ending in vowelsJ the variants are -yim, -ylm, -yum,
-yum. Examples:

ya§hYlm
iyiyim
kotiiyiim
mutluyum

I am old
I am well
I am bad/unwell
I am happy

I am British
I am hard-working
I am Turkish
I am a doctor

After bases ending in consonants, the variants are -im, -1m, -iim, 
urn. Examples:

tngilizim
~ab§kanlm

Tiirkiim
doktorum

-SiN: you are (singular, infor:mal)

This second person singular suffIX is used when addressing people with
whom one is on informal terms. Its variants are -sin, -SID, -sun, -sun.
Examples:

gen~sin

yathsln
kotusun
doktorsun

-DiR: he/she/it is

you are young
you are old
you are bad
you are a doctor

In colloquial speech, this ending is usually omitted:

gen~

slcak
he is young'
it is hot

The gender of the subject is understood from the context. But the suffIX
is used when the speaker wants to emphasise something or make a
generalisation that is valid for all cases.

Doktordur. He is a doctor.
Gelen polistir. It must be the police who came.
Plrlanta pahahdlr. Diamonds are expensive.

The suffIX indicates shades of meaning which become clear if the whole
context is known. It has eight variants: -dir, -dlr, -diir, -dur and -dr,
-t1r, -tur, -tur. Examples:
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muhendistir he is an engineer
slcaktlr it is hot
soguktur it is cold
Tiirktiir she is Turkish

ye§ildir it is green
sarldlr it is yellow
kotiidiir it is bad
uzundur she is tall

The -DiR suffIx can also be added to other personal suffIxes, to
indicate an assumption, a certainty, about that person on the part ofthe
speaker:

HastaslOdlr. You must be ill.
AkI1hYlmdlr: I certainly am clever.

-(Y)iz: we are

The variants are:

after vowels -yiz, -ylZ, -yiiz, -yuz
after consonants -iz, -IZ, -"iiz, -uz

iyiyiz we are well
hastaYlz we are ill
iizguniiz we are sad
nlutluyuz we are happy

tngiliziz we are British
kadlDlz we are women
Tiirkiiz we are Turkish
doktoruz we are doctors

-SiNiz: you are (plural and formal singular)

The variants are -siniz, "SlnlZ, -siinuz, -sunuz

zenginsiniz
fakirsiniz
yorgunsunuz
Tiirksiiniiz

-DiRLER: they are

The variants are

you are rich
"you are poor
you are tired
you are Turkish

..drIer, -tlrlar, -tiirler, -turlar and -dirler, -dlrlar, -diirler,
-durlar

iyidirler
yorgundurlar
biiyiiktiirler
~ah§kandlrlar

they are well
they are tired
they are big
they are hard-working
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It is also possible to omit ·dir and just have ·ler to indicate the plural
person, if there is no separate word for the subject:

iyiler they are well
yorgunlar they are tired

When the subject has the plural SUffLX, the ·LER part of this ending (or
often the whole of it) is usually omitted:

Odalar kii~iiktiir.The rooms are small.
Oteller pahah. Hotels are expensive.
Adamlar ya§h. The men are old.
90cuklar tembeldir. The children are lazy..

13 Personal pronouns

ben I biz
sen you (sing. informal) siz

o he/she/it onlar

we
you (plu~l and formal singular)

they

There is no distinction between 'he~ 'she' and 'it' in Turkish. The
context gives the clue to the gender of the person involved~

Sen is the singular, informal 'you~ rather like the French tu or the
German duo Sen is used when speaking to close friends, family and
children. Siz is used for acquaintances, people with whom you have
only a formal relationship. In rural areas, however, this distinction
breaks down, and sen is used for anyone. Ifyou are worried about
giving offence, keep to siz, but do not be put out ifyou are addressed as
sen.

As the personal suffixes give the person and number of the subject,
personal pronouns are generally not used as the subject of a sentence in
colloquial speech. They are used to put special emphasis on the person,
or to make comparisons or contrasts between people, Examples:

Siz gen~siniz, ben ya§hYlm. You are young, I arnold.
Biz Tiirkiiz, onlar tngiliz. We are Turkish, they are British.

In colloquial speech, the plural SUffLX ·LER is sometimes added to the
plural pronouns biz and siz, giving us bizler and sizler. The meaning
is not affected by this addition.
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14 Demonstratives

There are three demonstratives in Turkish: bu 'this', lU 'thatlthis', 0

'that'. They can be either adjectives (qualifying a noun) or pronouns
(standing in place of a noun) and are used like the English .
demonstratives, but §u h!ls certain features peculiar to it.

a) The use of §u is usually accompanied by a gesture towards the thing
referred to, which should be so located that it is possible to make .
such a gesture.

b) It is also used to refer to something which is going to be mentioned;
in this use §u can be translated as 'the following':
~u renkler giizel: mavi, yelU, sari.
These (The following) colours are nice: blue, green, yellow.

Bu soguk. This is cold.
o kii~iik. That is small.
~u ucuz. That is cheap.

Like adjectives, the demonstratives can precede nouns:

Bu oda biiyiik. This room is big.
o focuk klZ. That child is (a) girl.
~u duvar beyaz, lU duvar sari. That wall is white, that wall is yellow.

If there is an adjective before the noun, the demonstrative precedes the
adjective:

Bu klrm1Z1 palto giizel. This red coat is nice.
~u ya§h adam hasta. That old man is ill.

Unlike English, if the noun is plural, the demonstrative, when used as
an adjective, stays in the singular:

o arabalar pahah. Those (lit. that) cars are expensive.

As pronouns, however, the demonstratives can take the plural ending,
and n is then added to the base: bu!!lar 'these~ §u!!lar 'those/these~

o,!!lar 'those'. Again, n is added to the base whenever demonstratives
take a sufftx.

Exercise 4

Translate the following into English:
1 losa sa~



2 gen~ bir avukat
3 klrmlZl biT" palto
4 mavi gazler
5 biiyiik oteHer
6 kii~iik evler
7 Ben Tlirkiim, siz ingilizsiniz.
8 Kadm hasta.
9 Tembelsin. '1crv ~ lo..~

10 Kii~i1k 90cuklar yorgun.

15 Negatives: non-verbal

In sentences where there is no full verb, but one of the different forms
of Ito be' is used (see section 12), the negative is formed with the word
degil 'not'. nbJ'SQnalsuff~esareattachedto degU.

Hasta degilim. I am not ill.
Turk degilsiniz. You are not Turkish.
Oda buyuk degil. The room is not big.
Deniz sleak degil. The sea is not warm (lit. hot).
Yorgun degiliz. We are not tired.

16 Yes/N0 questions

The question marker Mt is used to make questions which require yeslno
answers. In non-verbal sentences Mi comes before the personal suffIXes.
It has the variants mi, ml, mu, mu. In writing, the question marker is
separated from the previous part of the word by a space, but it still

. harmonises with the preceding vowel.

Ouzel miyim? Am I nice?
Yorgun musun? Are you tired?
Oda temiz mi? Is the room clean?
Otel pahab mldlr? Is the hotel expensive?
f;ab§kan mlY1Z? Are we hard-working?
tyi misiniz? Are you well?
Ucuzlar ml? Are they cheap?
Evler ucuz mu? Are the houses cheap?
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The answers to these questions can be: 1-(Y)iM .(Y)iz

Yes, __ + person: Evet, __ + .SiN .SiNiz
.DiR .DiRLER

or

No, _._ + degil + person Haylr, __. + degil + person

Hava soguk mu? Haylr, soguk degil.
Is the weather cold? No, it is not cold.
iyi misiniz? Evet, iyiyiz.
Are you well? Yes, we are well..

The question marker is quite mobile in the sentence, and always follows
the word which is being questioned:

Ya§h doktor Turk mii? Is the old doctor Turkish?
Ya§h doktor mu Turk? Is it the old doctor wno is Turkish?

The question marker is not used if there is an interrogative (a' question
word like 'what~ 'why) 'who' etc.) in the sentence (see section 18)..

When the question involves a choice, then the question marker Mi is
used twice:

Deniz slcak ml soguk mu? Is the sea hot or cold?
Otel ucuz mu pahah rol? Is the hotel cheap or expensive?
Ev bilyiik mil kii~iik mil? Is the house big or small?

Mt is also used with degil in questions like:

Yorgun musun, degil misin? Are you tired or not?
Sari ml, degil mi? Is it yellow or not?

17 Non-verbal negative questions

The sequence here is:
base + negative + question + person
Yorgun degil mi yim
Yorgun degil miyim? Am I not tired?

Zengin degil misiniz? Are you not rich?
Ucuz degil mi(dir)? Isn't it cheap?
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But note the third person plural (with the third person plural, the
personal suffIX comes before the question marker):

Zengin degiller mi? Aren't they rich?
Adamlar zengin degil(ler) mi? Aren't the men rich?

18 Interrogatives: kim, ne, nasll ('who', 'what', 'how')

kim means 'who' - plural kimler

Kim yorgun(dur)? Who is tired?
Kim doktor? Who is (a) doctor?
Kimler ingiliz? Who is (Which people are) British?
Kimler Turk? Who is (Which people are) Turkish?

In the questions above, kim 'who' is the subject. These are non-verbal
sentences; the third person singular "form of 'to be' -niR occupies the
position ofa verb. However, as we explained in section 12, this SuffIX is
generally omitted, so the absence of a personal SuffIX here indicates the
third person: 'is' in English. Except when we make changes for reasons
of style, a Turkish sentence normally begins with the subject and ends
with the verb (or what stands for a verb) and the personal SuffIX

indicating the subject is added to this. So the question Kim
yorgun(dur)? is translated literally 'Who tired is?'(Who is tired?) and
Kim doktor? lit. 'Who doctor is?' (Who is (a) doctor?).

If we change the order of these words in the question we have: Yorgun
kim? lit. 'Tired who is?' Yorgun is now the subject, meaning 'the one
who is tired~ and the question now translates 'The one who is tired (he)
is who?' In normal English it is 'Who is tired?' As you see, the two
questions Kim yorgun? and Yorgun kim? are translated in the same
way: the word order makes them function differently, but the essential
meaning is not very different.

In answering such questions you just replace the interrogative (the
question word) with the answer word - or words:
Kim doktor? Ahmet doktor.
Ahffiet is a doctor. (Ahmet: male first name)
Kim yorgun? Ay§e yorgun.
Ay§e is tired. (Ay§e: female first name)
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When an interrogative like kim is no~ the subject of the sentence it can
take the personal suffIxes:

Ben kimim? Who am I? (the subject is ben cI')
Kimsiniz? Who are you? (the subject is siz cyou' - omitted)
Nesiniz? What are you? (the subject is siz cyou' - omitted)
Nasdlm? How am I? (How do I look?) (the subject is ben '1'-

omitted)

ne means 'what' - plural neler

Ne klrm1Zl? What is red?
Answer: Hah klrmlZl. The carpet is red.

o KIrm1Z1 ne? Red is what?
Answer: KInnlZl bir renk. Red is a colour.
Ben neyim? What am I?
Answer: Siz ingilizslniz. You are British.

Siz doktorsunuz. You are a doctor.

nasd means chow'

Nasdsln1Z?/Siz nasI1sln1Z? How are you? (remember that the
personal pronoun is not necessary unless there is special emphasis on it)

C;ocuklar nasl1? How are the children?
"liava nasd? How is the weather? (Le. What is the weather like?)
Nasll hava? What sort ofweather?

The question marker Mi is not used when there is an interrogative in
the same sentence. The only exception is when a question is quoted and
then put to someone as a question, for example:

Hava nasd ml? How is the weather, is this the question?
Ben neyim mi? What am I, is this the question (is this what is asked)?

19 'and', 'but', 'or'

ve means 'and'

Otel temiz ve ucuz(dur). The hotel is clean and cheap.
Zengin adam ya§h ve hasta. The rich man is old and ill.
Uzun ve klrmlzl palto giizel. The long (and) red coat is nice.
Hah ye§i1, sari ve mavl(dir). The carpet is green, yellow and blue.
ye§i1, sari ve mavi hah the green, yellow and blue carpet



T~e carpet is nice but expensive.
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In Turkish there are three words for 'but', all currently used: ama,.
fakat, ancak. This is not unusual in Turkish, where we have a large
'number of words taken from Arabic and Persian used side by side with
words which are Turkish in origin.

Hah gilzel fakat pahah. J
Hah giizel ama p ahab.
Hah giizel ancak pahab.

Ancak also has another meaning, Cjust~ 'only':

ancak 'but' Yorgunum, ancak mutluyum.
I am tired but happy.

ancak Cjust, only' Ancak bir kii~iik hab alabildik.
We managed to buy only one small carpet.

There are several words for Cor' in Turkish: veya, ya da, yabut, yahut
tao All are currently used; which to use is mostly a matter of personal
preference and style, but veya and ya da enjoy greater popularity now
and are also the preferred forms in formal written Turkish.

Ogretmen veya ogrenci degil, doktor.
He is not a teacher or a student, he is a doctor.

CONVERSATION

- Giinaydm.
- Giinaydm.
- NasllslDlZ?
- iyiyim, te§ekkiir ederim. Siz nasl1smlZ?
- Ben de iyiyirn, te§ekkiir ederim.
- Bu sahah ~p!l~el.
- Eve~~~~i?~
- Haylr, soguk degil, ama han sQ&!!!.
- Evet. iyi gilnler. ~w ~ "'..IJi'-.f'~.
- iyi gUnler. '(

Note: Ben de iyiyim 'I too am well': de, which means 'too~ 'also~

harmonises with the base - variants are c:1~,da -but it is always writt~n

separa~ly•. Ircan also ~ used to mean 'and) 'as well'.
Adam da yorgun(dur). The man too/also is tired. (various people are
tired, so is the man)
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Adam yorgun(dur) da. The man is tired as well. (as well as being
various other things he is also tired)

Oda biiyiik, giizel de. The room is big, and it is nice. (it is also nice)

Exercise 5

I

1"V."""')"'~ ... \J? U.Y~d:':~\':'r-

>\.;~;:'\~·l!
: .... '. l:

A Translate into English:
1 Gen~ kadm yorgun deg-il. iCC '\..'00('i:(/C\ '.\0.
2 Biiyiik otel ucuz mu? U r-,lC(,.\ ~ ,:) ('-

3 Hava nasd, sog-llk mu? C~i'"''\ t~, . \

4 Adam kim? t:~. (2 t.. \ ,_\,C ,.' •.~

5 Hah mavi mi, ye§il mi? \\
6 Siyah araba ~ni deg-il mi? .~~,

7 KaPl kapah ama pencere a~lk. v.'"

B Translate into Turkish: A HJ{' oJJ~ I
1 The young ~an is not a policeman. tX...Y'c.) ~I(\'\.. ( S (
2 What colour 15 the house? fiI--.f:.\) ~ '("(...(\....~ I

3 The blue and red carpet is big and beautiful, but it is exr.ensive too.
4 Isn't the room small? 11\~\J \ IlL- b~\ r\'\. \ "0.., b:.i ~;jl:::

i.H a u ~I ~ P ...""h~,
5 How are you? v I \ dA
6 How is the old mao, is he well?
7 Green and yellow colours are nice.



Lesson 3

20 -DE: locational SUfI"IX (locative case)

This suffIx indicates where an action takes place or where a person or
thing is located. It means lin~ lon~ lat'. It has four variants: -de, -da and
..te, .. ta (see section 6):

evde at home i§te at work
sinemada in the cinema masada on -the table
KlrmlZl ortii masada. The red cloth is on the table.
<;ocuklar okulda ml? Are the children at school?
Ya§h kadtn evde degil. The old woman is not at home.

Personal pronouns and demonstratives can also take this SUfflX:

bende on me, in me
sende on you, in you

21 var: there is/there are

bunda in this, on this
onda in that, on that

Var means 'there is', Ithere are~ and 'there exists'. It is mostly used with
the third person, but can also take all the other personal endings.

Sokakta arabalar yare There are cars in the street.
Odada iki pencere ve bir kapl yare There are two windows aqd one

door in the room. .'

With first and second person sufflXes, the sense conveyed is that of
being included in something.

ToplaDtlda varlm. I am included in the meeting.
Yemekte varSlDlZ. You are included in the dinner (meal)fYou are

going to be present at dinner (meal)..,

22 yok: there isn't/there aren't

Yok shows the absence of something, that it does not exist.

33
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Sokakta araba yoke There are no cars in the street. (lit. is no car)
Ankara'da deniz yok. There is no sea in Ankara. (after the proper

noun Ankara an apostrophe separates the sufflX, but harmony
continues as usual).

Televizyonda iyi bir film yoke There isn't a good film on TV.
Bu ak§am evde yokuz. We are not at home this evening.

Yok is also used to mean 'no':

Hasta mlsln? Yoke Are you ill? No.

As yok acts as a negative for var, degll is not normally used with var.
In very limited contexts dei'll can be used with either var or yok to
mean roughly lit is not that .. .', for example:

~ok i§ var degH, ama ben yorgunum. It isn't that there is much
work, but I am tired.

Para yak degH, ama az. It isn't that there isn't any money, but
there's not much (lit. it is little). .

23 Questions with var and yok

The question marker Mi is placed after var and yok to form questions.

Sokakta klrmlzl bir araba var ml? Is there a red car in the street?
Okulda ogrenci var ml? Are there students in the school?
Evde ii~ oda yok mu? Aren't there three rooms in the house?
Sensk, para var mt? Is there any money on you?
Haylr, bende para yok, sende de yok mu? No, there isn't (any) on

me, isn't there (any) on you either (lit. too)?

With interrogatives:

Telefonda kim var? Who is on the phone?
Sokakta ne var? What's in the street?
Yemekte ne var? What's for lunch/dinner (lit. at the meal)?

24 Numerals: cardinal

SUlr
bir
iki

zero
one
two

ii~

dort
be,

three
four
five
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fifty
sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
hundred
thousand
million
billion (1000 million)

elli
altml§
yetmi§
seksen
doksan
yiiz
bin
milyon
milyar

altl six
yedi seven
sekiz eight
dokuz nine
on ten
on bir eleven
on sekiz eighteen
yirmi twenty
otuz thirty
kirk forty

yiiz elli (a) hundred and fifty
iki yiiz seksen yedi two hundred and eighty-seven
bin altl yiiz kIrk iki 1642
yirmi bin be, yiiz 20500

Where there is a compou~d number Turkish'does not have 'and'
between the component numbers. And remember, when there is a
number the following noun is always in the singular.

yarlm means 'half, 'half a ...':
yarlm kilo elma half a kilo ofapples
yarlm finean kahve half a cup ofcoffee
yarlm saat half an hour '-

bu~uk means I, .. and a half and follows a number:
bir bu~uk 'kilo elma one and a half kilos of apples
bir bu~uk fmean kahve one and a half cups of coffee
bir bu~uk saat an hour and a half
bel bu~uk giin five and a half days

~eyrek means la quarter'; it is mostly used for talking about time:
~eyrek saat a quarter of an hour .
bir saat bir ~eyrek an hour and a quarter

Fractions are usually expressed as Inumber + de + number':
dortte bir one in four (one fourth)
onda iki two in ten (two tenths)
ii~te iki two in three (two thirds)
yiizde an ten percent (the percentage sign precedes the numeral: %90)
Servis iiered Ezde o?bettir.jervice charge is fifteen percent.

Vocabulary

masa table
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iskemle
sandalye
tavan
yer
lamba
dolap
koltuk
fincan
tepsi
arkada,
misafir
insan
hayvan

.. resim
'-kalem~ken l"'Y\L9

k
' k.u,.~~~r"1
ltap

defter
~anta

perde
pembe
kahverengi
yol
metro

~
:::~V~~

...ge~
4erken

~
::k
dar
geni§

rag1r

~haf1f

)ince
~abn

saat
yasttk
cadde
bah~e

chair

ceiling
floor, seat, ground, place
lamp
cupboard
armchair
cup
tray
friend
guest
person, human being
animal
picture
pen/pencil
book
notebook
bag
curtain
pink
brown
way, path
underground train
clever
stupid

1atel I (used for things and time)
ear y ~ -
hungry
full
narrow
wide
heavy
light
slim, thin
thick
clock, watch, time, hour
cushion
road, avenue (a main road)
garden
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Exercise 6
i-. ~

A Translate into English: e, d---"'<'
1 Bu odada iki pelte~~~kapl, bir biiyiik masa, be§i~ ve bir

k~var. oO"t~,C"" .

2 Kahverengi koltukta iki ye§il yastlk var.
3 Yerde ne renk halt var?
4 Bahgede kim var?
5 Odada dolap yok mu?
6 Pencerede perde yoke
7 Evde misafir var.

E Translate into Turkish: ~~r/o.f: ~~w v'-- c/.J. of i::""-</
1 There are books, pens and n~'60okso~ the table..~~
2 There is no money on me. 2.)~ i~o... ~ k.. .
3 There aren't (any) animals in the small garde~':£,~\ne,~ ~a.n.l
4 Isn't there a car in the street? ~b..kh ¥:~l( "'O:.\i '00.. Q/e..
5 In the room, what colrgur. a!e the walls andthe curtatn~Ccl~ :::.

6 What is in the heavy.!o'ittj Ie _~$'" clt>Yo.,,;'~~ ~e("~,
7 Is. there a ~ood film at the cine~a?~\ . bn ..~~ ~t-f'~
~~,~a-. ,.~, • ..\:, l"" .Jo-t'l\\\

25 ~ok, bir ~ok, bir ka~, hi~

yak is a \yord you will hear a lot. Before adjectives it translates as Ivery',
before nouns as 'many, much, a lot'..

yok giizel. Very nice.
yok iyiyim. I am very well.

Bir ~ok means 'very many, a lot of, a number of'.

Bu kitapta bir ~ok resim var. There are many pictures in this book.

Bir ka~ means 'several' and also la few'.

Kutuda bir ka~ kalem var. There are a few pens in the box.
Bir ka~ saat bekledik. We waited several hours.

fli~ means several things depending on the context.

[t can mean 'any', 'any ... at all':
~ende hi~ para varml? Have you any money at all?
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('Any' is often omitted when translating into Turkish: 'Have you any
money?' is Paran var ml? But when there is a meaning conveying 'at
all~ then hi~ is used: Hi~ paran var ml? Have you any money at all?)

With negatives hi~ means 'none~ 'none at all~ 'not at all':
Hi~ giizel degil. It is not nice at all.
Hi~ yak. There is nonelThere is none at all.

26 Measurements

gram gramme
kilo kilo
iki yiiz gram p eynir two hundred grammes of cheese

Remember, with numbers the noun is used in the singular in Turkish:
Ud kilo et two kilos of meat

metre metre
santimetre or santim centimetre
kilometre kilometre
mil mile (nautical mile)
Plaj iki kilometre uzakta. The beach is two kilometres away.

litre litre
on litre benzin ten titres of petrol

27 Interrogatives: kimde, nerede, ka~ ('on whom',
'where', 'how many')

Kimde means 'on whom' (kim 'who' + de 'on~ 'at~ 'in').

Kimde be§ yiiz lira var? (lit. On whom is there 500 lira?) Who has
got 500 lira?

Kitap kimde? (lit. On whom is the book?) Who has got the book?

Nerede means 'where~ or more specifically 'at where~ 'in where~ 'on
where (Le. on what)'. It is formed with nere (location) + de.

Kitap nerede? Where is the book?
Masada. (It's) on the table.
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Araba nerede? Where is the car?
Sokakta. In the street.

Ka~ means 'how many?' or 'how much?' The answer to questions with
ka~ always includes a number or a word indicating an amount.

Bu okulda ka9 ogrenci var? How many students are there in this
school?

<;ok ogrenci 'yare There are many students.
Bu palto ka~ lira? How much is this coat? (lit. How many lira is this

coat?)
Seksen bin lira. It's eighty thousand lira.

CONVERSATION

- Giinaydm. Buyurun efendim.
- Giinaydm. Dziim var ml?
- Var efendim.
- Bir kilo lutfen.
- Peki.
- Ka~ lira?
- Bir kilo seki~ yiiz elli lira.
- Buyurun, te§ekkiir ederirn.
- iyi giinler.
- iyi giinter.

28 -Li: 'with', 'having', 'containing'

The suffIx .Li is used to indicate that something has a certain quality or
contains something. It is added to nouns to form adjectives. It has four
variants: .Ii, .It, .Iii, -Iu.

siit milk siitlii with milk, milky
Bir siitlii kahve liitfen. A coffee with milk please.

§eker sugar
hlz speed

kuvvet l.. strength
gu~

yagmur rain
p~ra money

§ekerli with sugar, containing sugar
hlzIt speedy
kuvvetli ~
gii~lii ~ strong

yagmurlu rainy
parah with money; rich
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Giri§ parahdlr. Entry is with money (with a fee: Le. you pay to enter).
parah bir adam a rich man
banyo bath banyolu with a bath
banyolu ada room with bath
be§ odah bir ev a five-roomed house
§apkah kadln woman with a hat
klrmlzl paltolu ~ocuk child in a red coat (lit. red-coated child)

Used with colours it means 'in those colours~ for example:

sarlh kadln woman in yellow
klrmlZlh, ye§illi bir elbise a dress in red and green
renkli multi-coloured

Similarly with flavours:

lezzetli delicious, tasty (of food) lezzet taste (of food)
tuzlu salty
biberli peppery

With the interrogative ne, neli means 'with what flavour?':

Dondurma neli? What flavour ice-cream?
~ikolatab ve ~i1ekli. Chocolate and strawberry flavours.

The SUfflX .Li is also used with place names to indicate a person from
that area:

istanbullu person from Istanbul
Londrah Londoner
Uskiidarb person from Uskiidar, a district of Istanbul
kaylii villager
§ehirli ~ .
k I

· city/town dwellerent 1

With names of countries it refers to citizens of those countries:

Amerikah an American MlSlrh an Egyptian

but we do not say ingiltereli or Tiirkiyeli, because some countries
have special terms for denoting citizens; for instance, an Englishman is
ingiliz, a Turk is Tiirk, a German is Alman. (See 'section 136.)



B Translate into Turkish:
1 A coffee with milk please. \3\(- k.o-.""'v~-s~t:../~/ut;;~~ .
2 I am not from Ankara, I am a Londoner. 'b., ...... ~"",,-/.c.-. o...a~11 C-~
3 Where is the book with pictures? l-PV\.o" ro...\ " ..- 6

4 How much is a room with bath?
5 The blue carpet is small but expensive.
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29 -siz: 'without', 'not having', 'not containing'

-siz is added to nouns to form adjectives meaning 'without'. Variants
are -siz, -SlZ, -siiz, -SllZ.

siitsiiz without milk
§ekersiz without sugar
kuvvetsiz without any strength, weak
banyosuz without a bath
yagmursuz without rain
renksiz colourless
Iezzetsiz bland, without taste
paraslZ without money, poor; free
Miizeye giri§ paraslzdlr. Entry to the museum is free.
t~ki1er paraSlZ. The drinks are free.

Exercise 7

A Translate into English: ~~ ,ttl';;'"
1 Bugiin hava soguk de~i1J fakat yagmurlu. 'G.d.o.u..-lJ..,a..
2 Banyolu iki oda liitfen....,...~o ~!a \AI b~~~b..t.,,).'= ('U.\~
3 Cikolatall dondurma var ml? -:t'-.; ~y\... c.1Aoc:.otc...~ i~ (.~o.'t'n

4 Bu ev ka~ odah? H-o~ ~~ ~~ eto<.'i -tj.-l S ""~~~ I

5 Sokakta mavi paltolu ii~ ~ocuk yare b~ ~ e:;t::.V"-'et ~, ~
~ c..h\~d.K.V'- 1""'- \tJ u(. (c:p:1
~~



Lesson 4

30 Verbs

Verbs are generally given with a -mek or -mak suffix. This is how you
find verbs in most dictionaries, and this form is called the infmitive.
The suffix is left out when a verb is used in a sentence, except when
you want to use the infinitive fonnj for example, gelmek means 'to
come~ gel- is the base rcome', and -mek is the infmitive suffix rto'. All
the suffIXes that a verb can take are added to the base after removing the
-mek or -mak suffIX.

31 The past tense

The past tense is used to express things done and actions completed in
the past. It translates the English forms 'I have seen~ 'I did see' and 'I
saw'.

The -01 SuffIX is used to form the past in the following way:

a) The infinitive -mek, -mak is removed and -0i is added to the
base; gelmek 'to come~ gel'come~ gel + 01 = geldi rcame'.

b) Persona1.sufflxes, that is endings which indicate the person doing
the action, are placed after the past SuffIX -ni.

Here are some examples:

yemek to eat yedi ate
i~mek to drink i~ti drank
asmak to hang ash hung
kalmak to stay kaldl stayed
gormek to see gordil saw
iirtmek to cover orttii covered
koymak to put koydu put
ko§mak to run kOltu ran

The past tense SuffIX has eight variants:
-di, -dl, -dii, -du,
-ti, -tl, -tu, -tu.

42
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(For the harmony rules that bring about these changes, look back at
section 5.)

Personal suffixes that are added to the past tense SUffIX .ni to indicate
the subject of the verb are as follows:

·M
·N

-K
-Niz
(·LER)

I
you (familiar, singular)
he, she, it
we
you (plural or formal); variants -niz, ·nlZ, .niiz, ·nuz
they; variants ..ler, ·Jar

There is no personal SUffIX for the third person.

The order of the sufflXes is as follows:
verb + past + person
oku du m okudum I read

geldim I came baktlm I looked
geldin you came bakttn you looked
geldl he/she/it came baktl he/she/it looked
g~ldik we came bakttk we looked
geldiniz you came bakttnlz you looked
geldiler they came baktdar they looked

gordiim I saw ko§tum I ran
gordiin you saw kOftun you ran
gordii he/she/it saw ko§tu he/she/it ran
gordiik we saw ko§tuk we ran
gordiiniiz you saw ko§tunuz 'You ran
gordiiler they saw ko§tular they ran

As discussed in lesson 2, you do not need to use a subject pronoun like
ben, sen etc.: the subject is contained in the verb.

Giizel bir otelde kaldlm. I stayed at a nice hotel.
90k yemek yed!. He ate a lot offood.
Bir bardak su i~tin. You drank a glass ofwater.
Televizyonda giizel bir film gordiik. We saw a good film on

television.
Plajda oturdular, konu§tular. They sat and talked on the beach.
90k kitap aldlnlZ. You bought a lot of books.
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Only when you want to give special emphasis or contrast persons do
you use a subject pronoun:

Ben giizel bir otelde kaldlm. I stayed at a nice hotel. (not you, not
him, but I)

Vocabulary

yazmak
okumak
ballamak
~ah§mak

anlamak
oturmak
yuzmek
a~mak

kapamak
knlmak
gitmek

Exercise 8

to write
to read
to begin, to start
to work, study
to understand
to sit, reside
to swim
to open, turn on
to close, turn off
to stay
to go

yemek
i~mek

almak
vermek
bltirmek
bitmek
uyumak
binmek
inmek
gormek
dun

to eat
to drink
to take, get, buy
to give
to finish (something)
to come to an end
t? sleep
to get on
to get ofT
to see
yesterday

A Translate z'nto English:
1 istanbul'da on be§ giin kaldun.
2 iki saat ~ah~tlm.

3 Bodrum'da denizde yilzdfim, plajda oturdum.
4 Guzel bir yemek yedik ve §arap i~tik.

5 Odada oturdum ve mektup yazdlm.

B Translate z'nto Turkz'sh:
1 I read two books.
2 He worked.
3 Yesterday we swam a lot.
4 The child stayed at home.
5 You (pI.) understood.
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32 Negative with -Di

The sufflX -ME is added to verbs to form the negative. When you want
to say that a given action has not been done, you put the -ME negative
suffIX after the verb base. It has two different forms, -me and -ma, and
is followed by the past and personal suffIXes:

verb + negative + past + person
gel me di m gelmedim I did not come

okumadlm
gelmedin
gormedi
anlamadlk
a~madlnlz

yiizmediler

Exercise 9

I did not read
you did not come
he did not see
we did not understand
you did not open
they did not swim

geldik mi? have we arrived?
yiizduniiz mii? did you swim?
okudular ml? did they read?
bakU ml? did he look?

Trans/ate into Turkish:
1 I did not stay in a hotel.
2 He did not understand.
3 It did not begin.
4 You (pI.) did not see.
5 They did not sit on the beach.

33 Questions with .Di

In questions in the past tense which require a yes or no answer, the
question marker Mi is placed after all the suffIXes, and it hannonises
like all the other suffixes (see section 5) although it is written separately.

verb + past + person + Mi (question)
gel di k mi?
yiiz dii niiz mii?
oku du lar ml?
bak tl ml?

If the question is in the negative, the negative suffIX is placed before all
;the other suffIXes:
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verb + negative + past + person + Mt
gel me di k mi gelmedik mi? did we not

come?

yuzmediniz mi? did you not swim?
okumadlnlZ ml? did you not read?
bakmadl1ar ml? did they not look?

When you want to question some other point in the sentence, rather
than simply asking whether an action has or has not been done, Mt is
placed after the point you wish to question:

Ali dun istanbul'a gitd. Yesterday Ali went to Istanbul.
Ali dun istanbul'a gitti mi? Did Ali go to Istanbul yesterday?
Ali diin istanbul'a ml gitd? Did Ali go to Istanbul yesterday?
Ali dun mii istanbul'a gitd? Did Ali go to Istanbul yesterday?
Ali mi dun tstanbul'a gitd? Did Ali go to Istanbul yesterday?

When a question word like 'who' or 'what' is used, the question marker
Mi is not used:

Kim geldi? Who came?
Dun ak§am nerede yedlniz? Where did you e~t last night?
Adam ka~ lira verdi? How many lira (i.e. how much money) did the

man give?

Exercise 10

Answer the following questions both in the affirmative and in the negative:
Example: istanbul'da kaldln nu?

Evet, istanbul'da kaldlm./Haytr, tstanbul'da
kalmadlm.

1 Elma yediniz mi?
2 Otelde ~ay i~tiniz mi (pl.)?
3 Gazete aldm mt?
4 Sinemada uyudum mu?
5 <;ok ~ah§t1k fit?
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34 -(Y)i: definite object (accusative case)

This suffIx translates in English as the defmite article 'the~ but it is
used only when a specific, definite thing or person is the object of the
verb. A person or thing is specific or definite if it is described in some
detail, or if there has been a reference to it previously. So if the object of
the verb is orthis kind, it must take the -(Y)t SuffIX, but if the object is
non-specific, then this SuffIX is not used. For example, in the sentence 'I
bought a coat~ II' is the subject (the person who has done the action of
buying), and 'a coat' is the object (the thing that has been affected by
the action of buying) and it is non-specific: la' coat. The Turkish
translation is:

Bir palto aldlm. I bought a (or one) coat.
or
Palto aldlm. I bought (~) coat.
(in a broad sense it could also be coat,!, although there is no plural
marker)

In the sentence II bought the coat~ by using the definite article Ithe' you
have specified the coat: it is not any coat, but that particular one
(perhaps the one that was mentioned to you). As the object is defmite,
in Turkish it must take the -(y)t suffIX:

Paltoyu aldlm. I bought the coat.

Gazete okudu. He read (a) newspaper.
Gazeteyi okudu. He read the newspaper.

Yemek yedik. We ate food (a meal).
Yemegi yedik. We ate the food (the meal).

Two vowels do not come together in Turkish. When a suffIX is
essentially a vowel, a buffer is needed between that vowel and the fmal
vowel ofthe base. This buffer is usually -y-: kapl- kaplyl, oda - odaYI,
artii - ortiiyii, etc. The SufflX -(Y)t therefore has eight variants: -i, -I,
-ii, -u after consonants and -yi, -yl, -yil, -yu after vowels.

Proper nouns, because they are always specific, will always take the
-(Y)i suffIX if they are in the object position:
Ali'yi gordiim. I saw Ali.
Ankara'yl begendim. I liked Ankara.
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you
them

usbizi
sizi
onlarl

you
him, her, it

Similarly, if the object is a pronoun, it must take the definite object
suffix -(y)t:
beni me
seni
onu

Seni sinemada gordiim. I saw you in the cinema.
Bizi beklediniz mi? Did you wait for us?

The definite object forms ofbu, lU and 0 are bunu, §unu and onu:

Onu i~tin mi? Did you drink it?
Bunu okumadtm. I did not read this.
~unu a~maddar. They did not open that.

35 Interrogatives: kimi, n~yi, nereyi, ne zaman

The interrogatives kim 'who~ ne 'what' and nere 'where' take the
definite object case ending when they are the direct object of a verb:

kimi whom
Sokakta kimi gordun? Whom did you see in the street?

neyi what
Neyi okudun? What (specific, definite thing) did you read?
Neyi okudun, kitabt ml, gazeteyi mi? What did you read, the book

or the newspaper? (indefinite: Ne okudun, kitap ml, gazete tnl?
What did you read, a book or a newspaper?).

nereyi which place, what place
istanbul'da nereyl gordiiniiz? Which place did you see in

Istanbul?

ne zaman when
Ali ne zaman gitd? When did Ali go?
Kitabt ne zaman okudunuz? When did you read the book?
Ne zaman ~ah§tlk?When did we work?

Vocabulary

meyve fruit durak bus stop
sebze vegetable havlu towel
~i~ek flower su water
istasyon station sabun soap



:'sigara
;'sigara i~mek
!blrakmak
"dolap
j.~dyo

'i~ievizyon
postane
eczane
hastane
girmek
gostermek
~lkmak

dinlemek
duymak
bakmak

Exercise 11

cigarette
to smoke
to leave
cupboard
radio
TV
post office
chemist
hospital
to go in, enter
to show, point out
to come out
to listen
to hear
to look

yatmak
kalkmak

aramak
yapmak
getirmek
gotiirmek
bilmek
konu§mak
anlamak
gostermek
satmak
ge~mek

istemek
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to lie down, go to bed
to get up; to depart

(of planes, trains
etc)

to look for
to do
to bring (along)
to take (away, along)
to know
to speak
to understand
to show, point out
to sell "

to pass, cross
to want

A Trans/ate into English:
1 Dolabl a~t1m ve buyiik ~antaYl aldIm.
2 . Bunu kim yapt1?
3 MasaYl gormedim.
4 Hava ~ok kotti, u~aklar kalkmadl.
5 Radyoyu a~tlm, televizyonu kapadlm.

B Trans/ate into Turkish:
1 "I left the car in the street.
2 Did you eat the apple?
3 I did not show him the post office.
4 I did not see London.
S Did you (pI.) understand this?

36 -(Y)E: directional SUfI"IX (dative case)

This suffix stands for Ito' and lfor' in English. It indicates a direction:
either a movement towards something or some place, or an action
d.irected towards a person or thing.

Sinemaya gittik. We went to the cinema.
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Ali Ankara'ya gitti. Ali went to Ankara.
Kitabl ona verdim. I gave the book to her.
Bunu size aldlm. I bought this for you.
Bize ne getirdiniz? What did you bring for us?

Cenain verbs always take the -(Y)E suffIx: for example, Duvara bakum
literally means f1 looked to the wall~ but the English translat~on is fat': f1
looked at the wall'. Similarly, ba§lamak always goes with -(Y)E:

Derse ba§ladlm. I began the lesson.
Kitaba ba§ladlk. We started the book..

The verb koymak fto put' also takes -(Y)E, because the action denoted
by this verb is a movement from one position to another:

c;i~ekleri vazoya koydum. I put the flowers in (lit. to) the vase.
Kitabl masaya koydun mu? Did you put the book on (lit. to) the

table?
iskemleye oturdum. I sat down on the chair. (indicates the motion of

lowering oneself on to the chair)
iskemlede oturdum. I sat on the chair. (no motion implied)

3.7 Pronouns in the dative

The vowel in the pronouns ben and sen changes when they take the
dative SuffIX.

bana to me buna to this
sana to you ,una to that
ona to himlher/it ona to that
bize to us
size to you
onlara to them

Bunu sana vermediler mi? Didn't they give this to you?
~una bakttm, ama buna bakmadlm. I 10~ked at that, but I didn't

look at this.

38 Interrogatives in the dative

kime to whom - pI. kimlere
c;i~egi kime verdiniz? To whom did you give the flowers?
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Kitaplarl kimlere verdi? To whom (pI.) did he give the books?

neye to what - pi. nelere
Neye baktln? What did you look at? (lit. To what did you look?)
(neye can also mean 'why~ and can also be written as niye, where the
meaning is rather like 'what for?')

nereye to where - pI. nerelere to which places
Dun nereye gittiniz? Where (To where) did you go yesterday?
~antaYl nereye blraktln? Where (To where) did you leave the bag?
(meaning: Where did you put it?)
Ay§e'yi nerelere gotiirdiiniiz? To which places did you take AY§e?

39 Compound verbs

Quite a large number of Turkish verbs are formed by adding the verb
etmek to nouns:

te§ekkiir thanks
yardlm help
seyahat travel
hiicum attack
telefoD telephone
dikkat attention

te§ekkiir etmek to thank
yardlm etmek to help
seyahat etmek to travel
hiicum etmek to attack
telefon etmek to telephone
dikkat etmek to pay attention

The nouns used in these compound forms are mostly not Turkish in
origin but borrowed from Persian, Arabic or a European language.
Som~ of these nouns undergo a change when used in a compound, and
in such cases the compound verb is written as a single word.

af forgiveness
his feeling
kaylp loss

affetmek to forgive
hissetmek to feel
kaybetmek to lose

Some nouns are combined with the verb olmak 'to become~ Ito be':

kaybetmek to lose
memnun etmek to please
ziyan etmek to waste

kaybolmak to be lost, get lost
memnun olmak to be pleased
ziyan olmak to be wasted



~
effective

to render
ineffective
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The verb kdrnak meaning Ito do', Ito make' also has a restricted use in
forming compounds:

miimkiin kl1mak to make possible

etklli ~ kdmak
etkisiz

The verb eylemek Ito make' is now restricted to a few expressions,
having been replaced by etmek, and is mo~tly heard in the set
expression Allah rahmet eylesin, IMay God have mercy on himlher~

with reference to the dead.

Vocabulary

i§

~ar'l

~ar§lya ~Ikmak

ah§veri§
donmek
seyretmek
yatak
sonra

READING

work, job
shopping area, bazaar
to go shopping

(to go out to the shops)
shopping
to go back, return
to watch
bed
later

Diin sabah ge~ kalktlm, i§e gitmedim; ~ar§lya ~lktlm, ah§veri§ yaptlm.
Beyaz, biiyiik bir ~anta aleUm, 80nra eve dondilm. Ekmek, peynir,
meyve yedim. Televizyonda gUzel bir film seyrettirn ve yattlm. Yat~kta

kitap okudum, sonra uyudum.

Exercise 12

Translate into English:
1 <;ocu~ hastaneye goturdiim.
2 Pencereleri kapaclJ., kaplyl a~t1.

3 Biz siidd ~ay i~tik, onlar meyveli dondurma yedi.
4 Klrmlzl ~antaYl Ay§e'ye verdim, 0 da bana bu kitabl verdi.
5 Kime telefon ettiniz?
6 A~lf kitaplan masaya koymadlm, yere koydum.



Lesson 5

40 -DEN: from (ablative case)
L

"l...

This suffIx corresponds to the English 'from', 'out or, 'off'. It has four
variants: -den, -dan, -ten, -tan.

U~ak izmir'den geldi. The plane came from Izmir.
Trende~ indik, otobiise bindik. We got offthe train and got on the bus.
Evden ~lkmadlm. I did not go out of the house.
Kitabl Cemil'den aldlm. I got the book from Cemil.

Some verbs go with the ablative:

o adamdan korkmuyorum. I am not afraid of that man.

Interrogatives also take the -DEN suffIx:

kimden from whom
Mektup kimden geldi? From whom did the letter come?
neden from what (but .generally used in the sense of 'why')
Neden gittiler? Why did they go? .
Neden para almadln? Why didn't you take (any) money?
nereden from where
Tren nereden geldi? Where did the train come from?
Bu paltoyu nereden aldlnlZ? From where did you buy this coat?

Similarly, pronouns take the -DEN suffIx quite regularly:
Benden para istedi. He wanted money offme.
Kitaplarl bizden aldl, onlara verdi. He took the books from us,
. and gave them to them.
~undan da yediniz mi? Did you eat some of that too?

41 Interrogatives: hangi 'which' and ni~in 'why'

Hang! means 'which':

Hangi ~ocuk basta? Which child is ill?
Hangi ak§am geldiler? Which evening did they arrive (come)?
Hangi odada oturdunuz? In which room did you sit?
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Ni~in means 'why'. It is a contraction of ne + i~in: 'what for'.

Tren ni~in durdu? Why did the train stop?
Bu kitabl ni!rin okumadlnlz? Why did you not read this book?

As you know, neden and niye/neye also mean 'why~ and they can all
be used interchangeably without changing the meaning at all; niye/neye
is the more colloquial form and is not used in formal written Turkish.

42 -(N)iN: of (genitive case)

The meaning of the genitive SuffIX is roughly 'of', and its use
approximates to that of the 's in English. It indicates that the noun
which takes the genitive ending is the possessor of something, that it
possesses something else. Usually the thing it possesses is another noun
or noun phrase that comes later in the sentence and carries the possessive
suffIX (see section 43 below). In English, when you say 'Janet's' or 'the
eat's', it implies that Janet and the cat are possessors ofsomething
which is either to be mentioned or has already been referred to:

Janet's house
or
Whose house? Janet's.

the eat's tail

Whose tail? The eat's.

The situation is similar in Turkish, except that the thing possessed
carries the possessive ending, as we shall see next. Here are some
examples with the genitive ending:

Ankara'nln
istanbuPun
evin
kedinin

Ankara's
Istanbul's
of the house (the house's)
the cat's

Pronouns in the genitive show some variations, so here is a list of them:

benim my
senin your
onun his, her, its

bizim
sizin
ontarln

our
your
their

The interrogatives kim and ne take the genitive case ending as they take
other case endings: kimin 'whose', neyin 'of what' (note the ~ception

with neyin: ne ends in a vowel, so you would expect to have nenin,
but it is always neyin).
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Bu kalem kimin? Whose is this pencil?
"0 kalem benim. That pencil is mine.
o oda senin mi? Is that room yours?
Hay1r, 0 oda benim degil, Ay§e'nin. No, that room is not mine, it is

Ane's.
Bu kapak kutunun, ama §u kapak kovanln(dll'). This lid is the

box's, but that lid is the bucket's.

The variants for -(N)iN are: -nin, -nln, -nOn, nun after vowels, and
":-in, -In, -On, -un after consonants.

0" 43 The possessive

The possessive suffixes are ~fTerent for each person (and each of them
has variants which change ,according to harmony).

1st person
"2nd person "
3rd person
1st person pI.
2nd person pI.
3rd person pI.

-(i)M
-(i)N
-(s)t(N)* (5 is the buffer when the base ends in a vowel)
-(t)MtZ
-(i)NiZ
-LERt(N)*

"'The final N which is shown in brackets for the 3rd person singular and
plural is used when another case SuffIX (that is, -DE, -DEN, -(Y)E,
;,(y)t or -(N)tN) follows:

bah~eleri their garden
bah~elerinde in their garden
'Odasl giizel. His room is nice."
Odaslnda koltuk yak. There is no armchair in his room.

Examples with the possessive suffIX:

evim my house
evin your house
evi his/her/its house
evimiz our house
eviniz your house
evleri their house

adam my room
odan your room
odas1 his room
odamlZ our room
odanlz your room
odalarl their room

The possessive suffix indicates that the word to which it is added is
possessed/owned by some other person, thing, etc. mentioned or implied
earlier in the sentence, the word for which carries the genitive SuffIX.
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Therefore the word with the genitive sufftx can be called the 'possessor'
and the one with the possessive sufftx can be called the 'possessed'. So
in Turkish, when you want to make phrases like 'the teacher's house~

you put the possessor (in this case the teacher) first, with the genitive
sufftx, and the possessed/owned (in this case the house) afterwards, with
the possessive suffix. You ,must remember that in English only one of
the words takes a sufftx, 's, but in Turkish both words have a sufftx. So
the phrase 'the teacher'! house' is ogretmenin ev!.

my father's car babamln arabasl
baba father
babam my father
babamln arabaSl (lit. my father's, his car)

In English, when you use 'of' instead of's, the Qrder of the words
changes: 'the house of the teacher'/'the teacher's house'. In Turkish the
order is always ftxed: first the genitive, then the possessive. .

In English the possessor and the possessed can be separated by a
number of words that describe the possessed (in this case, 'house'):

the teacher's big but rather shabby-looking stone and brick built house

Similarly in Turkish all the words that describe the possessed (in this
case evi) come before it and thus separate it from the possessor (in this
case ogretmenin). The translation of the above phrase is:

ogretmenin biiyiik fakat biraz eski goriinii,lii, tal ve tugladan
yapdml§ evi

If a Turkish sentence contains a noun with a genitive suffIx, then there
must be a noun with a possessive sutrtx later in the same sentence.
Sometimes you may only find a possessive sutTtx, but no genitive before
it in the sentence. In such cases it means that the genitive is hidden: it
may be a pronoun which has not been explicitly included, but 'the
meaning of which is clearly understood, or it may have been mentioned
in the previous sentence and therefore not repeated. But whatever the
actual form, the meaning and the implication of the genitive is always
~~ ,

OteI ~okrahat: odalarl biiyiik ve temiz, plajl ~ok geni§ ve
kumlu, bah~esi ~ok sakin.

The hotel is very comfortable: its rooms are big and clean, its beach is
very wide and sandy, its garden is very quiet.
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In the Turkish sentence above there is no genitive suffIx, although there
are three possessive suffIxes: odalar!, plaj! and bah~e!1, all these
linked to 'its' - it being the hotel which was referred to in the first part
of the sentence. Indeed, to emphasise the link between otel and
odalarl, plajl, bah~esiwe could put onun before each of these
words. But this would be redundant: onun is a hidden pronoun there,
being present only in sense, not in form. And remember, when the third
person possessive is followed by a case suffix, we insert the buffer N
which has been shown in brackets (see page 55):

Otelin bah~esi!!degiizel ~i~eklervar.
Arabanln kapIsI!!1 a~tlm.

In colloquial speech it is possible to omit the possessive suffix when
there is a pronoun in the genitive:

bizirn ev our house
senin ~ocuk your cWld

The grammatical rules we have had so far require these to be bizirn
evimiz and senin ~ocugun.Nevertheless native speakers use the
simpler forms, but for you at this stage it is best to keep to the rules.

At these early stages of learning the language you may at times find
some ambiguity regarding certain suffIxes; for instance, the third person
plural possessive sutftx -LERi(N) can stand for different things:

kitaplarl his books (kitap + lar + I)
kitaplarl their boOk~ (k' 1). h . b k Itap + arl

t elr 00 s

As the -LER ending cannot be used twice· in the same word, we cannot
.know by looking at the word alone whether it is the book or the possessor
that is plural. However, often the context will clarify the ambiguity.

Here are some more straightforward examples:

odanln pencere!1 the window of the room
kadln,!!! ~ocug!! the woman's child
plajm kum!! the sand of the beach
Tiirkiye'nin ba§kent! the capital of Turkey

Location

Some nouns indicating locations are often used in genitive-possessive
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constructions. In English, these are generally called prepositions and are
placed before nouns:

on front
Evin oniinde klrmlzl bir araba var. There is a red car in front of

the house (lit. at the front of the house)..
Ay§e'nin oniinde kim var? Who is in front ofAne?

arka back, behind
Otelin arkaSlnda bfiyiik bir otopark var. There is a large car park

behind (lit. at the back of) the hotel.
Arkamda be§ ki§i var. There are five people behind me.
Ceketini kaplnln arkaSlna astJ. He hung his jacket behind (lit. to

the back of) the door.

alt bottom, under
Masanln altlDda kediler var. There are cats under the table.
Agacln altmda oturduk. We sat under the tree.

ust top, above
Masanln iistii bo§. The top of the table is empty. (i.e. There is
nOfhing on top of the table.)
Tabaklarl masanln iistiine koydum. I put the plates on (the top ot)

the table.
The word iizer- (always followed by a SUffIX) is also used for iist.

i~ interior, inside
Kutunun i~i bo§. The inside of the box is empty.
Evin i~inde ka~ ki§i var? How many people are there inside the

house?

dl§ exterior, outside
Otelin dl§l ~ok giizel ama, i~i degil. The exterior (outside) of the

hotel is very nice, but the interior (inside) is not.
Kentin dl§lnda biiyiik parklar var. There are large }Jarks outside the

town.
Dl§lnda is also used to mean Capart from~ lother than':
Bunun dl§lnda bir sorUD yok. There is no problem other than this.

yan side, beside
~i§eyi bardagln yanlna koyduk. We put the bottle beside the glass.
vocuk yanlma geldi. The child came near me (lit. to my side).

kar§1 opposite
Evin kar§lsmda okul var. There is a school opposite the house.
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Yemeklerde kar§lnda kim var? Who is opposite you during (at)
meals?

Exercise 13

1j'anslate:
1 Bu sabah evin oniinden ~ok araba ge~ti.

2 Otelin plajmda yUzmedik.
3 Beyaz dolaplann i~i bo§ de~il.

4 Ya§h adamm gen~ arkada§l onu istasyona gotiirdii.
5 Otelinizin kaf§lsmda ne var?
6 There isn't a garden behind (at the back of) the house.
7 We did not smoke inside the chemist's.
8 The soap and the towelS are in the cupboard.
9 There isn't (any) hot water in our room.

10 In Bodrum, which hotel did you stay at?

44 Possessive compounds

When two nouns come together and the first one describes the second,
only the second noun takes the possessive sufflX (third person). This
possessive compound represents one single thing. In English neither of
them take any sufflX. Remember, the relationship between the two
words is not possession, but description.

4i§ flr~a!! toothbrush
el bagaj! hand luggage
yatak oda!! bedroom
elma agac! apple tree
yuzme havuz!! swimming pool

Compare:

~ocug'Un kitabl the child's book (the book belonging to the child)
~ocuk kitabl children's book (book writteI,1 for children)
bah~enin kaplsl the gate of the garden (gate that belongs to the garden)
bah~e kaplsl garden gate (a type of gate used for gardens)

You will notice the possessive compound in the names of restaurants,
hotels and banks:
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Konyah Lokantasl
Pa1miye OteH
Hilton OteH
i§ Bankasl

the Konyah Restaurant
the Palm Tree Hotel
the Hilton Hotel
the i§ Bank

The possessive ending is however omitted in some place names that
have been used in that form over the years: Topkapl, <;engelkoy,
Arnavutkoy, Kadlkoy.

In a possessive compound nothing can come between the components
ofthe.compound; any modifiers like an adjective or dle indefinite article
bir come before the entire compound.

kii~iik, yefit bir bah~e kaplsl a small, green garden gate

In a possessive compound the first element of-the compound is more
strongly stressed.

A pos~essive compound can be possessed by another noun carrying the
genitive sufflX:
~ocugun yatak odaSl the child's bedroom
or it can form another compound:
misafir yatak odaSl guest bedroom

In both of these examples yatak odas1 has only one possessive sufflX
although one expects two possessive sufflXes: one for forming the
compound yatak odasl, and then another, in the first example to relate
the whole compound to the genitive in ~ocuk!!n, and in the second to form
a compound with misafir. This is because there can only be one
possessive sufflX on any word at one time: what will normally be the last
of these possessives is kept and the rest are dropped. Hence, when you
want to say 'my bedroom~ it is not yatak odas1m but yatak odam: 81

is dropped.

El bagajln aglr ml? Is your hand luggage heavy?
Di§ flr~an1z nerede? Where is your toothbrush?

45 'to have' (possessive + var: has/have)

There is no verb 'to have' iIi Turkish; its function is carried out by a
possessive construction acting as the subject of a var or· yok sentence
(see sections 21 and 22). For example, a,rabam var means literally
'there is my car~ or 'my car exists'. This is used for 'I have a car'.
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,Otelin plajl var. The hotel has a beach.
Sigaranlz var ml? Do you have a cigarette?
Bugun ~ok i§lm var. I have a lot of work today.
~ocugunuz var ml? Do you have children?

The negative is formed with the possessive SUfTLX and yok:

Param yok. I have no money.
Otelin yuzme havuzu yok. The hotel does not have a swimming pool.
Bodrum'da arkada§larl yok. They do not have friend(s) in Bodrum.

46 Interrogatives: kimin, neyin 'whose', 'of what'

The genitive slifllx is added to kim and ne to mean 'whose~ 'who
does it belong to' and 'what does it belong to' (see section 18).

Bu kalem kimin? Whose pencil is this?

These interrogatives are used in possessive constructions:

Kimin kalemi ye§it? Whose pencil is green?
Kimin adl Ahmet? Whose name is Abmet?
Neyin rengi ye§it? What is coloured green? (Green is the colour of

what?)
c;imenin rengi yefil. The colour of grass is green.

47 ~iinkii and onun i~in: 'because' and 'so'

These words are used to join sentences in a simple way.

Dun denize girmedim, ~iinkii miizeye gittim. I didn't go in the
sea yesterday, because I went to the museum.

Dun miizeye gittim, onun i~in denize girmedim. Yesterday I
went to the museum, ~ I didn't go in the sea.

Turkiye ~ok uzak, onun i~in bir ay kaldlm. Turkey is far away, ~ I
stayed a month.

Bugun ~ok yorgunum, ~iinkii dun ~ok ~ah§tlm. I am very tired
today, because I worked hard (lit. a lot) yesterday.
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48 Adjectives with the Pissessive

An adjective used without a noun is understood to refer to a noun:

SarI temiz, ye§i1 degil. The yellow one is clean, the green one is not.

When an adjective used like this refers to one out of a number of
persons or things, the adjective takes the third person possessive suffIx.

Sarls1 temiz, ye§ili degl!.
Hangisi ucuz, mavl mi, beyaz ml? Which (of them) is cheaper, the

blue or the white?
Hangisini aldln? Which of them did you buy?

aynl same
aynlsl the same of it (Le. the same as that)
c;antaslnl begendim, aynlslnl aldlm. I liked her bag, (and) bought

the same (of it).

The word hep, which is generally translated as 'always' but can also
mean call~ is used with this possessive SuffIX - hepsi - and means 'all of
them/it':
Hepsl ne kadar? How much is it all? (all of it)
Hepsine para verdim. I gave (some) money to all of them.

Some words used in this form have acquired standard meanings
alongside their usual meaning with the possessive:

biri someone, a person
Kaplya biri geldl. Someone came to the door.
(This can also be birisi, with no change in meaning. This avoids
confusion with the definite object form, which is also biri.)

kimi some (people), some of the people
Kimi denize girdi, kimi kumda oturdu. Some went in the sea,

some sat on the sand.
Like biri, this can also be kimis!'
Kimisi biiyiik, kimisi kii~iik. Some of them are big, some of them

small.
Although kimi and kimisi generally refer to people, they have both
come to be used for things as well - the context would tell us which.
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. Exercise 14

Translate the following:
1 Yatak odasmlD kaplsml kapadun.
2 Bu fincanlann hepsi giizel; siz hangisini alwmz?
3 Otelimizin banyosuz odasl yok.
4 I did not see the police car. ,
5 Where are your guests? Didn't they come?
6 How many children do you have?
7 All of these jackets are nice, but the white one is very expensive.

, Vocabulary

"'miize museum
::: i1gin~ interesting
~i hediye present; gift
;: §ey(ler) thing(s)
~:Note: you will also see an alternative plural form of §ey: etya, ~s in:
",hediyelik elya souvenirs
(fazla much, extra
;~ulmak to find
giine, banyosu sunbathing
;~~
:~

,t~
;

~ONVERSATION
~(
!..

¥."Diin ne yaptlnIz?
~Miizeye gittik. Miizede ~ok ilgin'i §eyler gordiils.
;iMiize biiyiik mii?
:'HaYlr, ~ok bllyiik degil; biz hepsini iki saatte gordiik. Milzenin
!iy,~mnda kiifUk bir diikkan var. Arkada§lanm oradan hediyelik e§ya
Paidl, ama ben almadlm, ~iinkii fazla param yoktu.
tNerede yemek yediniz?
~Miizenin arkasmda bir lokanta bulduk. Yemekleri ~ok lezzetli. Peki, siz
'~e yaptlnIz?
Biz denize girdik, kumda oturduk, giine§ banyosu yapuk.
Cokgiizel.



Lesson 6

49 Adverbs

Adverbs are words which tell us more about an action; they tell us
where the action takes place, how it takes place and when it takes place,
and are accordingly called adverbs of place, manner and time..

Almost all Turkish adjectives can be used as adverbs.

Kadln gUzel konu§tu. The woman spoke well.
~ocuklar ~ok yava§ yiiriidil. The children walked very slowly.
Yemegi ~abuk yediniz. You ate (the meal) quickly.
Film yeni ba§ladl. The film has just starred.
tstanbul'dan yeni geldik. We have recently come (Le. returned) from

Istanbul.

The demonstrative pronouns bu, §u, 0 can give us adverbs of place
when they take certain suffixes. .

The suffIx -RE- added to these pronouns forms the bases bura- 'this
place~ fura- 'that place~ ora- 'that place'. These bases must take a case
suffIX or a possessive suffIX before they can be used as individual words.
With the third person possessive suffix we obtain the following nouns:

burasl this place Burasl ~ok rahat. This place is very comfortable.
§urasl that place ~urasl temiz. That place is clean.
oraSI that place Orasl soguk. That place is cold.

With other persons of the possessive suffiX the reference is usually to a
part ofone's body:

Oran nasd? How is that part (place) of yours? (How/What do you feel
in that part of your body?)

Buram iyi. This part of me is OK.

The mOst frequent use of the bases bura-, §ura-, ora- as adverbs is
with the suffIXes -DE (locative), -(Y)E (dative) and -DEN (ablative):

burada
§urada

64

here, in here
there, in there
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orada there, in there
Arkada§larlmlZ burada kallyor. Our friends are staying here.
Otobiis ,urada duruyor. The bus stops there.

buraya to here
furaya to there
oraya to there
Oraya gitmedik, furaya glttik. We did not go there, we went therel

here.

buradan from here
furadan from there
oradan from there
Mektup oradan geldi. The letter came from there.

In colloquial speech, the vowel before the suffixes in the above bases is
regularly dropped; this can happen in an informal style ofwriting as
well, giving us the forms burda, furda, orda, nerde. However, the
correct spelling does keep the vowel, apd this is the form you sh~uld use
in writing.

.As we saw above the interrogative ne can also take the suffIX -RE
forming nere-; this can then take the possessive suffIX and all the case
suffIXes:

neres!
nerede
nereye
nereden

which place
where (at where)
to where
from where

The above bases can also take the suffixes -(y)t (definite object) and
-(N)tN (genitive).

buraYl this place
§uraYI that place
oraYI that place
nereyi where (which place)
Burayl bUmiyorum. I do not know this place~

izmir'de nereyi gord'iin? Which place did you see in Izmir?

buranln
§uranln
oranlD
nerenin

of this place
of that place
of that place
of what place
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Bu ad nerenin? This name is of what place? (belongs to what place?)
Bu anahtar buranln. This key is of this place (belongs to this place).

The following words have a directional meaning; that is, they indicate a
direction in which the action takes place. In this sense they can be used
as adverbs, whereas in other senses they can function as nouns or
adjectives.

i~eri inward, inside
dl§arl . outward, outside
i1~ri forward
geri backward
a§agl downward
yukarl upward
beri this way, here ;.r

Asansor yukarl ~lkt1. The lift went up.
Kaplyl i~eri ittim. I pushed the door inwards.

They are frequently used with the suffIXes -DE, -(Y)E and -DEN; with
the -(Y)E SuffIX, however, the direction indicated does not change and
therefore the meaning does not change. For this reason it is common
practice to leave out this ending.

Araba geri gitd. l The car went backwards.
Araba geriye gitd. ~

The words ote 'further, there' and karl. 'across, opposite' are used
adverbially with these same suffIXes.

Ye§ill§lkta kar§lya ge~tim. I went across (crossed to the other side)
at the green light.

Biraz oteye gitti. He went (moved) a little further.

·The direction words listed above are sometimes used in pairs to indicate
a two-way motion; the word bir often accompanies each word: .

Arabalar bir iteri bir geri gitti. The cars went one s!¢pforwards, one
step backwards. (Le. very slowly, continually stopping aricfstarting)

Gen~ adam bir a§agl bir yukarl yilriidii. The young ftJ.:ah walked·
up and down (the street).

The combination a§agl yukarl means 'approximately', '(l.bout' and not
'up and down': ,;" I \"
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istanbul'da a§agl yukarl bir ay kaldlrn. I stayed in Istanbul
approximately/about a month.

The combination ote beri means 'this and that':

C;ar§lya ~lktlm, ote beri aldun. I went shopping, (and) bought this
and that. .

There are other ways to use words adverbially, as you will see later on in
the course (sections 104 and 137).

50 bazl, her, hepsi: 'some', 'every', 'all of it/them'

The word bazl has a plural meaning, and the noun following it should
be in the plural.

Mannaris'te bazl giinler plaja gittim, baZl giinler havuza girdim.
In Marmaris on some days I went to the beach, and art some days I

went in the pool.
BaZI turistler yemekleri sevmedi. Some tourists did not like the

food.

You can omit the plural noun and just put the plural sufflX with a
possessive suffIX after bazl:
BazJ1arl yerneklcri sevrnedi. Soine (people) did not like the food.

When 'some' is used to refer to an luncounted' amount we use biraz,
which also means la little~ especially when used as an adverb:

Biraz ~ah,tlm. I worked a little/a bit.
Biraz viski i~tik. We had some whisky.
Bankadan biraz para aldlrn. I took some money from the bank.

When Isome' has a singular meaning, we use blr:
bir giin some day
bir §cy something
bir yer somewhere
C;antaml bir ye~-de blraktlrn. I left my bag somewhere.

The word her means levery':

Hergiin yiizdiik. We swam every day.
Her §eyi anladlrn. I upderstood everything.
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And berkes means Ceveryone':

Herkes burada rol? Is everyone here?

CAll of it' or call of them' is hepsi:

Filmin hepsini gordiim. I s~w all ofthe film.
KagltlarlD hepsi masa01n iistiinde. All ofthe papers are on the table.

The word biitiin is also used to mean call~ but it is used as an adjective
and always comes before a noun:

Budin kag1dar masalun iistuode. All the papers are on the table.
Butun giln ~ah,t1k. We worked all day.

Another word meaning 'all' is tUm. It can be used as an adjective or as
a noun. When used as a noun it takes the possessi"e ending.

Tum peocereleri a~tlm. I opened all the windows.
Pencerelerin tiimiioii a~tlm. I opened all of the windows.

The word hi~ in various combinations is used for the negative of the
expressions above:

hi~ kimse no one kimse anyone
hi~ bir zaman never
bi!r bir fey nothing

Hi~ used with negatives means 'none~ cnever~ cnone at all':

Hi~ yemedim. I never ate.
tstanbul'a hi~ gitmedim. I have never been to Istanbul.
Hi~ yemek yak. There is no food at all.
Plajda kimse var m1? Is there anyone on the beach?
Haylr, hi~ kimse yak. No, there is no one at all.

51 ini/-(Y)Dt: the past form of 'to be'

tDi is seldom used as a separate word by itself; in written and spoke~

Turkish it is used as a suffIX equivalent to the past tense of Cto be', The
suffIX form can be represented as ..(Y)Dt: after bases that end in a vowel
it is .ydi, .ydl, .ydii or .ydu, after the voiceless consonants p, t, k, ~, 5,

§, f, h, it is ·ti, .. tl, .tu, ·tu, and after all other consonants it is .di,
.dl, .dii, ..du. It is followed by the same personal suffIXes' as the past
tense suffIX •D i.
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Dun ~ok yorgundum. Yesterday I was very tired.
Sen eVde~dinama karde§in okuldaydl. You were at home, but your

brother/Sister was at school.
Adam Tiirktu. The man was Turkish.
Kadln Londrabydl. The woman was a Londoner.
Hastaydlk. We were ill.
Otelimiz ~ok rahattl. Our hotel was very comfortable.
Hava ~ok kotiiydu. The weather was very bad.

tnt is also used with var and yak to mean 'there was' and 'there was
not':

Masada iki kitap vardl. There were two books on the table.
Odada koltuk yoktu. There was no armchair in the room.
Evde yoktu. He was not at home.
Partide kimler vardl? Who (pi) were at the party?

With the genitive + var/yok, int means hadlhad not (did not have):
Param vardl ama vaktim yoktu. I had money, but I did not have

time.
i§imiz vardl, onun i~in plaja gitmedik. We had things to do, so we

did not go to the beach.

,52 Question forms with ..(Y)Di

.(Y)nl comes between the question marker Ml and the personal
endings:

Dun evde miydin? Were you at home yesterday?
Otelde miydiler? Were they at the hotel?
Basta mlydlk? Were we ill?
Ge~en yaz'Marmaris'te miydiniz? Were you in Marmaris last

summer?
'Otelinizin havuzu yok muydu? Didn't your hotel have a pool?

If the question is formed with an interrogative, then that interrogative
carries the .(Y)Di suffIx provided it is not the subject:

C;ocuklar neredeydi? (lit. The children (subject) were where?) Where
were the children?

o kimdi? (lit. He/she/it (subject) was who?) Who was it?
Mektup kimdendi? (lit. The letter (subject) was from whom?) Who

was the letter from? .
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Note that in the last three sentences above, the subject and the word
order are the reverse of what is ~ost natural in English. Thus 'He was
who?' rather than 'Who was he?"(see sectionlB).

53 Negatives with -(Y)Dt

Degil takes the past suffIx -(Y)Dt, and then comes the personal ending:

Plajda degildik ~iinkii hava kot'iiydii. We weren't on the beach,
because the weather was bad.

Otobiiste deglldim, dolmu§taydlm. I was not on the bus, I was in
the dolmu§.

Hasta degildi, yorgundu. 'He was not ill, he was tired.

54 Negative questions with -(Y)Dt

The order of the endings is as follows:

- + degil + Mt + (Y)Dt + person
Hava giizel degil miydi? Wasn't the weather nice?
Evde degil miydiniz? Weren't you at home?

-(Y)Dtcan also be added to tense suffIxes. It then forms a compound
tense with a past reference. Examples are given with each tense in later
lessons. It is seldom used after .Di (past).

Exercise 15

Trans/ate the following:
1 Orasl ~ok giizel bir yer; l.ondra'dan otuz ki§i geldi ve orada on be§

giin kahil.
2. Araba ileri gitmedi, geri gitd.
3 Bu anahtar nerenin?
4 Cuma giinil ~ok hastaydlm, doktora gittim.
5 Dun ak§am size telefon ettim, odaOlzda delildiniz.
6 He spoke very fast, I did not understand.
7 This is a very nice place.
B How many people stayed here?



9 Did the bus stop here?
lOIn Istanbul the weather was very hot every day.

55 Days of the week
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Pazar
Pazartesi
Sab
<;ar§amba

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Per§embe
Cuma
Cumartesi

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

yarln
~biir giin
ertesi giin
evvelki. l
evvelsi ~ giin
hafta
ge~en hafta
gelecek hafta
obiir hafta
ertesi hafta
ay
yI1 I
sene ~

tomor'row
the day after tomorrow
the following day

the day before yesterday

week
last week
next week
the week after next
the following week
month

year

In English you say 'on Thesday~ 'on Friday~ etc.; in Turkish we just say
Sab 'Tuesday~ or Sab giinii '(day of) Tuesday~ Per§embe aklaml
'Thursday evening'.

Sab giinii sinemaya gittik. We went to the cinema on Tuesday.
or
Sab sinemaya gittik, <;ar§amba tiyatroya gittik. On Tuesday we.

went to the cinema, on Wednesday we went to the theatre.

The plural can also be used:

Sah giinleri diikkanlar kapah. The shops are closed on Thesdays.
Cuma ak§amlarl otelde disko var. There is a disco in the hotel on

Friday evenings.
Pazarlarl diikkanlar ~ok kalababk. The shops are very crowded on

Sundays.
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To say 'in the morning' you do not use the suffix -DE 'in, on, at'; it is
either just sabah or sabahleyin. Similarly:

ogleyin
ak§a~/ak§a~leyin

geee/geeeleyin
sabahlarl
ogleleri
ak,a~larl

geceleri

at noon
in the evening
at night
in the mornings
at noon times
in the evenings
at nights

Various times ofany day of the week are expressed as compounds:

Cumartesi geeesi Saturday night
Pazar sabahl Sunday morning
Gelecek hafta Cumartesi geeesi saat onda teievizyonda iyi bir

film yare There is a good film on TV next week on Saturday night
at ten o'clock.

But con Sunday, in the morning' is Pazar (giinii) sabah or Pazar
(giinii) sabahleyin.
~ar,ambagiioi! sabahleyin saat onda randevum yare I have an

appointment on Wednesday in the morning at 10 o'clock.

56 Months

Deak
~ubat

Mart
Nisan
Mayls
Haziran

January
February
March
April
May
June

Temmuz
Agustos
Eylnl
Ekim
Kaslm
Arabk

July
August
September
October
November
December

Ajustos'ta Ti!rkiye'de hava ~ok sleaktlr.
In August the weather is very hot in Turkey.
MaYIs'ta tatHe gittUer.
They went on holiday in M.ay.

When giving dates with months we use cardinal numbers:

dokuz ~ubat nine February
yirmi bir Mart twenty-one March



or we can say

~ubat'1D dokuzu the ninth of February
Mart'ln yirmi biri the twenty-first of March
Bugiin on sekiz Eylii11989. Today is 18 September 1989.
Bugiin Eyliil'iin on sekizi. Today is the eighteenth ofSeptember.

(In the second type of structure the year is not given.)

57 Seasons
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mevsim
ilkbahar
yaz
sonbahar
kl§

season
spring (bahar alone can also mean 'spring')
summer
autumn
winter

Exercise 16

Translate the following:
1 Last year we weren't in Turkey.
2 At noon, the shops are not closed, but the banks are closed.
3 We go to the cinema on Friday evenings.
4 Where were you on Thursday? .
5 I read all of the book. .

Vocabulary

dolrou§ a shared taXi geni§ wide

vakit time yemek food, meal

zaman time (dinner/lunch)

~abuk quickly banyo bathroom

yava§ slowly du§ shower

\=imen grass garson waiter

deniz klYlsl seaside, seashore servis service

klyl shore tadl holiday

hahce e:arden
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READING

Ge~en ay Marmaris'e gittik. Otelimiz deniz kIylsmdayw. Otelin biiyiik
bir bah~esi ve geni~ bir pIa;l yard!. PIa; ~ok giizeidi. OteHn yemekleri de
~ok giizeIdi; garsonlar ve servis ~ok iyiydi. Her odada banyo ya da du§
vardt. Bazl ak§amlar radyoyu a~t1k ve miizik diniedik. Otelimizin
kar§lsmda kii~ bir ada varcl1; bir giin 0 adaya gittik, orada denize
girdik. Marmaris'te on be§ giin kaldtk ve ~ok giizel bir tatH yaptlk.



Lesson 7

58 The present continuous tense: -(i)YOR

This tense is used to indicate action going on at the time of speaking. It
is also used for habitual action, action done repeatedly as a routine, and
also for future action, especially when used in the company ofwords
referring to the future, like 'tomorrow' or 'next year'. It corresponds to
the 'am/is/are ...ing' tense in English and also to the English present and
future.

The basic form of this tens~ is -(t)YOR. The -yor part of the sufftx
never changes; it never harmonises with what comes before it. When
the verb base ends in a vowel, the tense sufflX is jQ.st -yor, e.g. okuyor,
yiiriiyor, kuruyor. When the verb base ends in a consonant, the tense
sufflX is -tYORj its variants are -iyor, -lyor, -iiyor, -uyor. For
example: geliyor, baklyor, giiliiyor, buluyor.

The personal sufftxes that are used with -(t)YOR are the same personal
sufflXes that represent the present form of 'to be' (see section 12). The
personal sufflXes that follow the tense ending -(t)YOR also never
change, -yor being always constant:
ftrst person -um
second 'person -sun
third person
ftrst person plural -uz
second person plural -sunuz
third person plural (-lar)

The order of the sufl1xes is as follows:

verb + (t)YOR + person
gel iyor um geliyorum I am coming/I come
oku yor sun okuyorsun you are reading/you read
Tiirk~e ogreniyorum. I am learning Turkish.
Bu ak§am sinemaya gidiyoruz. We are going to the cinema this

evening.
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gelmiyorum I am not coming
okumuyonim I am not reading
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When the verb base ends in e or a, these vowels become 1and 1

respectively b~fore the -yor suffix:

ye + yor = yiyor he eats/is eating
de + yor = diyor he says/is saying

anIa + yor == anhyor he understands
bekle + yor = bekliyor he waits/is waiting

59 Negative with -(i)YOR

The negative suffLX -me or -ma precedes -Ci)YOR:

verb + negative + (t)YOR + person
gel me yor urn
oku rna yor urn

Notice the sound change in the negative suffLX before the -yor suffIX:
me becomes mi, and ma becomes mlj if the vowel before the negative
suffLX is round, then the negative suffLX beco~es mil or mu. For
eXample:

gill + me + yor = giilmiiyor he is not laughing
oku + rna + yor = okumuyor he is not reading
Bu yaz Bodrum'a gitmiyoruz. We are not going to Bodrum this

summer.
Uyak bette kalklyor. The plane leaves at five.

60 Questions with -(i)YOR

The question marker Mt is placed after -(i)YOR and before the
personal suffIX:*

verb + (i)YOR + question + person
gel iyor mu yum
geliyor muyurn? am I coming?
ogren iyor mu sunuz
ogreniyor musunuz? are you learning?
al lyor' mu yuz
ahyor muyuz? are we buying?
Tiirkye ogreniyor mu? Is he learning Turkish?

*With the third person plural suffIX the Mi questio~ marker'comes



after the person:
Geliyorlar ml? Are they coming?
ingilizce biliyorlar ml? Do they know (speak) English?

Remember, when there is a question word, the question marker Mi is
not used:

Ni~in agbyorlar? Why are they crying?
Arkada§lnln hediyesini ne zaman veriyorsun? When are you

giving (going to give) your friend's present?
Nerede oturuyorlar? Where do they live?
Nereye gidiyoruz? Where Bre we going?

61 Negative question~with -(i)YOR

All the sufflXes follow each other in the positions described:

verb + negative + (t)YOR + question + person
bak rna yor mu yum
bakmlyor muyum? aren't I looking?
gar me yor mu sun.
gormiiyor musun? aren't you seeing (don't you see)?
~ocuklara kltap vermiyor musunuz? Aren't you giving books to

the children?
Burada oturmuyorlar ml? Aren't they living here (Don't they live

here)?

62 The past continuous tense
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The sufflX -(Y)Di, the past form of 'to be~ can be added to the present
continuous suffIX -(t)YOR to form the past continuous, in English
'was/were .. .ing'. It indicates continuous action happening in the past.

Araba ~ok hlZh gidiyordu, birden lastik patladl.
The car was going very fast, suddenly the tyre burst.
Riiyamda istanbul'a gidiyordum.
In my dream I was going (travelling) to Istanbul.

-(Y)Di forms this kind of compound tense with aU the other tenses as

well.
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63 iLE: with, by, by means of, through

iLE may be used as a separate word meaning 'with, by, by means of,
through~ but more frequently it is used as a suffIX and can be shown as
-{Y)LE:

1 If the word ends in a vowel, the suffIX is -yle or -yIa:
arabayla by car
ogrenciyle with the student
kediyle with the cat
neyle with what, by what

2 If the word ends in a consonant, the suffIX is either -Ie or ..la:
trenle by train
u~akla by plane (also 'by air mail')
adamla with the man

Tiirkiye'ye trenle ii~ giinde gittim. I went to Turkey by train in three
days.

Arabayla bir saatte gidiyoruz. By car we go (get there) in one hour.
Hesabl ~ekle odedim. I paid the bill by cheque.
Marmaris'e neyle gidiyorsunuz? How (By what) are you going to

Marmaris?
Adantla konu§madlm, kadlnla konu§tum.
I didn't speak to (with) the man, I spoke to (with) the woman.

iLE is also used to mean 'and' where it implies a togetherness, for
instance:

Ahmetle Mehmet bu ak§am bize geliyor. Ahmet and Mehmet are
coming (together) to (see) us tonight.

Ekmekle peynir yedik. We ate bread and cheese.
Havluyla mayoyu aldlm. I took the towel and the bathing suit.

Note that the object suffIX has been omitted in havluyla: iLE does not
follow case suffIXes, but it can be used with the possessive ·SuffIX. For
instance:

Havlumla mayomu aldlm. I took my towel and my bathing suit.
Gomlegimle §ortumu giydim. I put on my shirt and shorts.

When iLE is used with a pronoun, the pronoun is always in the
genitive form, except the pronouns that end in -LER. The same
happens with the interrogative kim.
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Personal: benimle with me
seninle with you
onunla with himJher/it
biziInle with us
sizinle with you (pllformal)
onlarla with them

Demonstrative: bununla with this bunlarla with these
,ununla with that §unlarla with those
onunla with that onlarla with those (= with them)
kiminle with whom? kimlerle with whom (pI)?

Bizimle sinemaya geliyor musun? Are you coming to the cinema
with us?

Tatile kimlnle gidiyorsunuz? With whom are you going on holiday?

Vocabulary

ogrenmek
aglamak
hediye
ogrenci
hesap
~ek

odemek
hlZb
birden
lastik
patlamak
riiya
do§
erken
kahvaltt
~ay

sevmek
yiiz
ylkamak
once

to learn
to weep
gift
student
bill
cheque
to pay
fast
suddenly
tyre (of car etc.)
to burst, explode

dream

early
breakfast
tea
to like, love
face
to wash
first

sa~

taramak
elbise
giymek
dilim
klzarml§
ekmek
klzarml§ ekmek
peynir
tereyag
re~el

yiiriimek
Tiirkiye
Tiirk~e

bilmek
gomlek
fort
mayo

hair
to comb
dress, suit
to wear
slice
toasted, fried
bread
toast
cheese
butter
jam
to walk
Turkey
Turkish·
to know
shirt
shorts
bathing suit,

swimming
trunks

READING

Sabahlan erken kalklyOrum. B~nyoya giriyorum, yiiziimii yIklyOrum,
Sa~Iml tanyorum, elbisemi giyiyorum. Kahvaltlda her zaman ~ay
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i~iyorum; ~aYl ~ok seviyorum ve siltsiiz i~iyorum. Bir dilim ktzarml~

ekmek ve peynir yiyorum, tereya~ ve re~el yemiyorom. Sekizde evden
~lklYOrum, dura~a yiiriiyorum. i§ime otobiisle gidiyorum. Siz kahvaltlda
ne yiyorsunuz? i§e neyle gidiyorsunuz?

Exercise 17

Translate the following:
1 We are going to Turkey this year.
2 I don't walk to the station, I get on a bus.
3 We don't know Turkish, but we 8re learning.
4 Are you coming with us?
5 The children were swimming in the pool.

64 Numerals: ordinal

birinci
ikinci
ii~iincii

dordiincii
befinci

first
second
third
fourth
fifth

altmcl
yedinci
sekizinci
dokuzuncu
onuncu

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth

yiiziincii
bininci
be, yuz otuz sekizinci

hundredth
thousandth
five hundred and thirty-eighth

In writing, a full stop is put after a numeral to indicate that it is an
ordinal:

12. sayfa
5. ay

12th page
5th month

~ubat ikinci aYe
February is the second month.

The ordinal suffIX can be used with the interrogative ka~, giving us
ka~ln~l? The response is always with an ordinal numeral:

~ubat ka~lncl ay?
Which month is February?
AtlnlZ yarl§ta ka~lncl geldi?
Where did your horse come in the race?
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The ordinal number can also be abbreviated by putting the sufflX after
the number:

Unci =birinci
6ncl = alt1nel

65 Numerals: distributive

1st = first
6th = sixth

The suffIX -(§)ER is added to numerals to form distributive adjectives.
When a number ends in a vowel the SuffIX is -fer or -far, as in ikiter
'two each' and alt1§ar 'six each~ and when a number ends in a
consonant the distributive SuffIX becomes -er or -ar, as in birer 'one
each' and onar 'ten each'.

birer one each yuzer a hundred each
iki§er two each bet yiizer ~ five hundred each
ii~er three each be§er yiiz
dorder four each biner a thousand each
be§er five each on biner

~ ten thousand each
alt1§ar six each onarbin
yedi§er seven each kirk be§er forty-five each
sekizer eight each yarlm§ar half each
dokuzar nine each
onar ten each

Lokantada yarlmfar fife §arap i~tik.

We drank half a bottle ofwine each at the restaurant.
Her odada iki§er yatak var. There are two beds (each) in every room.

When bu~uk is used, the number preceding bu~uk takes the -(§)ER
ending:

iki§er bu~uk kilo elma two and a half kilos each of apples

The distributive interrogative is ka~ar 'how many each?':

Bu gomlekler ka~ar lira? How many lira each are these shirts?

Distributive numerals can also be used as adverbs when they are
doubled:
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Ogrenciler birer birer slnua girdi. The students entered the
classroom one by one.

Merdivenleri iki,er iki§er ~lkt1k. We climbed the stairs two by two.

The words tek 'single' and az 'little' can also be used in this way:

Kelimeleri teker teker soyliiyor. He is saying the words singly (one
by one).

i~kisini azar azar ifn, He drank his drink a little at a time.

66 -DEN BERi: since

This combination indicates that action begun at some specified time is
still continuing, so it is mostly used wi~h the -(i)YOR tense marker.
The -DEN suffix in the combination harmonises in the usual way.

Sabahtan beri ~ah§lyorum. I have been working (lit. I am working)
since the morning.

Saat ondan beri konu§uyorlar. They have been talking since ten
o'clock.

Diin ak§amdan beri yemek yemedi. He has not eaten since last
night.

Engli~h uses 'for' (instead of 'since'), if the time denoted is a period of
time. In such cases Turkish uses -DEN BERi if the action is still
continuing:

Telefon ii~ gilnden beri ~ab§mlyor.The telephone has not been
working for three days.

But -den beri is not used if the action is no longer continuing:

Telefon ii~ giin ~ah§madl.The telephone did not work for three days..

67 -DiR: for

This suffIX is used in the same way as -den beri, but only with
descriptions of definite periods of time in terms of months, years, days,
hours etc.

Telefon ii~ giindiir ~ah,mlyor. rhe phone has not been working for
three days.
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iki haftadlr Ayvahk'taylz. We have been in Ayvahk for two weeks.

68 -(Y)E KADAR: up to,' until

This combination refers to a limit in time or distance, so it can also
mean 'as far as~ 'by'.

Be§e kadar bekledik. We waited until five o'clock.
Ak§ama kadar ~ah§tlnlzml? Did you work until the evening?
tstasyona kadar yiirildiik. We walked as far as the station.
istanbul'a kadar u~aklagidiyoruz, tstanbul'dan Izmir'e otobilsle

devam ediyoruz. We are going by plane as far as Istanbul; from
Istanbul to Izmir we are going to carry on by coach.

Kitabl be§inci sayfaya k~dar okudum. I read the book up to page
five.

Interrogatives can also be used with ..(y)e kadar:

Ka~a kadar? Until when? Up to what number?
Nereye kadar? As far as where?
Ne zamana kadar? Until when?

Kadar without the -(Y)E sufflX means 'as much as~ or 'aboutl
approximately'.

Bir sa,at kadar bekledik. We waited for about an hour.
Eyliil Agustos kadar slcak degil. September is not as hot as (lit. not

hot as much as) August.
Altl kilometre kadar yilrildilm. I walked for about six kilometres.

When kadar is used with pronouns, the latter are in the genitive:

Benim kadar yed!. He ate as much as I did.
Sizin kadar Tiirk~e bilmiyorum. I do not know Turkish as well as

you.

With interrogatives:
Ne kadar? How much? (lit. As much as what?)

This phrase is frequently used to ask the price of something:
Bir kilo iiziim ne kadar? How much is a kilo of grapes?

bu kadar this much
o kadar that much, all that
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Film 0 kadar giizel degll. The film is not all that good.

69 -DEN ONCE: before

Yemekten once birer viski J~tik. We had a whisky each before
dinner.

Ankara'dan once Konya'ya gittUe~. They went to Konya before
Ankara.

You may also hear -DEN EVVEL, whiCh has the same meaning:

Yemekten evvel birer viski i~tik.

Benden evvel slrada kim var? Who is in the queue before me?
Bundan once neredeydiniz? Where were you be~ore this (previously)?

Usel,::l without the -DEN suffix, once can mean 'first', 'previously':

Once Tiirk~e ogrendim. First, I learnt Thrkish.

To indicate a situation which exists ~efore an action, the suffIX cluster
-MEDEN IS used with once and the combined form is directly added
to the verb base: verb + -MEDEN ONCE = 'before doing something'.

Evden ~1kmadanonce pencereleri kapadlm. Before leaving the
house I closed the windows.

There is no tense or person indicator. If the person is not the subject or
doer of the main verb, then it is stated separately:

Arkada§lm gelmeden once kitaplarlml kaldlrdlm. I put away
my books before my friend came.

Arkada§lm gelmeden once telefon etti. My friend rang before
coming (before she came).

Denize girmeden once gilne§te oturduk. We sat in the sun before
going in the sea.

Vatmadan once bir bardak silt i~iyorum.Before going to bed I drink
a glass of milk.

Hvden Clkmadan once ne yaplyorsunuz? What do you do before
you leave the house (lit. before leaving the house)?
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70 -DEN SONRA: after

Yemekten sonra kahve i~tik. We drank coffee after dinner.
Antalya'dan sonra Dalaman'a gidiyoruz. We are going to

Dalaman after Antalya.
Bu istasyondan sonra hangi istasyon geliyor? Which station

comes after this station?
PIajdan sonra nereye gidiyorsunuz? Where are you going after the

beach?
Kahvaltldan sonra yiiriiyii§e ~Iklyoruz. We are going for a walk

after breakfast.

Used without the -DEN sufflX, sonra means llater~ lthen~ lafterwards':

Otele once mektup yaz41m, S onra telefon ettim. First I wrote to
the hotel, then I telephoned.

Once yagmur, sonra kar yaidl. First it rained, then it snowed.

To indicate a situation after an action, the sufflX cluster -DiKTEN is
used with sonra and the combined form is directly added to a verb
base: verb + -niKTEN SONRA = 'after doing something'.

Yemek yedikten sanra kahve i~tik. After eating we had coffee.
Siz gittikten sanra Ahmet ve eli geldi. Mter you left, Ahmet and

his wife came.
izmir'e gittikten sonra Bodrum'a gidiyorlar. After going to Izmir,

they are going to Bodrum.

Vocabulary

dolu
bot
merdiven
kelime
bavul

Exercise 18

full
empty
stairs
word
suitcase

i~ki

slra
beklemek
yuriiyu§
biraz

drink (alcoholic)
queue, row
to wait
a·walk
a little

Translate .the following:
1 The first bus was full, so we got on the second bus.
2 We had (drank) two teas each.
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3 We have been staying (are staying) in this hotel since last Sunday.
4 I walked as far as the hotel.
5 What did you do after the meal?

71 Forms of address

In addressing people formally in Turkish, the words bey Igentleman'
and hanlm 'lady' are used with the first names:

Giinaydln Abmet Bey. Good morning, Ahmet Bey.
Naslls1nlZ Ay§e Hanlin? How are you, Ane Hamrn?

If surnames are used, then the words Bay lMr' or Bayan 'Mrs/Miss'
precede the surname (and the first name, ifone is given) as in English:

Bay Ahmet Atakan or Bay Atakan
Bayan Ay§e Kudu or Bayan Kudu·

Another form of address where surnames are used is Sayln lesteemed':
it is formal, indicating respect, and is used for both men and women in
the same way. It can also be used with titles:

Sayln Profesor Ekin orada mt? Is Professor Ekin there?
SaYln Ay§e Kudu biraz sonra geUyor. Mrs Ay§e KutIu will be here

a little later (Le. is coming).
SaYln Ba§bakan gelecek ay Amerika'ya gidiyor. The Prime

Minister is going to America next month.

As all these forms of address indicate a certain degree of formality, the
personal SuffIX to be used with them is of course second person plural:

SaYln Atakan, bu kitabl istiyor musunuz?

You can address an envelope:

Sayln Ahmet Atakan
or Bay Ahmet Atakan
or SaYln Bay Ahmet Atakan

but inside, begin the letter:

SaYln Atakan (official letters)
SaYln Miidiir/Doktor/etc.
Ahmet Bey/Ay§e Hanlm (still formal, but less official, more personal)

The direct translation of the word 'dear' is sevgili, but in Turkish this
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indicates great familiarity and closeness and should be avoided unless
you have been addressed as such. There is no danger of offending
anyone ifyou keep to the more formal forms until you gain familiarity.

Ifyou want to address the whole family, you use the form SaYln
Atakan ailesi. The plural ending ·LER can also be used with proper
names to refer to a person and his family or close circle:

Bu ak§am Ay§elere gidiyoruz. We are going to Ane's this evening.
Ay§eler burada oturuyor. Ay§e and her family/friends live here.
Atakanlarln evi nerede? Where is the Atakans' house?

Vocabulary

motor gezisi
koy
bulu§mak
kahvaltl etmek

boat trip
small bay or cove
to meet",
to have breakfast

CONVERSATION

Telefonda

- Alo, Ay§e, sen misin?
- Merhaba Ahmet, nastlsm?
- Te§ekkiir ederim, iyiyim. Sen nastlsm?
- Ben de iyiyim.
- Ay§e, yarm motor gezisine gidiyoruz. Geliyorsun, de~i1 mi?
- Tabii geliyorum, ama motor ka~ta kalklyor?
- Sabah onda Biiyiik Otel'in oniinden kalktyor. O~le yeme~ini kil~i1k bir

koyda yedikten sonra ii~ saat kadar bu koyda kahyoruz, denize
giriyoruz. ~aYlmlzl da orada i~tikten sonra Biiyilk Ote1'e doniiyoruz.

- Serpil'le Cengiz de geliyor mu?
- TabiL
- Peki, nerede bulu§uyoruz?
- Saat dokuzda otelde bulu§uyoruz, once kahvalu ediyoruz.
- Tamam, ben de saat dokuzda oradaytm.
- Peki, iyi giinler.
- iyi giinler.
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Exercise 19

Translate the following:
1 We are on holiday until September.
2 I lost my ticket before the plane took ofT, but later I found (it).
3 We opened all the windows before smoking.
4 Last night, after you left, I telephoned London.



Lesson 8

72 Imperatives

The simplest way to form a command is to use the verb without the
,infinitive -MEK suffix:

Buraya gel. Come here.
Bana bir kahve getir. Bring me a coffee.
A~. Open.

However, this is not the formal way of asking something to be done,
neither is it very polite. It is use'd when speaking to people you address
as sen. You can always put Hitfen with it. When speaking to people
you addr~ss as siz (used for both the plural and the formal singular), the
more polite form of command, -(y)tN or -(Y)1NiZ, is added to the
verb. In terms of politeness there is no difference between them, but
-(Y)iN is more frequently used in spoken Turkish and -(Y)iNiz in
written Turkish; this latter suffIX you will see a lot on signs and notices,
and on all kinds of official communications. For example:

(on a train) Pencereden dl§arl sarkmaymlz.
Do not lean out of the window.

(in a library) Giiriiltii etmeyiniz.
Do not make a noise.

(on a bus) ~oforle konu§~aYlnlz.

Do not talk to the driver.
(on a door) itiniz. Push.

~ekiniz. Pull.

Being shorter, -(Y)tN is more frequent in spoken Turkish:

Yarln ak§am erken gelin. Come early tomorrow evening.
istanbul'da Topkapl miizesini goriin. See the Topkapl museum in

Istanbul.
Bu sabah iki gazete abn. Buy two newspapers this morning.

You can use liitfen in all these sentences to make your request less
abrupt, more polite.



Please come at five.

Come at five please.
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For negative imperatives, put the relevant imperative suffIx after the
negative -ME:

Hava giizel, §emsiye almayln. The weather is fine, do not take an
umbrella.

C;;antanlZl burada blrakmayln. Do not leave your bag here.
Bu kutuyu a~ma. Do not open this box.
Kagldl yere atma. Do not throw the paper on the floor.

To summarise, a simple rule for which imperative form to use is:

a) Use the plain form of the verb (without any suffixes except the -ME
ending if the imperative is negative) for people whom you address as
sen.

b) Use -(Y)iN after the verb (or, for the negative, after the verb +
-ME) for people you address as size And try to add liitfen 'please' as
you do in English: you can start your imperative sentence with
liitfen, or put liitfen at the end of the sentence.

Liitfen be§te gel.
Liitfen be§te gelin.
Be§te gelliitfen.
Be§te gelin Hitfen.

When you are asking for things at a restaurant or a shop, it is quite
sufficient to name what you want, coupled with liitfen:

Bir ~ay liitfen. One tea please.
Yarlm kilo iiziim liitfen. Half a kilo of grapes please.

In colloquial Turkish there is another way of forming the imperative. It
is very frequently used in spoken Turkish, but seldom in writing. The
sufflX used for this is -SENE for people you address as sen, and
-SENizE for people you address as size

C;;abuk olsana. Be quick. (indicating impatience: Hurry up!)
Kaplyl a~sanlza. Open the door.
t~sene. Drink (it).

This form of request is rather abrupt and can indicate some impatience
on the part of the person making the request. You would be well
advised to avoid using it - but you will often hear it used, particularly
when a person addresses a junior colleague or employee. .
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For another, very polite way to make a request, rather like the English
'Would you.. :, see section 88.

Yet another suffix used frequently in colloquial speech to form an
imperative is -(Y)iVER. It is added to a verb and implies that the
action indicated by the verb can be done quickly and easily. The SuffIX
is -(Y)i + VER, and only the first vowel harmonises; the second part
of the suffIX is non-harmonic, it is always VER.

Havlularl dolaba koyuver. Put the towels in the cupboard.
On dakika bekleyiver. Wait for ten minutes.

In non-imperative sentences -(y)iVER can be followed by all the
suffIXes that a verb can take, but generally it only takes the tense and
person suffIXes. It implies that the action can be done, or has been done,
quickly and without much fuss.

~ama§lrlarl soguk suda ylkaylverdim. I washed the laundry in
cold water.

On daki1.ta i~inde bavulunu hazlrlaylverdi. He got his case ready
(lit. prepared his case) in ten minutes.

73 The optative

The suffIX used for the optative is -(Y)E with a verb base. This form of
the verb indicates not an action but a wish, a desire for an action to take
place, or for something to happen. Its variants are -ye, -ya after vowels.
and -e, -a after consonants. It takes a special set of person endings:

-yiM
-SiN
-stN* or nothing (see below)
-LiM
-SiNiz
-SiNLER or -LER

I
you (sing)
he/she/it
we
you (pI/formal)
they

*The third person has two forms: either no suffIX for the person is used
after the optative SuffIX, or the personal SuffIX -SiN is added directly to
the verb base without the optative suffIX: gel-e or gel-sin. The same
happens for the third person plural, but the -LER suffIX is used
especially if the subject is left out and is to be understood from the
personal suffIX of the verb: gel-e-Ier or gel-sinler. Examples:
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goreyim
goresin
gore/gorsiin
gorelim
goresiniz
goreler/gorsiinler

alaYlm
alasln
ala/alsln
alabm
alaslnlz
alalar/alslnlar

bekleyeyim
bekleyesin
bekleye/beklesin
bekleyelim
bekleyesiniz
bekleyeler/beklesinler

The optative is mostly used with the first person singular and plural;
forms in the other persons are very restricted in usage, except for the
third person form with the -SiN SUffLX.

1 With the first person the most general meaning is 'let me/us..!:
Sen yorgunsun, ab§veri§i ben yapaYlm. You are tired, let me do

the shopping.
Saat bette geleyim mi? Shall I come at five o'clock? (the person

asking the question wants to come at five and is'seeking agreement)
Ge~ oldu, ben gideyim. It's late, I'd better go (let me go).
Biraz daha bekleyelim mi? Shall we wait a little longer?
Bu ak§am sinemaya gidelim. Let's go to the cinema tonight.
Havaalanlna taksiyle gidelim, ~ok pahah degil. Let's go to the

airport by taxi, it's not very expensive.
Yemekten sonra kahve i~meyelim.Let's not have coffee after

dinner (after the meal).

2 The second person is generally not used at all. Instead, the
imperative form performs the same function.

3 The third person form with no personal SUffLX after the optative is
not used except in some set expressions. The form with the -SiN SuffLX,.

without the optative ending, is regularly used. .

«;ay a91k olsun lutfen. Let the tea be weak, please. (Please make the
tea weak.)

Hava biraz soguk, denlze girmesin. It is a little cold, don't let him
go in the sea.

Yal"ln gelmesin. Let him not come tomorrow.
Bah~ede oynaslnlar. Let them play in the garden.

Some commonly used set expressions:

Ge9mi§ olsun. Let it pass. (Let it be over: used particularly to someone
who is ill.)

Bereket versin• .May he (God) grant you plenty.
Allah korusun. May God protect. .
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The optative is used with the past suffIX .(Y)Di to express regret for
something that has not taken place and the wish that it had:

Dogruyu soyleyeydi. I wish he had told the truth.
Zengin olaydlm ••• I wish I were rich.

74-Kt

This is a sufflX used when a noun in the locative or genitive case (noun
+ DE/noun + (N)iN) is used to qualify another noun. After loc~tives:

sokaktaki araba the car in the street
oteldeki miifteriler the customers in the hotel
Ko§edeki bina bizim otelimiz.
The building on the corner'is our hotel.
Plajdaki §emsiyelerin saYlsl ~ok 0.

The number of the umbrellas on the beach is very small.

The above forms in .Ki can also stand for the noun if there has been a
previous reference to the noun qualified by .Ki:

Lokantadaki mii§terUer tngiliz, oteldekller Alman.
The customers in the restaurant are British, those that are in the hotel

are German. (mu§terUer is in the plural, so we put the plural suffIX
-ler after oteldeki·)

After genitives:

otelinki the hotel's, the one which is the hotel's
kutununki the box's, the one which'belongs to the box

When used with the genitive sufflX, .Kt stands for the noun rather than
describing it. In such cases it is understood that there has been a
reference to the noun in question and -Kt saves us repeating it.

Bu lokantanln otoparkl kii~ilk, otelinki bilyiik. The car park of
this restaurant is small, the hotel's (meaning the car park of the hotel)
is big.

Dolabln rengi beyaz, kutununki klrmlZl. The colour of the
cupboard is white, that of the box (the one that is of the box) is red.

Elbisem ~ok eski, Ay§e'ninki yeni. My dress is very old, Ay§e's is
new.

All the pr~nouns can take .Kt when they are in the genitive:
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Dersin bitti, benimki ,imdi ba,hyor. Your lesson is finished, mine·
(the one which is mine) is starting now.

Havlularlmlz burada, sizinkiler nere~e? Our towels are here,
where are yours?

So can the interrogative kimin 'whose':

Benim odam ~ok ku~iik, kiminki buyuk? My room is very small,
whose is big?

Onunki klrmlZl, kiminki sari? Hers is red, whose is yellow?

In all its uses described so far, -Kt is a non·harmonic suffIx: it is always
-ki. However, -Kt can also be added to words with a time reference, and
with a few of these, -Ki harmonises and becomes -kii: .

diinkii gazete yesterday's newspaper
bugiinkii haber today's news

Other time·related words that take -Kt are the following: yarlD, ge~eD
giln, obur glin, once, sonra, sabah, aktam, gece, ogleden sonra,
ogleden once, hafta, yu (these last two have to be specified, e.g. bu
haftaki, ge~en yl1ki).

When a word with -Ki takes a case sufflX there has to be the buffer -n
bet'¥een the -Ki suffix and the case ending:

Bu gazeteyi okudum, ama masadaki!!i okumadlm. I read this
newspaper, but I did not read the one on the table.

Tiirkiye'de bu yl1 ge~en yl1ki!!den daha fazla turist var. There
are more tourists in Turkey this year than last year.

Bu ceket senin, benimki!!de cep yoktu. This jacket is yours; there
were no pockets on mine.

Exercise 20

Translate the following:
1 Please do not smoke.
2 Shut the door please.
3 Let's wait for them.
4 Our suitcases are heavy, so let's go to the hotel by taxi.
S The books that are on the table are mine.
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75 The future tense: -(Y)ECEK

The suffIX that indicates future tense is -(Y)ECEK (when a vowel
follows it, k changes into g), and it takes the same personal suffixes as
-(i)YOR. It is used to describe an action that will take place. Its variants
are -yeeek or -yaeak when the verb base ends in a vowel, and -eeek or
-aeak when the verb base ends in a consonant.

Sid be§e kadar bekleyeeegim. I shall wait for you until five.
Film ge~ ba§layaeak.The film will start late.

If -yeeek or -yacak is preceded by the vowels e or a then these are
pronounced i and t respectively in spoken Turkish. This change is
sometimes reflected in informal writing as well.

Yarln arkada§una gidec~gim. I shall go to my friend's tomorrow.
Ana~tarl resepsiyona bJrakacaksln. You will leave the key at the

reception.
Be§ten sonra geleeek. He will come after five.
Size «;ar§ambadan once telefon edecegiz. We shall ring you before

Wednesday.
Ko§edeki magazada ~ok iyi kalite deri ceketler bulacakslntz.

You will find very good quality leather jackets in the store on the corner.
Bize yeni kitaplar verecekler. They will give us new ~?oks.

76 Questions with -(Y)ECEK

verb + future + question + person
gel ecek mi siniz? gelecek ~isiniz?will you come?
oku yaeak m1 y1m? okuyacak mtYlm? shall I read?

As with the other tenses, the third person plural SuffIX comes before the
question marker:

Bu ytl tadle gideeekler mi? Will they go on holiday this year?

Remember, when there is an interrogative, the Mi question marker is
not used:

Bu ytl nereye tatile gidecekler? Where will they go on holiday this
year?

Hesabl kim odeyeeek? Who will pay the bill?
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77 Negative with -(Y)ECEK

verb + negative + future + person
gel me yecek. sin

laryacakrnayaz

gelmeyeceksin you will not
come

yazmayacaklar they will not
write

Bu ak,am televizyon seyretmeyecegiz. We shall not watch TV
tonight..

Yeni bir ceket almayacaglm. I shall not buy a new jacket.

78 Negative questions with -(Y)ECEK

verb + negative + future + question + person
gel me yecek mi sin
Gelmeyecek misin? Won't you come?
ba§la ma yacak ml ylZ
Ba§lamayacak mlYlz? Shan't we start?
Bu mektuplara cevap vermeyecek misiniz? Won't you reply to

these letters?
<;aylna siit koymayacak ml? Won'tshe put milk in h~ tea?
Giimriikte bavullara bakmayacaklar ml? Won't they look at

(check) the suitcases at customs?

79 The future-past

The future tense can be followed by the past form of Ito be', -(Y)Dt,
forming the compound tense of future-past. This indicates action that
was going to be performed or that was to take place in the past (but
probably did not happen). This tense form translates 'was/were going
to ..?

Ona telefon edecektim ama vazge~tim. I was going to ring him
up, but I changed by mind (lit. I gave up).

Bana bir kitap verecektiniz, yanlnlzda ml? You were going to give
me a book, have you got it with you?

Saat bire kadar geleceklerdi ama gelmediler. They were due to
come by one o'clock, but they did not come.
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80 gibi: as, like

6ibi follows what is being compared; in English the words 'as' and 'like'
come before what is being compared.

K1Z1n gozieri deniz gibi mavi. The girl's eyes are blue like Jhe sea.
Kahve bal gibi tath. The coffee is sweet like honey. -
Ben de Emel gibi Tiirkiim. I too am Turkish, like Eme!.
Onlarlnki gibi bir evimiz var. We have a house like theirs.

Pronouns with gibi are in the genitive:

Benim gibi konu§un. Speak as I do. (Speak like me.)
Bu yemegi sizin gibi yaptlm. I made this dish like you (as you did).
Senin gibi mi ~ah§tl?Did ,he work like you?

81 i~in: for

t~in always follows the word it refers to:

Araba i~in yeni bir radyo alacaglm. I shall buy a new radio for the
car.

Sinema i~in biletimiz yok. We do not have tickets for the cinema.
Karde§im i~ln bir hediye aldlm. I bought a present for my brother.

When i~in is used with pronouns, the pronouns (except those with the
-LER plural sufflX) have to be in the genitive:

Du benim i~in ~ok degerli bir armagan. This is a very valuable
(precious) present for me.

Bunun Ryatl onlar i~in ~ok fazla. The price of this is too much for
them.

In most situations i~in can be replaced by the dative -(Y)E, but i~in is
more easily distinguishable and more emphatic:
Du patto Ay§e i~in biraz biiyiik. ~ '. . . .
B I A ' b' b....k This coat IS a httle big for Ay§e.u pa to y§e ye Iraz uyu • . .
Bu paket kimin i~in? l Wh . hi 1fc ?
Bu paket kime? S a IS t S parce or
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82 Derivational sulFa: -LiK

This suffix is added to nouns to form adjectives, and to adjectives to
form nouns. Its variants are .Uk, -11k, ·Hik and -Iuk.

giizel beautiful giizellik beauty

iyi good iyilik goodness

hasta sick hastabk illness

temiz clean temizlik cleanliness
kim who kimlik identity
giln day giinliik daily
ba§ head ba§hk headline

~

This suffIx also means cfor~ like the word i~in, so it can sometimes be
used interchangeably with i~in:

Thi ki§ilik bir oda istiyorum. I I want a room for two.
iki ki§i itin bir oda istiyorum. ~

With the meaning of cfor~ the -LiK SuffIX is mostly used as a straight
forward adjective:

U~ haftaltk bir tati! yaptlk. We had a three-week holiday.
iki ki§ilik bir yatak aldlk. We bought a double bed (bed for two).
Giinliik gazetelerin ba§hklannl okuyor. He reads the headlines of

the daily newspapers.

The .LiK SuffIX also indicates the purpose for which something is
intended or used:

kitap book kitapbk book-case/library
goz eye gozliik spectacles
tuz salt tuzluk salt-cellar
siit milk siitliik milk jug

The -LiKsufTtx can often follow the -Li, -siz and -ci (see section 98)
suffixes, indicating respectively a state of having, not having and being
something:

canb
akdslz
di§~i

lively
unintelligent/stupid
dentist

canbhk liveliness
akI1slZhk stupidity
di§~ilik dentistry/state of being

a dentist
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83 hakklnda: about, concerning

The word hakkmda is formed by adding a possessive suffIx to the base
which is in turn followed by the SuffIX -DE: . '

hakklmda about me
hakklndao about you (sing)
hakklnda about him/her/it
hakklm1Zda about us
hakklnlzda about you (pllformal)
haklarlnda about them

Hakklmda size ne sordular? What did they ask you about me?
Bunun hakkmda ~ok fey biliyorsunuz. You know a lot about this.
Arkada§larlnlz hakklnda ne dii§iiniiyorsunuz? What do you

think of (about) your fri~nds?

Vocabulary

giiriiltii noise cevap vermek to answer
§ofor driver degerli valuable

(professiona1) bal honey
sarkmak to lean out tath sweet (adjective),
§emsiye umbrella dessert
olmak to become dii§iinmek to think
hazlrlamak to prepare vazge~mek to give up

havaalanl airport toplantl meeting

ko§e corner fabrika factory

mii§teri customer kurmak to set up, establish,

bina .. building found

ders lesson dil language, tongue

ba§lamak to begin diger other

odemek to pay oteki other

magaza store, large shop saYl number

resepsiyon reception (at a boylece thus

hotel) rapor report

seyretmek to watch siire period

giimriik customs
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READING

Gelecek hafta bir toplantl i~in Ankara'ya gidece~im. Ankara'da u~ gUn
kaldl1ttan sonra u~akla izmir'e ge~ece~im. izmir'de biiyiik bir fabrika
kuruyoruz. Bu fabrika !ngiltere'deki fabrikalar gibi olacak. Fabrikadaki
i§~i saYISI sekiz yilz elli kadar. Bu i§~i1erden bazl1annl ii~er ayhk bir siire
i~in ingiltere'ye gCSnderecegiz, boyIeee biraz ingilizee 0greneeekler.
lzmir'de fabrikanlO miidiirii ve di~er ki§i1erle konu§tuktan sonra
Londra'ya d()nece~im. Gezim hakku,lda klsa bir rapor yazaca~lm.

Exercise 21

Translate the following:
1 I shall buy a new car.
2 Will you (pI) come tomorrow?
3 He will not drink water.
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84 The aorist tense

The aorist tense (for uses see section 88 below) has a number of
different forms depending on the verb base to which it is added. The
personal sufflXes this tense takes are the same as those for -(t)YO~ and
-(Y)ECEK, and the order of the other sufflXes that go with it is also the
same as with these tenses.

1 Verbs ending in a vowel rake -R:

okurum I read
beklersin you wait
ba§la!lar they start
anla!lZ we understand
ister he wants
topla!SlnlZ you collect

2 Verbs ending in a consonant take -tR or -ER. The rules for this
distinction are as follows:

a) Verbs of more than one syllable take the sufflX -iR; variants are
-ir, -lr, -iir, -ur.

gosteririm
otur!!rsunuz
~ah§lr

oksiiriiriiz

I show
you sit
he works
we cough

b) The following one-syllable verbs also take -jR:
ahr he takes olur he becomes
bilir he knows oliir he dies
bulur he finds sanlr he thinks
durur he stops va.rlr he arrives
gelir he comes verir he gives
goriir he sees vurur he hits
kabr he stays
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c) All the other one-syllable verbs take -ER;variants are -er, -ar:

gider he goes a~ar he opens
baler he divides ~alar he rings
tutar he holds ko§ar he runs

85 Negative of the aorist

The aorist tense suffIx used with the negative -ME is irregular: it is -Z
for the second and third persons, and drops out altogether for the first
person singular and plural.

gel me m gelmem I do not come
gel me z sin gelmezsin you do not come
gel me z gelmez he does not come
gel me yiz gelmeyiz we do not come
gel me z siniz gelmezsiniz you do not come
gel me z ler gelmezler they do not come

Note that in the first person singular, after the negative -ME, the
personal suffix is just -M.

ba§lamam
~ah§'mazsln

bilmez
konu§maYlz
gitmezsiniz
oynamazlar

I do not start
you do not work
he does not know
we do not speak
you do not go
they do not play

86 Question form of the aorist

There is no irregularity here, and the same formula as for -(i)YOR and
-(Y)ECEK applies:

gelir miyim?
yer misin?
biUr mi?
ahr mlYlz?
i~er misiniz?
isterler mi?

do I come?
do you eat?
does he know?
do we buy?
do you drink?
do they want?
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87 Negative questions with the aorist

The suffix -Z, which is used to indicate the aorist after the -ME
negative ending, is used with all persons in negative questions:

gelmez miyim?
gitmez misin?
okumaz ml?
gormez miyiz?
hatlrlamaz mlSlnlZ?
sevmezler mi?

88 Uses of the aorist

don't I come?
don't you go?
doesn't he read?
don't we see?
don't you remember?
don't they like?

The aorist has several different uses.

1 It is used to express actions done habitually or repeatedly, and also to
make statements that are true and valid at all times.

Her sabah aItlda kalkarlm. I get up at six every morning.
U~ak istanbul'a ii~ saatte gider. The plane reaches Istanbul in three

hours.
ingilizler bu yemegi bilmez. The British do not know this dish.

In this sense of the aorist, it is possible to replace it with -(t)YOR; in
fact in colloquial Turkish -(i)YOR seems to be replacing the aorist quite
systematically.

Her sabah iki bardak ~ay i~iyorum. I drink two glasses ortea every
morning.

Tren Ankara'ya sekiz saatte gidiyor. The train goes to Ankara in
eight hours.

2 Another use of the aorist is to express action done voluntarily,
willingly and to indicate a hope to do something.

Bu mektubu ogleye kadar bitiririm. I'll finish this letter by noon.
Harta sonunda sinemaya gideriz. We'll go to the cinema at the

'weekend.
Ali sana haber verir. Ali will let you know.

In this sense, the aorist seems to mean the same thing as the future, but
there is an important difference: the future is more a statement of fact,
indicating that the action mentioned will definitely take place. The
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aorist on the other hand indicates an intention, a willingness.

Aorist: Sana telefon ederim. I'll ring you.
Future: Sana telefon edecegim. I shall ring you.

As it conveys an intention rather than a certainty, the word belki
'perhaps' is frequently used with the aorist.

Belki erken gelir. Perhaps he'll come early.
Belki biraz sonra gelirler. Perhaps they'll come a little later.

3 The aorist is often used as a polite request asking for something to
be done, or offering something. The question form is then used:

Liitfen ba§lar mlslnlz? Would you start please?
KaplYI kapar mlslnlz? Would you close the door?
Kahve ister misiniz? Would you like (some) coffee?
Ne i~ersiniz?What would you like to drink?

89 'as soon as'

The positive and negative forms of the aorist used in imniediate
succession with the same verb base can be translated as 'as soon as'.

Mektubumu ahr almaz cevap yaz."As soon as you receive my letter,
write a reply. "

istasyondan !;Ikar ~Ikmaz sola don. Turn left as soon as you leave
the station.

Odaya girer girmez siz! gordiim. I saw you as soon as I entered the ""
room.

Sabah kalkar kalkmaz bir kahve i!;erim. I have a (cup of) coffee as
soon as I get up in the morning.

Bu dersi bitirir bitirmez yeni derse ba§layacakslnlz. As soon as
you finish this lesson, you will start the new lesson.

The verb carrying the positive and negative forms of the aorist in this
'as soon as' form does not have a personal suffix to show the doer of
that action. If the doer of the action is not the same as the doer (subject)
of the main verb, then there is usually a pronoun or a noun to tell us
what the subject of the clause is. For example:

Orhan odaya girer girmez ~lktlm. I left as soon as Orhan entered
the room.

Ben biner binmez otobiis kalktl. As soon as I got 00, the bus started..
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90 'used to', 'would have'

The suffiX -(Y)Di can be added to the aorist. The combined form
translates 'used to ...' or 'would have ..!:

istanbul'da her Pazar Topkapl SaraYl'na giderdik. In Istanbul
we used to go to the TOpkaPl Palace every Sunday.

Babam Londra'yl sevmezdi, ama §imdi seviyor. My father
used not to like London, but now he likes it.

Konya'ya gitmek isterdim. I should have liked to have gone to
,Konya.

91 iKEN/.(Y)KEN: while
,J

The suflh -(Y)KEN is used to mean 'while'. It can also oceur as an
independent word by itself, iKEN, but is seldom so ~sed. After bases
that end in a vowel the ending is -yken, and after bases that end in a
consonant the ending is -ken. It is always non-harmonic. It can be used
after nouns, adjectives or after verbs, in which case there must be a
tense ending preceding it. The syllable preceding -(Y)KEN is always
stressed. It can be translated into English as 'when' or '-ing' as well as
~~ .

istanbul'dayken biitiin miizeleri gezdik. We visited all the
museums while (we were) in Istanbul.

Hastayken doktora gideriz. We go to the doctor when we are ill.
yocukken ~ok futbol oynadlm. I played a lot offootball when I was

a child.
Odamdayken telefon ~aldl. The phone rang while I was in my

room.

When use4 'with a verb base, the tense suffiX that precedes ..(Y)KEN is
mostly the aorist.

Yemege gelirken ~i~ek getirdiler. They brought flowers when they
came to dinner.

Tiirk~e ogrenirken iki ay Tiirkiye'de kaldlm. I stayed in Turkey
for two months while (when) I was learning Turkish.

Postaneye giderken bu mektubu da gotiiriir miisiiniiz lfitten?
When you go to the post office will you please take this letter as well?
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When .(Y)KEN is used following the future ending, the combined form
means 'while/just as intending to do something'; and the second part of
the sentence generally shows that the intention has not been fulfilled:

Ankara'ya trenle gidecekken son dakikada vazge~tik, otobiisle
gittik. While we were due to go to Ankara by train, we changed
our mind at the last minute and went by coach. .

The same sentence could be shorter without the explanations:
Ankara'ya trenle gidecekken otobiisle gittik. While we were

intending (due) to go to Ankara by train, we went by coach.
Kaplyl a~acakkenpencereyi a~tt. While intending to open the dOOf,

he opened the window.

Exercise 22

Translate the following:
1 Would you lik~ a cold beer?
2 The bus goes from Izmir to Ku§adasl in two hours.
3 I saw it as soon as I entered the museum.
4 We spoke Turkish while in Turkey.
S He closed the doOf when (while) he left (went out of) the room.

92 Telling the time

You know that the word saat means 'clock', 'watch' or 'hour':

Yeni bir saat aldlm. I bought a new watch.
Ankara, istanbul'dan arabayla aItt saat uzakta. Ankara is six

hours away from Istanbul by car.

When the word saat follow a numeral it means 'hour': alt! saat 'six
hours', but when saat comes before a numeral, it means lo'clock': saat
alu 'six o'clock'.

Saat biro It is one o'clock.
Yemek saat birde. Lunch (meal) is at one o'clock.
Dort saat ~alt§tlm. I worked for four hours.
Saat dortte gel. Come at four o'clock.

Similarly with the interrogative ka~:

Ka~ saat? How many hours?
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Saat ka~? What is the time?

Although the last vowel in saat is a, when a SUfflX is added to this
word, it always has a front vowel e or i:

saatler hours/clocks/watches
bir saatte in one hour
saati his watch/her watch/clock etc.

When giving the time in Turkish we talk of '... past the hour' and '... to
the hour' as in English. The patterns are as follows:

Past the ho~r: hour + -(Y)i + minute + ge~iyor
be, + i + on + ge~iyor

Be§i on ge~iyor. (It is) ten past five.

You can use the words s~at and dakika as well, but colloquially these
are omitted. .

Saat be§i on dakika ge~iyor. (lit. The time is ten minutes passing
five.) It is ten past five.

Sekizi yirmi bet ge~iyor. It is twenty-five past eight.
Onikiyi ~eyrek ge~iyor. It is a quarter past twelve.

To the hour: hour + -(Y)E+ minute + var
be§ + e + on + var

Be§e on yare It is ten to five.

Saat be§e on dakika yare (lit.) There are ten minutes to five o'clock.
Dokuza yirmi yare It is twenty to nine.
Yediye ~eyrek yare It is a quarter to seven.

For the half hour the word bu~uk is used after the numeral:

dort bu~uk half past four
on bu~uk half past ten

However, for 'half past twelve' we say yarlm, not on iki bu~uk.

Saat yarlm. It is half past twelve.

When the time is very dose to the half hour (roughly up to five minutes
before or after the half hour) the half hour is usually taken as the
reference point:
iki bu~uga ii~ var. It is three minutes to half past two (Le. 2.27).
On bu~ugudort ge~iyor. It is four minutes past halfpast ten (i.e. 10.34).
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A different phrasing is needed to say 'at such and such a time'. I ,-~

Past the hour: hour + -(Y)i + minute + ge~e

altl + -Yl + be§ + ge~e

altlyl bet ge~e at five past six

Dordii ~eyrek ge~e bulu§tuk. We met at a quarter past four. '
Yarlml bet ge~e telefon ~aldl. The phone rang at five past half past

twelve (at 12.35).
Sail giinii ii~ii on ge~e buraya gelin. Come here on Tuesday at ten

past three.

To the hour: hour + -(Y)E + minute + kala
altt + ya + bet + kala

altlya bel kala at five to six

Sekize on kala evden ~lktlm. I left home at ten to eight.
Posta sabah dokuza ~eyrek kala gelir. The post comes at a quarter

to nine in the morning.

A simple way of telling the time is to use the 24-hour clock, as in:

U~ak sekiz yirmide kalklyor. The plane leaves at eight twenty
(morning).

U~ak yirmi yirmide kalklyor. The plane leaves at twenty twenty
(evening).

Saat on dokuz, haberleri veriyoruz. It is nineteen hours, here is
the news (lit. we are giving the news).

tki kamyon yirmi bir klrkta ~arpI,tl. The two lorries collided at
twenty-one forty.

Although easy to remember, this way of telling the time is only used in
special contexts such as the arrival and departure of aircraft, trains, etc.
and during the news on the radio and T\T.

Vocabulary

genellikle
ba§ka
degi§ik
tarihi
tur
diizenlemek
yorulmak

generally
other
different
historical
tour
to arrange
to be or become tired

kalababk
giiriiltulii
ula§lm
zor
§ehir
kent

crowded
noisy
transport
difficult
town, city
town, city
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~xercise 23
~~,¥

~,.

, fians!ate the following:
II-" Let us meet at half past twelve.
~~ The plane takes off from Dalaman at ten to three: we shall be at the
~[ airport at half past one.
~,3 We went to Ankara by train in eight hours.
~"4 They did not open our suitcases when (while) we passed through
I:, customs.
"

~: .

READING

.·Tatil i~in her yl1 Tiirkiye'ye gideriz ve ii~ hafta kahrlz. Genellikle MaYIS
,:sonunda gideriz, ya da Eyliil aymda. Yaz aylarmda gitmeyiz, ~nkii hava
.~ok slcak oluyor. Her yll ba§ka bir otelde kahnz, boylece de~i§ik yerler
goriiliiz. Dteller yakmdaki tarihi yerlere turlar diizenler. Bu turlarla
,gidince yorulmadan bir ~ok yer goriiriiz. Donerken bir ka~ giin
'istanbul'cia kahnz. istanbul degi§i~ bir §ehir: kalaballk, giirilltiilii,
ula§lm zor ama ben istanbul'u ~ok seviyorum, Avrupa §ehirleri gibi
·de~il. istanbul'da biraz ah§veri§ yapanz. Arkada§lanmlZa kii~iik

hediyeler ahnz. U~ haftahk tatil ~ok ~abuk biter. Taksiyle havaalanma
giderken ertesi yl1ki tatilimizi dii§iiniiriiz.



Lesson 10

93 Comparatives

The word daha is used to mean 'more' or '-er':

daha giizel more beautiful
daha yava§ slower
daha ucuz cheaper
daha iyi better

Kahve sevmiyorum, ~ay daha iyi. I do not like coffee, tea is better.
Bodrum ~ok kalabahk, Ka§ daha giizel. Bodrum is very crowded,

K.a~ is more attractive.
Daha ucuz bir §ey var ml? Is there something cheaper?

When you· are comparing two things directly, the SuffIX -DEN is used
for the English word 'than':

istanbul BodrQ.m'dan daha biiyiik. Istanbul is b!gger than Bodrum.

When the things compared are both present in the sentence, as above,
daha can be left out:

istanbul Bodrum'dan biiyiik.
Odam seninkinden rahat. My room is more comfortable than yours.
Elimdeki kitap masadakinden aglr. The book in my hand is

heavier than the one on the table.
Karde§im benden uzun. My sister is taller than 1.
Ben karde§imden §i§manlm. I am fatter than my sister.

There can also be various combinations of daha with biraz, az, ~ok
and fazla: )

Biraz daha §arap ister misiniz? Would you like a little more wine?
Bugiin daha az yoruldum. I am (got) less tired today.
Yarln daha ~ok para kazahacaglm. I shall earn (win) more money

tomorrow.
Buotel ~ok daha pahah. This hotel is much more expensive.
Bu yd Tiirkiye'de iki hafta kaldlk, gelecek ytl biraz daha ~ok
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kalacaglZ. This year we stayed in Turkey for two weeks, next year
we shall stay slightly longer (lit. a little more).

Daha fazla et istemiyor:um. I do not want more meat.

94 Superlatives

Superlatives are formed with en Cmost~ c-est':

en giizel
en iyi
en geni§
en soguk

most beautiful
best
widest
coldest

En giize! elbise benim elbisem. The most beautiful dress is my dress.
Tiirkiyetde en s1eak ay Temmuzdur. The hottest month in Turkey

is July.

For «the most ... of ... ' constructions the genitive or the locative may be
used:

Bu evin en biiyiik odasl yemek odasl. The largest room of this
house is the dining room.

Bu evde en bilyiik oda yemek odasl. In this house the largest room
is the dining room.
Diinyanln en zengin adaml kimdir? Who is the richest man in the

world?
Magazadaki en pahah oyuncagl aldlm. I bought the most"

expensive toy in the store.
Meyvelerden en ~ok §eftaliyi seviyorum. Among (lit. Of) fruit, I

like peaches best (lit. most).
Du dairede kim en ~ok ~ah§lyor?Who works the most in this office?
Du antika vazo i~in en az yiiz otuz bin lira veririm. I would give

at least one hundred and thirty thousand lira for this antique vase.
En ~ok ii~ giln tatilimiz var. We have three days holiday at the most.
Yolculugumuz en az ii~ bu~uk saat siirer. Our journey takes at

least three and a half hours.
Bu otelde en fada dart ge"ce kalacaglZ. We shaH stay four nights at

the most in this hotel.
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95 Uses of'daha'

a) 'more'
Bir gazete daha aldlm. I bought one more newspaper.
iki ort~kahve daha Hitfen. Two more medium sweet coffees, please.

b) 'more' - comparative
Tiirk~e daha zor bir dil. Turkish is a more difficult language.

c) 'still'
Vok yorgun, daha uyuyor. He is very tired, he is still sleeping.

d) 'yet' - with negatives
Yeni evinizi daha gormedik. We have not seen your new house yet.

.. Oaha gelmediler. They have not arrived yet.•

e) 'again' - as bir daha (once more)
Bir daha tekrarlayln liitfen. Repeat (it) again please.
Onunla bir daha konu§madlm. I did not speak to him again.
Aynl numaraYI bir daha ~evirin.Dial the same number once more.

96 The reported past: .Mi~

The sufTlx that indicates reported past is -Mt~; its variants are -mit,
-ml§, -mu§, and -mu§. It is used to report past action that the speaker
has not witnessed, but has got to know through an intermediary which
is not necessarily a person. In the sense of being past, it is not very
different from -01 past, but unlike -oi, it has no element of personal
experience: the speaker has not personally witnessed the action being
described. For this reason it may be translated using expressions like
'apparent1y~ 'so it is said~ 'so I understand', etc. The negative, question
and negative question forms of -Mi$ follow the same pattern as those of
-(i)YOR and -(Y)ECEK.

Sabahleyin ge~ kalkml§, onun i~in l§e ge~ kalml§. He apparently
got up late in the morning, and for that reason was, so I understand,
late for work.

Bu yaz tadl yapmaml§lar. They apparently did not have a holiday
this summer.

Odevinizi yapmaml§slnlz. I understand that you did not do your
homework. (The implication is 'I have just found out that you did
not ... ')
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Televizyon seyrederken uyumu§um. I fell asleep while watching
TV (so I realise).

Buraya geHrken kimseye haber vermemi§. When coming here, he
apparently did not let anyone know. ,

KaPIYI ~alml§ ama duymaml§lm. He apparently did knock on the
door, but (apparently) I did not hear it.

ParaYl alml§ ml? Has he got the money?
Yemekleri dogru se~mi§miyiz? Have we selected the dishes

correctly?

An element of surprise is often expressed in negative questions with
.Mi~ (both in questions with Mi and with the interrogatives), and the
context would help us to identify this.

Bunu ona soylememi§ misiniz? Haven't you told them this?
Bunu nasIl gormemi§ini? How on earth did I not see this?

The suffIX .(Y)Dt can be added to .Mi~ to form a compound tense, the
past perfect. This compound tense form does not indicate that the
action is reported.

Bu filmi daha once gorma§tiik. We had seen this film before.
Tiirkiye'ye gitmemi§ miydiniz? Hadn't you been to Turkey?
Dankii gazeteyi okumamlftl, onun i~il1 benimkini verdim. He

hadn't read yesterday's paper, so I gave him mine.

Vocabulary

,ar~p wine odev homework
kazanmak to win mesaj message
et meat haber vermek to inform, let
§eftaH peach someone know
daire office, flat ~almak to ring, steal, play
~ab§mak to work (an instrument)
antika antique kaplyl ~almak to ring the bell,
vazo vase knock on the
tekrarlamak to repeat door
terciime etmek to translate se~mek to choose
~evirmek to translate, dogru correct(ly)

dial, turn miize museum
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Exercise 24

Translate the following:
1 The most expensive hotel is not the best hotel.
2 Istanbul is warmer than London.
3 Our room is the smallest in the hotel.
4 The plane apparently arrived very late.
S I had gone to Istanbul two years previously (before), but I had not

seen this museum.

97 iMi~/.(Y)Mi~: reported form of 'to be'
'.. '

iMi~, like int, is generally used not as a word by itselfbut as a suffIX:
-(Y)Mi~. After bases that end in a vowel its variants are -ymit,
-yml§, -ymut or -ymu§, and after bases that end in a consonant they
are -mil, -ml§, -mut and -mu§. It is followed by the same personal
endings as -Mi~. It has no exact time reference; it merely indicates that
the speaker has no fIrst-hand information about the statement he is
making, but is just reporting what he has either been told or found out.
It can also express surprise.

Apart from their grammatical function, the main difference between
-Mi~ (the reported past suffIX which is always added to verb bases) and ..
iMi~ is that, while -Mt~ is a past tense (see section 96), iMi~ is 
timeless. Both share the feature of being used in reporting statements or
actions not witnessed. For this reason, in translating into English, words
like 'apparently', 'seemingly' or csupposedly' can be used. Here ar~ some
sentences with iMi~ used, as it normally is, as a suffIX: -(Y)Mi~.

C;ok hastayml§, onun i~in gelmeyecek. Apparently he is very ill, so
he will not come.

Compare the above sentence with:

C;ok hasta, onun i~in gelmeyecek. He is very ill, so he will not
come.

In both of the sentences the time reference is the same, the present. The
difference is that in the first sentence the information is based on
hearsay, not first-hand experience.

Ay§e'nin annesi ve babaSl ingiltere'deymi§. Ay§e's mother and
father are apparently in England.
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In negative sentences -(Y)Mi~ is added to degil and yok:

Cevablm yanlt§ degUmi§. My answer is/was apparently not wrong.
C;ocukken yaramaz degilmi§im. Apparently when I was a child I

was not naughty. (meaning I was too young to remember it myself, so
I have been told about it)

With the third person plural suffix, -(Y)Mi~ is often placed before
-LER, but it is also possible to place it after -LER, and this use is
becoming widespread.

Zenginmi§ler./Zenginlermi§. They are (apparently) rich.
Zengin degilmi§ler./Zengin degillermi$. They are (apparently) not

rich.

As mentioned above -(Y)Mi~ can also express surprise:

«;ok yorulmu§um! How tired I am!
BuraSl ne kadar guzelmi§! How beautiful this place is!
.Aktlltyml§sln! You are clever!

In questions .(Y)Mi~ is added to the question marker Mi:
,

Buyuk miiymii§? Is it supposed to be big?
Evde miymi§iz? Were we (supposedly) at home?
Evde degil miymi§iz? Were we supposedly not at home?
Yalnlz mlyml§sln? We~e you supposedly by yourself?

-(Y)Mi~ .~an also be added to interrogatives:

Kimmi§? Who is it (supposedly)?
Neredeymi§? Where is he (supposedly)?
Neymi§? What is it supposed to be?

-(Y)Mi~ is also used after 'verb + tense' combinations. In such
instances the tense suffIX following the verb gives the time of the action
and -(Y)Mi~ does not change that time reference at all. It only conveys
the sense of 'apparently', 'supposedly~ etc.

Ay§e Londra'ya gidiyormu§. Ay§e, apparently, is going to London.
Otelin yeni lokantasl yarln a~dacakml§.The hotel's new

restaurant will (apparently) open tomorrow.
Her sabah altlda kalkarml§. He (apparently) gets up at six every

morning.
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Although grammatically possible, -(Y)Mi~ is seldom used after the :.'
tense suffixes -Di and -Mi~, and you would not have any occasiontQ
use such combinations. .

98 Derivational sufIlxes: -ci and -(y)iCi

-ci

This SufflX is added to nouns to form other nouns indicating the
occupation, association or beliefof a person. It has eight possible
variants: -~iJ -~1, -~ii, -~u after voiceless consoIlants and -ci, -CI, -cii,
-cu after all other sounds.

siit
yol

sozcu
kapici
di§~i

yaianci
mil1iyet~i

sagc!
solcu
halk~l

milk
road

spokesman
doorman, caretaker
dentist
liar
nationalist
right-winger (politics)
left-winger (politics)
populist (politics)

siit~u milkman-
yolcu traveller, passenger

-(Y)ici

This SUfflX has the same function as -ci above, but it is only added to
verbs. It indicates a person or a quality, and thus forms adjectives as
well as nouns.

dinleyici
satici
ahcI
okuyucu

besleyici
iiziicii
yorucu

listener
seller
buyer
reader

nourishing
saddening
tiring
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!~'nslate the following:
:·.Apparently the weather is very cold in Antalya.
I rang Ay§e, but apparently she was not at home.

'He will apparently stay there two weeks..
~·Milk is supposed to be very nourishing.
.The passengers had apparently been waiting for the plane for three
. hours.

~~cabulary

~,. d'likf..llm 1
itifmaalesef
ri

[taraf
:. denlz tarafl
bah~e tarafl

giri§
giri§ yolu
~tmaDeger Vergisi

(KDV)
dahil
hari~

pasaport
kimlik

t.,

CONVERSATION

Resepsiyon4a

for the moment
unfortunately
side
the side overlooking the sea (lit. the sea side)
the side overlooking the garden (lit. the garden

side)
entry, entrance
approach road
Value Added Tax (VAT)

included
not included, extra'
passport
identity

.. iyi giinler.
- iyi giinler. Buyurun efendim.
- Bo§ odamz var ml?
- Bu ak§am i~in mi?
- Evet.
- Ka~ ki§ilik bir oda?
- iki ki§ilik lurfen.
- Ka~ giln kalacakslOlz?
- Simdilik u9 giin.
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-u~ gece i~in odamlZ yok, maalese.f; ancak iki gece i~in banyolu ve
giizel bir odamlz var. U~ncii gece i9in size ba§ka bir oda verelim.

- Bu odalar deniz tarafmda ml?
- Birinci oda bahge tarafmda, ikinci oda denize baklyor.
- Bahge tarafl giiriiltiilii mii?
- HaYlr, bahgemiz ~ok biiyiik, otelin giri§ yolu binadan uzakta. Bahgeye

bakan odalarlffilZ daha ucuz.
- Gecesi ne kadar?
- iki ki~i doksan bin lira. Deniz tarafmdaki odamn gecesi yUz on bin

lira. Buna KDV (Katma De~er Vergisi) dahil.
- Kahvaltl dahil mi?
- Haylr, kahvalu harili=. ~hvalu bir ki§i i9in iki bin be§ yO.z lira.
- Peki, ii~ giln burada kalallm.
- Pasaportunuzu veya kimli~inizi verir misiniz?
- Buyurun.
- Te§ekkiirler.



Lesson 11

99 ya ••• ya ••• : either ... or ...

The most common form of 'either ... or .. : construction in Turkish is
ya ••. ya ••• or ya ••• ya da .•• :

Bo§ zamanlarlmda ya kitap okurum, ya mektup yazarlm.
In my free time I either read books or write letters.
istanbul'da ya dort giin kahrlz ya be§ gUn.
We shall stay in Istanbul either for four or for five days.
Bu kitabl bana ya Ahmet ya da Mehmet verdi.
Either Ahmet or M~hmet gave me this book.

Another possible combination which functions similarly is ya ••• yahut
da •••, but this is less frequently used than the above forms.

Temmuz'un ya altlslnda yahut da onaltlsmda donecekler.
They'will come back either on the 6th July or on the 16th.

100 ne ... ne ..• : neither ... nor ...

For 'neither ... nor ...', the form to use is ne •.• ne ..., or ne ••• ne de
••• The negative~ -ME or degil cannot be used with this form.

Otel s:ok rahat, ne kalabahk, ne gUriiltiilii. .
The hotel is very comfonable, it is neither crowded nor noisy.
T~ti1de ne miizelere gittik, ne de ah§veri§e; yalnlz denize girdik.
During the holiday we went neither to the museums nor shopping; we

just went in the sea.
Yemekte ne et yedi, ne §arap is:ti.
He neither ate meat nor drank wine at dinner.

101 hem •.. hem ... : both ... and ...

Used singly, hem comes at the beginning of a sentence or clause, and
means land, yet, also' depending on the context. It can also be used with
de as hem de, which has the same meanings but is more emphatic. In
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both uses, hem establishes a link or a reference to a previous statement.

Hem ben size soyledim, bu yanh§. And I told you, this is wrong.

In the symmetrically repeated form, hem ••. hem ••. means 'both ...
and ..::

Hem ~ok ~ah§kanhem ~ok akl1h.
He is both very hard-working and very clever.
Hafta sonunda hem diskoya gittik hem de sinemaya.
At the weekend we went both to the disco and also to the cinema.
Hem televizyon seyrettim hem kitap okudum.
I both watched TV and read a book.

102 gerek •.. gerek .•. : both .•• and •...

As a single word gerek means 'necessary'; but repeated symmetricall}T
gerek ••• gerek ••• generally has the same function and meaning as
hem ••• hem •••; it often accompanies nouns and adjectives and is less
frequently used than hem ••• hem •••

Gerek Marmaris gerek Bodrum yazln ~ok kalaballktlr.
Both Marmaris and Bodrum are very crowded in the summer.

103 when: -(Y)iNCE

This suffIX is added to verbs and indicates consecutive action between
two verbs: the action of the verb carrying the -(Y)iNCE SuffIX
immediately precedes that of the main verb. It subordinates one
sentence to the other. Its variants are: -yince, -ylnca, -yiince, -yunea
after vowels, and -inee, -Inca, -iinee, -unea after consonants. It does
not have tense or person endings: person is indicated by a pronoun or a
subject word, and the tense it conveys is dependent on the main verb.

Ben derse gelince ogretmenimi gordiim.
When I came to the lesson, I saw my teacher.

This sentence can be said without the pronoun ben, as the person
doing the action is the same for both parts of the sentence:

Derse gelinee ogretmcmimi gordiim.
~ok konu§unea yoruluyoruz. When we talk a lot, we get tired.
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Haberler ba§laytnca televizyonun sesini a~tlm.
When the news began, I turned on the sound of the TV. (In the first

part of the serttence the subject is 'the news~ in the second part of the
sentence the subject is 'r,so the verb takes the first person ending,
a~ttm.)

Ak§am erken yatlnca sabah erken kalktyorum.
When I go to bed early in the evening, I get up early in the morning.
Siz telefon etmeyince sinemaya gitmedik.
When you did not ring, we did not go to the cinema.

If there is no verb to take the -(Y)iNCE sufflX, then the verb 01- is
used. For example:

Ben hasta olunca annem doktor ~aglrlyor.

When I am (I become) ill, my mother calls a doctor.
Hava gibel olunca piknige gidiyoruz.
When the weather is nice, we go for a picnic.
t§in olmaylnca ne yaplyorsun?
What do you do when you have no work?

104 by ••.ing, -ing: -(Y)EREK

This sufIIx, which is added to verbs, indicates action simultaneous with
the main verb of the sentence. The two actions can also be in immediate
sequence. Its variants are ..yerek and -yarak after verbs ending in a
vowel, and -erek and -arak after verbs ending in a consonant.

Arkada§mdan mektup alarak sevindi.
Receiving a letter from his friend, he was pleased.
Bankadan para alarak ab,veri,e gittim.
Taking money from the bank, I went shopping.

-(Y)EREK also indicates the manner of doing something:

Haberi ahnca ko§arak geldim.When I got the news, I came running.
HtrS1Z arka kaptyl a~arak i~eri girdi. The thief got in by opening

the back door.
istasyona yiiriiyerek gittim. I went to the station on foot (lit. by

walking).
Garsonu ~aglrarakhesabl istedi. Calling the waiter, he asked for

the bill.
Bir fey soylemeyerek ~lktl. He left (went out) not saying anything

(without saying anything).
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Bu yl1 tatHe gitmeyerek para biriktirecegim. This year, by not
going on holiday I'll save (some) money.

The verb 01- takes on a special meaning when used with this suffIx:
olarak, and although it literally translates 'being~ it generally means 'as'.

Tiirkiye'de turist olarak dart ay kaldlm. I stayed in Turkey for four

months as a tourist.
Tath olarak ne var? What is there as dessert?
Arkada§ olarak kalahm. Let's stay (as) friends.
Bu sorunun cevablnl tam olarak bilmiyorum. I do not know the

answer to this question exactly (as a whole).

105 -ing: -(Y)E

The SuffIX -(Y)E added to verb bases is rather similar to -(Y)EREK: it
generally refers to the manner in which an action is performed, but the
essential function of this ending is to indicate that the action is repeated
and continuous. Its variants are -ye, -ya after vowels and -e, -a after
consonants. The verb that takes the -(Y)E sufflX is always repeated.

Sokak fok giiriiltiilii, onun ifin baglra baglra konu§uyor. The
street is very noisy, so he is talking shouting (Le. in a loud voice).

Haberi abnca kOla ko§a geldim. I came running when I got the
news.

Numaralara baka baka evi bulduk. Looking at the numbers we
found the house.

Kitap okuya okuya gazlerim yoruldu. My eyes got tired (through
constantly) reading books.

Often the repeated verb with the -(Y)E SUffIX is best translated as a
single adverb.

Bu i§i seve seve yaparlm. I would do this task willingly.
Partiye istemeye istemeye gidiyorum. I am going to the party

unwillingly. .

The expression we use when seeing people off, giUe giile, is an
example of this structure, meaning 'go happily' (literally: laughing
laughing/laughingly). .

It is possible to have structures where the verb with the -(Y)E SUffIX is
not repeated, but is then followed by another verb. The most frequently
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used of these are kalmak and durmak, and they indicate that the
action referred to by the verb carrying the -(Y)E suffix is repeatedly or
constantly done.

Sen kitablnl okuya dur, ben ~ay yaparlm.
You keep on reading your book, I'll make the tea.
yok §a§lrdlm, adamln yiiziine bakakaldlm.
I was very surprised, I kept staring at the man's face.

106 without: ·MEDEN

This sufflX combination means 'without .. ,ing'; that is, without a
certain action being done. Its variants are ·meden or -Madan.

Para almadan alI§ veri§e ~lkml§.

He (apparently) went shopping without taking any money.
Kitabl okumadan gerl verdi.
He gave the book back without reading (it).
Sorusunu anlamadancevaplamaya ~ab§tlm.

I tried to answer his question without understanding it.
Durmadan ~ah§lyor.He is working without stopping (continually).
Sabahtan beri durmadan konu§uyorum.
I have been talking ever since the morning (lit. without stopping).

Another sufflX combination which also means 'without' is
.MEKSiziN, but this is now rarely used and ·MEDEN is the
preferred form.

107 since: .(Y)ELi

There are a number of ways of saying 'since' and -(Y)ELi is less
frequent than the others. Its variants are -yeti, -yah after vowels, and
-eli, -all after consonants.

Ders ba§layah yarlm saat oldu.'
It has been half an hour since the lesson started.

This sufflX also exists in the forms .(Y)ELi BERi and -(Y)ELtDEN
BERi; they are not frequently used either.
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108 and: -(Y)ip

This suffIX does not have a directly translatable meaning: its function is
to join two sentences where both verbs have the same tense and person
SuffIX. Consider the following two sentences:

Bu hafta sonu kitap okuyacaglm. Bu hafta sonu mektup
yazacaglm.

I shall read books this weekend. I shall write letters this weekend.

These two sentences could be joined by ve 'and~ thus saving us the
repetition of ·this weekend':

Bu hafta sonu kitap okuyacaglm ve mektup yazacaglm.
This weekend I shall read books and I shall write letters.

We can now take this shortening a stage further and replace the word ve
with -(Y)i~ by adding it on to the first verb, which becomes the
subordinate verb; this subordinate verb does not take any tense or
p~rson suffIXes, but just -(Y)i~ and the tense and person suffIXes of the
main verb stand for the tense and person of the subordinate verb
carrying ~(Y}ip:

Bu hafta sonu kitap okuyup mektup yazacaglm.
This weekend I shall read books and write letters.
Doktora telefon edip randevu alacaglm.
I shall ring the doctor and make (lit. take) an appointment.

When the verb is in the negative, -(Y)iP can be translated as 'bl\t':

Plaja gitmeyip miizeye gidecegiz.
We shall not go to the beach (but) we shall go to the museum.
U~aga binmeyip trenle gidecegiz.
We shall not get on a plane (but) we shall go by train.

-(Y)tp is also used in ·whether or not' constructions. These are formed
by using the same verb twice, first with the -(Y)iP ending and then
immediately afterwards with the -ME negative suffIX followed by the
appropriate verbal noun/participle and personal suffi~es. This is
explained" later and examples are given in section 1.31.

109 rather than: -MEKTENSE

This suffIX combination is used to indicate preference. Its variants are
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-mektense and -maktansa.

Havuza girmektense plaja gidelim.
Rather than going in the pool, let's go to the beach.
Mektup yazmaktansa telefon etmeyi tercih ediyor.
Rather than writing a letter, he prefers to ring up.

110 as, whenever, the more: -niK«;E

This suffIx combination refers to action not done continuously but
repeated at various intervals. The initial consonant of the SuffIX, d,
becomes t after voiceless consonants, and the rest of the suffix
harmonises with the base as usual.

lstasyona yakla§t1k~ako§maya ba§ladl.
He started running as he approached the station.
Buna bakt1k~abeni hatlrlarslnlz.
Whenever you look at this, you will remember me.
Bu yemegi yedik~eyemek istiyorum.
The more I eat this dish, the more I want to eat it.

Two words with this suffIX combination have acquired special meanings:

gittik~e gradually
olduk~a rather, quite, somewhat

Exercise 26

Translare the following:
1 I drink neither tea nor coffee; I like fruit juice.
2 The garden of his house is both large and sunny.
3 When you open the window, close the door please.
4 Putting on our bathing suits, we went to the beach.
5 You (pI) will stay at home and wait for us.
6 I got tired (through constantly) working all day.
7 They left (went) without waiting for us.
B I haven't seen him since he arrived here.
9 Rather than sitting in the sun, let's go in the sea.

10 Whenever I look at these pictures, I become happy.



Lesson 12

111 Verbal nouns

Certain suffIxes which are added to verbs cause these verbs to function
like nouns in the sentence; their grammaticat function is the same as
any noun, and they are discussed in sections 112 to 114 below.

112 -MEK: the infinitive

We have already seen that the suffIX -MEK (variants are -mek and
-mak) is often used when listing verbs in a dictionary:

yemek to eat a~mak to open
gitmek to go klrmak to brake
yiizmek to swim okumak to read
gormek to see ko§mak to run

This ending can also be translated a~ --ing'. As verbal nouns, forms with
-MEK are used to imply the action of a given verb. The infinitive, Le.
-MEK form, never takes the possessive or the genitive suffIXes. .

The infinitive can be the subject of the sentence:

Sigara i~mek saghga zararhdlr. Smoking is harmful to health.
Burada park etmek yasaktlr. Parking here is forbidden.

It can be the object. When the infinitive is the object of the verb
istemek in a sentence, the object ending -(y)t is generally omitted.

Ya§amak istiyorum. I want to live.
Bu yaz nereye gitmek istiyorsunuz? Where do' you want to go this

summer?
Bugiin sokaga ~lkmakJstemedi.She did not want to go out today.

When -MEK is followed by the definite object (accusative) SUffIX, the
final k in -MEK becomes g (in fact, whenever a vowel comes after
-MEK, this k to g change will take place):
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Arkada§lma dogum giinii i~in giizel bir hediye almagl
dii~iiniiyorum.

I am thinking ofbuying a nice present for my friend for her birthday.
Sabahlarl kahvaltldan once deniz kly1S1nda yiiriimegi ~ok

seviyorum.
1very much like walking along the sea shore in the mornings before

breakfast.

In present-day Turkish, the combination -MEK + definite object suffIx
-(y)t, that is -megil-magl, is replaced by -meyil-m3:YI. This does not
affect the meaning and'is quite a common process in the language. (See
the short infinitive -ME below.)

Bizimle geh legi kabul etti. ~
He agreed to come with us.

Bizimle gelmeyi kabul etti.

Verbal npuns with -MEK can be the qualifier in a possessive .compound:

gorii§mek umudu a hope to see (or: hope of seeing)
bulu§mak dilegi a wish to meet
olmek zamanl time to die (or: time for dying)

-MEK + i~in means 'in order to':

Paketi gondermek i~in postaneye gittim.
I went to the post office in order to post (send) the parcel.
Arkada§larlml gormek i~in Ankara'ya gidiyorum.
I am going to Ankara in order to see my friends.

-MEK' + Uzere has a similar meaning of purpose or intention:

SorularlmlZI cevaplamak iizere bir baSin toplantlsl diizenledi.
He arranged a press conference (in order) to answer our questions.
GUrU§mek Uzere. Be seeing you. (phrase used for 'goodbye')

-MEK + Uzere can also mean 'just about to (do something)':

Telefon ~aldl, fakat ben ~IkmakUzereydim onun i~in a~madlm.

The telephone rang, but 1was just about to go out so I did not answer.
Biraz bekler misiniz IUtfen, i§im bitmek Uzere.
Could you wait a little while please, my task is just about to end (1 am

just about to finish).
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-MEK + -(Y)E

Notice the k becoming g before the dative ending -e or -a.

Yagmur yagmaga ba§ladl. It started to rain.
Bu mektubu yarlm saate kadar bitirmege ~ah§lyorum.I am

trying to finish this letter in half an hour.

-MEK + -DE

Bayle soylemekte hakhsln. You are right in saying so.
Aynl konuyu siirekli konu§makta yarar yok. There is no point in

continually discussing the same topic.

-MEK + -DEN

Cah§maktan klmseye zarar gelmez.
No harm comes to anyone from working hard. (Hard work does not

harm anyone.)
Her yd aynl yere gitmekten blktlm.
I am fed up with going to the same place every year.

113 -ME: short infinitive

The verbal noun sufflX -ME is often referred to as the short infinitive.
It is interchangeable with -MEK in most situations. -ME takes all the
case suffIxes and the possessive sufflX, while -MEK does not take the
genitive or the possessive sufflX. The variants of -ME are -me and
-ma. In form it is like the negative sufflX -ME, but the stress is
different: the negative -ME throws the stress on the syllable preceding
it, e.g. yazma 'do not write~ but the short infinitive -ME carries the
stress itself: yazma 'manuscript'.

Verbal nouns with -ME occur in compounds like:

okuma haftasl
oturma odaSl
bekleme odasl
~ab§ma saatleri

reading week
living room
waiting room
working hours
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-ME is productive in forming common nouns:

konu§ma
asma
dolma

dondurma

speech
vine
dish made by stuffing
peppers or vine-leaves
ice-cream

Forms with -ME are often used as adjectives as well:

dolma kalem
asma kat
yapma ~i~ek

~ekme yatak

fountain pen
mezzanine floor
artificial flowers
pull-out bed

-ME takes the possessive (unlike -MEK):

Ay§e'nin bu oteli se~mesibizim i~in iyi oldu. Ay§e's choosing
this hotel has been good (a good thing) for us.

Bu makinayl kullanmaSlnl biliniyorum. I do not know the using
of this machine. (i .e. I do not know how to use this machine.)

Bu kadar ge~ gelmenizin sebebi nedir? What is the cause ofyour
coming so late? (Le. Why are you so late?)

Saat on ikiye kadar odaYl bo§altmamlzl istediler. They wanted
our vacating the room by 12 o'clock. (They asked us to vacate th'e
room...)

-ME is also used for putting commands into indirect speech; a direct
imperative is not used, but the imperative/command is included in
another sentence as the object of verbs like soylemek 'tel1~ rica etmek
'request/ask~emretmek 'order/command':

Arkada§lma bafta sonunda gelmesini rica ettim. I asked my
friend to come at the weekend.

Turizm Bakanl klyldaki gazinolarl kaldlrmalarlnl emretti.
The Minister for Tourism ordered them to remove the cates on the
shore. (lit. The Minister for Tourism ordered their removing the
cafes...)

-ME + possessive can also be used with i~in meaning lin order to' like
-MEK + i~in, but here the possessive ending states the person:

ila~larlnl almam iyin eczaneye gitmemi istedi. He asked me to
go to the chemist for my buying his medicines (... so I could buy ...)
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ila~larlnl almak iyin eczaneye gitmemi istedi. He asked me to go
to the chemist in order to buy his medicines. (The person who is to
do the buying is not specified; we only assume that it is'!' because of
gitmemi.)

-ME + possessive + -(Y)E ragmen: although,' despite

The short infinitive -ME + possessive can take -(Y)E ragmen
meaning 'although, despite, in spite of.

C;ok ~ah§mama ragmen az para kazanlyorum. (lit. Despite my
working hard I earn little money.) Although I work hard, I earn little.

Bid uyarmalarlna ragmen onlarl dinlemedik. (lit. Despite their
warning us, we did not listen to them.) Although they warned us, we
did not take any notice.

9ikolatayl !r0k sevmesine ragmen yemiyorJ ~iinkii rejimde. (lit.
Despite her liking chocolates very much, she is not eating, because
she is on a diet.) Although she loves chocolates, she does not eat any
because she is on a diet.

-(Y)E ragmen can be added to pronoWlS:

Be§ dilim ekmek yedim, buna ragmen doymadlm. I ate five
slices of bread, despite this I am not full.

Sen bana kar§l oynadln, ama sana ragmen ma!rl kazandlm.
You played against me, but in spite of you I won the match.

Exercise 27

Translate the following:
1 I do not want to stay here.
2 Where did you go to buy stamps?
3 He will try to ring us before five.
4 We asked him to be at the hotel.
5 Although you told me this, I did not understand it.

114 ~(Y)i~

The verbal noun suffIX -(Y)i~ refers to the manner of doing something,
performing an action. Words formed with -(Y)i~ can also be established·
nouns. For example, from the verb yiiriimek 'to walk' we have
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yiiriiyii§ which means:

a) the manner of walking
Bu klZ ~ok giizel ama yuriiyii§ii ~ok tuhaf. This girl is very

beautiful, but the way she walks (the manner of her walking) is
very strange.

b) a walk
~ok uzun bir yiiriiyii§ten sonra otelimize dondilk. We
. returned to our hotel after a very long walk.

Some nouns with .(Y)I~:

ah§veri§
giri§
flkl§
bulu§

shopping
entrance
exit
invention

Miizenin giri§i nerede? 'Where is the museum('s) entrance?
i§ten ~lkl§ saatinde yollar ~ok kalabahk. The roads are very

crowded 3.t the hour of leaving work (rush hour).

115 lazlm: necessary

The word lazlm indicates a necessity or a need. The thing or action
that is necessary or needed becomes the subject of lazlm. Verbal nouns
in -MEK and -ME are often the subject oflazlm:

Bunu anlamak ifin biraz daha okuman lazlm. You have to read
a little more in order to understand this. (lit. Your reading this a little
more is necessary in order for you to understand this.)

Bu sabah ona kadar istanbul'a telefon etmem laZlm. i have to
ring up Istanbul by ten this morning. (My ringing up Istanbul is
necessary...)

Bu hafta sonu gitmeniz lazlm ml? Do you have to go this weekend?
(Is your going this weekend necessary?)

Used in this form laZlm can also mean 'should':

Bu saatte i§te olmasl lazlm. He should be at work at this hour.
Bunu bilmemiz lazlm. We should know this.

When lazlm indicates a need for something, the thing or person in
need takes the dative suffIx -(Y)E:
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Arabaya benzin laZlm. The car needs petrol. (Petrol is needed tolfor

the car.)
Otele mu§teri lazlm. The hotel needs customers. (Customers ate

needed tolfor the hotel.)
Bana yeni bir elbise lazlm. I need a new dress.
Sana para laZlm ml? Do you need any money?
Sana bunu almak i~in ka~ para lazlm? How much money do you

need to buy this?

In negative constructions with Iazlm, degil is put after Iazlm:

Bu kitabl okumanlz Iazlm degil. You do not have to read this book.
(lit. Your reading this book is not necessary.)

Mudu olmak i~in para laZlm degU. You do not need money to be
happy. (lit. Money is not needed for to be happy.)

When lazlm follows the negative of the verbal noun, it indicates a need
not to do something:

Bu kitabl okumamanlz lazlm. You must not read this book. (lit.
Your not reading this book is necessary.)

The verbgerekmek is also frequently used to replace lazlm:

Saat birde otelde olmam gerekiyor. I have tQ be at the hotel at one
o'clock.

Hastaneye kadar benimle gelmeniz gerekmez. It is not necessary
for you to come to the hospital with me.

Otele on bel giin 191n ka9 para odememiz gerekecek? How
much shall we have to pay for the hotel for fifteen days?

Ka9 giln daha kalmanlz gerek? How many more days must you stay?
Bunu hemen bitirmem gerekmiyor. I do not have to finish this at

once.

There are three compound verbs which indicate a need and a necessity:
laZlm olmak to become (be) needed
la~lm gelmek to become (be) necessary
liizum gormek to find something necessary.

Lazlm olmak implies an object becoming needed for a task:

Tatile giderken sivrisinek ilacl gotiirdiim, ama lazlm olmadl.
When going on holiday I took something for mosquitos (lit. mosquito
medicine), but it was not needed.
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~emsiyeni yanlna aI, belki lazlm olur. Take your umbrella with
you, you may need it (lit. perhaps it will become needed).

Lazlm gelmek implies that doing a certain action has or will become
necessary.

Onu goriince konu§mam lazlm gelecek. I shall have to speak (to
him) when I see him. (lit. My speaking will be/become necessary
when I see him.)

Bunun hepsini bitirmeniz lazlm gelmez. You don't have to finish
all of this. (lit. Your finishing all of this will not belbecome necessary.)

Liizum gormek requires a dative suffix, ..(Y}E, before it, and is used
to imply that one finds something necessary.

Sizin gelmenize liizum goriince haber veririm. When I find
(consider) your coming necessary, PUlet you know.

Doktor hastaneye gitmeme liizum gormedi. The doctor did not
think I should go to the hospital. (lit. The doctor did not find my
going to the hospital necessary.)

You don't have to use these forms yourself, because speaking in simple
Turkish laZlm and gerek will serve your needs, but you may hear
these around you or see them in print.

The words liizum and gerek are both used to mean 'necessity'.
Liizumsuz or gereksiz mean 'unnecessary~ and liizum yok or gerek
yak mean 'there is no need'.

116 -MELi: the necessitative

The necessity of having to do something can also be expressed by
adding the suffix -MELi to verbs: verb + (negative) + MELt + person.
Its different forms are -meli and mah.

gelmeliyim I have to come
gelmelisin you have to come
gelmeli he has to come
gelmeliyiz we have to come
gelmelisiniz you have to come
gelmeliler they have to come

The use of this form is rather like 'verb + -ME + possessive + lazlm':
gelmeliyim/gelmem lazlm, but generally speaking -MELi indicates
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a stronger degree of necessity than forms with lazlm.

Yeni bir gomlek almam lazlm. I need to buy a new shirt.
Yeni bir gomlek almabylm. I must buy a new shirt.

(If the necessity is even stronger, then the word ,art is used with 'verb
+ -ME + possessive': Yeni bir gomlek almam §art. II (absolutely)
have to buy a new shin.')

Further examples with -MELt:

Sizinle bu konuyu daha uzun konu§mahylz.
We tnust discuss this matter further (with you).
istanbul'a gidince Topkapl SaraYlnl gormelisiniz.
When you go to Istanbul you must see the TOpkaPl Palace.
~ok ~ab§tmlZ, onun i~in yorgun olmabslnlz.
You have worked a lot, so you must be tired.

The negative form of -MELt indicates a necessity not to do something:

Pencere a~lkken kaplyl a~mamabslnlz.
You must not open the door while the window is open.
Giine§te fazla oturmamahSlnlZ.
You must not sit in the sun a lot (a long time).
Note: This could also be Giine§te fada oturmamanlZ lazlm,
although it is more usual to use -MELt, but if you wish to say lit is not
necessary for you to sit in the sun~ then laZlm degil has to be used;
you cannot use -MELt: Giine§te oturmanlZ lazlm degil.

The third person singular form of -MELt can be used impersonally to
mean 'one has tolone ought tolone should':

Anahtarl kaplda blrakmamah. One should not leave the key in the
door.

Kiitiiphanede yiiksek sesle konu§mamah. One must not talk
loudly in the library.

Ktrmlzl l§tkta durmah. One must stop at red lights.

Exercise 28

Translace:
1 I don't need this pillow; would you like it?
2 We have to leave early to be there at half past nine.
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3 You have to learn Turkish in order to speak to (with) your Turkish
friends.

4 You must not switch the radio on after twelve o'clock at night.
5 I must give him some money.

Vocabulary

dikkat etmek
ozellikle
l§ln
kuvvet
kuvvetli
yaklcl
dikkatli olmak
uygun
deri
hastahk
bol
viicut
su
tehlikeli
ge~irmek

yanmak
giine§lenmek
koruyucu
krem
siirm'ek
zevkli
rahat

READING

to pay attention (to)
especially
ray
strength
strong
burning
to be careful
suitable, convenient
skin .
disease
plenty, plentiful
body
water
dangerous
to spend (time etc., not money); to see someone off
to burn, get tanned
to sunbathe
protective
cream
to smear, spread (also: to drive; to last)
pleasant
comfortable

Yaz aylannda tatile giderken bazl §eylere dikkat etmek gerekir. Ozellikle
uzun sure giine§te kalmamahchr. Gune§ l§mlarl o~le saatlerinde ~ok

kuvvetli ve yaklcldlr, onun i~in giine§ banyosu yaparken dikkatli olmahd1r.
Gune§ banyosu i~in en uygun saatler on ikiden once ve ii~ bu~uktan

sonrad1r. Giine§te fazla yanmamak i~in giine§lenirken kOruyuCll kremler
siirmelidir. AYrlca slcakta bol su i~melidir, 9iinkii viicut su kaybeder.
O~le yemeklerinde 90k yiyip i~ki i9mek ve ondan sonra denize girmek
tehlikelidir. Bunlara uyunca zevkli, rahat bir tatil ge~irirsiniz.
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Lesson 13

117 Participles

In English, relative pronouns, words like 'who', 'whom~ 'which' etc., are
used to form a longer sentence from two short ones.

Thus: The man is talking. The man is my friend.
becomes: The man who is talking is my friend.

The main noun. - the recurrent element - in these two sentences is 'the
man'. When th'e two sentences are joined, the word 'who' is used as a .
link to refer to 'the man' through the action he is engaged in: in this
case, talking.

Turkish does not have words like 'who~ 'whom~ or 'which' to join
sentences like this. Instead, suffIxes are added to the verb to form
adjectives, called participles, and these are used to connect such
sentences. There are two basic types of participle: subject participles
and object participles.

The subject participle

This is used where the recurrent element ('the man' in the above
sentence) is the subject of the first sentence and where, if a person
rather than a thing is involved, English would use 'who'. The sentence
above would be put into Turkish as:

Konu§an adam arkada§lmdlr. lit. The talking man is my friend.

The subject participle is also used where the recurrent element is the
object of the second sentence, provided it is the subject of the first.

Thus: The man is talking. I know the man.
becomes: I know the man who is talking.

'The man' is the object of the second sentence. But because it is the
subject of the first, English still uses 'who', and Turkish again uses the
subject participle.

Konu§an adaml tanlyorum.

136
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Of course, if the recurrent element is a thing rather than a person,
English will use the relative pronoun 'which'.

Thus: The bus goes to Ankara. The bus is delayed.
becomes: The bus which goes to Ankara is delayed.

Turkish will still use the subject participle if the recurrent element is
the subject of the first sentence (the subject of the English relative
clause):

Ankara'ya giden otobiis gecikti.

The subject participles are discussed in sections 118 to 123 below.

The object participle

The second type of participle, the object participle, is used to link other
pairs of sentences, where the recurrent ·element (in the example that
follows, 'the man') is not the subject of the first sentence (the sentence
which in English becomes the relative clause when the two sentences
are joined).

I saw the man last night. The man is Turkish.
The man (whom) I saw last night is Turkish.

Here the recurrent element, 'the man~ is the object of the first sentence,
although it is the subject of the second. English uses 'whom' rather
than 'who' in this case, and Turkish uses the object participle:

Diin gece gordiigiim adam Tiirktiir.

The object participle is also used where English would use other
relative pronouns like 'where', 'when' etc. The obj ect participles are
discussed in the next lesson.

Formation ofparticiples

Participles are always made by adding suffiXes to verbs. If there is no
full verb, the verb base 01- is used, and suffiXes are added to form
participles (see examples under different participles). Different participle
suffiXes are used to indicate the time of the a~tion in relation to the time
of the main verb.
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118 -(Y)EN: present participle

This suffIx forms the most frequently used subject participle. Its
variants are -yen, -yan after vowels, and -en, -an after consonants. It
generally indicates action taking place at the same time as the main
verb, so although it is called the present paniciple it can express action
in the past if the main verb is in the past.

istasyonda bekleyen kadln Ankara'ya gidiyordu. The woman
who was waiting at the station was going to Ankara. (lit. The at-the
station-waiting woman was going to Ankara.)

Tiirkiye'ye giden arkada§larlmlZ her zaman bu otelde kahyor.
Our friends who go to Turkey always stay at this hotel. (lit. Our to
Turkey-going friends ...)

Masada duran mektuplarl postaya atacaglm. I shall post the
letters that are (standing) on the table.

Sizinle konu§an adam kimdi? Who was the man who was talking
with (to) you?

A participle does not always have to be followed by a noun. In such
cases a non-specific noun like cperson~ 'people~ 'thing' or 'one' is
assumed to be there:

Telefo.n eden kimdi? Who was it who rang?
Yemege gelenler ~i~ek getirdi. Those who came to dinner brought

flowers.
Burada Tiirk~e konu§an var ml? Is there anyone here who speaks

Turkish?
En ucuz olan h~ngisi?Which is it that is the cheapest?

In negative constructions, paniciples follow the negative suffIX:

C;ok pahah olmayan bir hediye almak istiyorum. I want to buy a
present which is not very expensive.

Et yemeyenler i~in bir ~ok sebze yemekleri yare There are
numerous vegetable dishes for those who do not eat meat.

119 .Mi~: past participle

The participle formed by this suffIX refers to actions that occurred
before the action expressed by the main verb. It is identical with the
reported past suffix, and its variants are -mif, -m1§, -mii§ and -mu§.
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~ok iyi pi§mi§ bir tavuk yedik. We had (ate) a very well cooked
chicken.

This participle is often coupled with olan, especially if the noun
qualified by the participle is human.

Biletlerini alml§ olanlar kaplda beklemedi. Those who had
bought their tickets did not wait at the door.

istanbul'a daha once gelmi§ olan turistler degi§ik §eyler
gormek is#yor. Tourists who have been to Istanbul previously want
to see different things.

Mektubumu almaml§ olan otel bize blr oda aYlrmaml§. The
hotel, which had not received my letter, had not reserved a room for us.

iki yJ.1 once yaptlml§ alan bu bina §ehrin en bilyiik otelidir.
This building which was built, two years ago is the largest hotel in the
town.

In the newspapers you may often see the past participle -MI~ followed
by bulunan, which is almost the same as alan:

,Diin Ankara'ya gelmi§ bulunan bSfbakan bugiin parlamentoda
bir konu§ma yaptl. The Prime Minister, who came to Ankara
yesterday, made a speech in parliament today.

In this sentence, instead of gelmi§ bulunan we could use gelmi§ alan
or gelen (remember, the -(Y)EN participle is used for the past as well
as present), and the meaning would still be the ~ame.

Notice the nouns formed with this participle suffix:

dolmu§ a shared taxi
ge~mi§ the past

120 -(Y)ECEK: future participle

This participle SUffIX, which is identical with the future tense, is used to
refer to actions that will happen in the future in relation to the time
expressed by the main verb, and also the time the sentence is uttered. Its
variants are -yecek and -yacak after vowels, -ecek and -acak after
consonants. Like the past participle -Mi~, the future participle is
frequently coupled with olan.

Londra'dan sabah sekizde kalkacak (alan) u~ak ii~ bu~uk saat
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sonra Dalaman havaalanlna inecek. The plane which will take
off from London at eight in the morning will land at Dalaman airport
three and a half hours later.

Bizimle ~ahfacak (olan) adam ingilizmi,. The man who is going
to work witp. us is apparently British.

Sometimes when the noun to be qualified is not directly the doer of the
action referred to by th~ verb carrying the participle, olan is not used:

Bu kitabl okuyacak vaktim yok. I do not have time to read this book.
Yiyecek ne var? What is there to eat?
Olanlardan sonra'soyleyecek bir fey kalmadl. After all that

happened, there is nothing left to say. .

Some nouns formed with this participle suffIx are: •

gelecek
alacak
a~acak

the future
money owed to one, credit
any tool for opening a bottle or can (either of these can be
specified in compounds):
konserve a~acagl can-opener
§i§e a~acagl bottle opener

121 The aorist participle

The aorist (timeless) participle has the same variants as the aorist tense
(section 84). It is used for conditions that are permanent or inherent
qualities of the noun it qualifies. However, its function can equally be
fulfilled by the present participle -(Y)EN:

Tiirkge'ye benzer bir dil var ml? Is there a language like Thrkish?
Tiirk~e'ye benzeyen bir dil var ffil? Is there a language like Turkish?

Because of this overlapping of functions, the aorist participle sufflX is
not used with every verb - and where it is used, the words formed have,
in many cases, come to be used as established nouns and adjectives.

gelir
gider
yazar
okur
okuryazar
akarsu

income
expenditure
author
reader
educated (okuryazar bir ki§i: an ed~cated person)
running water, watercourse
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Its negative form can also be used in this way:

~lkmaz sokak cul-de-sac
tiikenmez kalem ball-point pen
bitmez tiikenmez endless

Exercise 29

Trans/ate:
1 The plane that goes to Dalaman is full.
2 The buses that stop here go to Ephesus (Efes).
3 Those who have stayed here want to come again.
4 He apparently has no time to see us tomorrow.
S I want a bag similar to you~s.

122 Subject participles from possessives

The subject participle is also used for 'whose' and 'of which' in
constructions where there is a possessive, and the main noun which has

'the possessive sufflX (the noun possessed) is the subject of the
construction. Consider the following sentence:

Klz1n babasl bize kitap veriyor. The girl's father is giving us books.

Although klzln babasl together constitutes the subject of the sentence,
babasl is the essential subject and has the possessive suffIX (it is the
noun possessed by klzln). So if we turn this sentence into a clause (to
go into a longer sentence) we use a subject participle. In the example we
have, this subject participle is -(Y)EN (present participle):

babasl bize kitap veren klZ the girl whose father gives us books (lit.
her-father-to-us-book-giving girl)

In the examples below you have full sentences which are then turned
into clauses:

Kadlnln kocaSl Tiirkiye'de ~ab'lyor. The woman's husband works
in Turkey.

kocaSl Tiirkiye'de ~ah,an kadln the woman whose husband works
in Turkey (lit. her-husband-in.:rurkey-working woman)
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Ya§h adamlD kopegi havhyor. The old man's dog is barking.
kopegi havlayan ya§h adam the old man whose dog is barking (lit.

his-dog-barking old man)
AdamlD evi depremde ~okmedi.The man's house did not collapse

in the earthquake.
evi depremde ~okmeyenadam the man whose house did not

collapse in the earthquake

Subject participles other than -(Y)EN are also often used, with the
word olan after them:

Turistlerin u~agl sekizde kalkacak. The tourists' plane will take off
at eight.

u~agl sekizde kalkacak alan turistler the tourists whose plane will
take off at eight

When a clause is made from an original sentence which does not contain
a full verb, the participle SuffIXes are coupled to the verb base 01-:

Adamln evi ~ok buyuk. The man's house is very big.
evi ~ok biiyii:k olan adam the man whose house is very big
Otelin havuzu derin degil. The pool of the hotel is not deep.
havuzu derin olmayan otel the hotel the pool ofwhich is not deep

fiy.atlarl ucuz~lan ceketler the jackets the prices of which are cheap
karlsl Turk olmayan adam the man whose wife is not Turkish
hastasl olmeyecek olan doktor the doctor whose patient is not going

to die
i~i bot olan kutu the box the inside ofwhich is empty
dl§l beyaz olan ev the house the; outside of which is white

Exercise 30

Translate:
lOur friend whose house is in Ka§ wants to come to Britain.
2 The passengers whose suitcases are still at the hotel are getting on the

bus to go to the airport.
3 The room the windows ofwhich are closed is very stuffy (without

air).
4 We stayed at a hotel the food (meals) ofwhich was very delicious.
5 I don't like this jacket which has no pockets.
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123 Derivational suffixes: ·LE~ and -LE

Both these suffIxes derive verbs from non-verbs.

-LES

This has the meaning ofbecoming or acquiring the quality of
something. Its variants are -le§ and -Ia§.

giizel beautiful giizelle§mek to become beautiful
iri large, big irile§mek to become large, big
yabancl a foreigner yabancda,mak to become alienated
bir one birle§mek to become one, unite

Kitaplarlml i~ine koyunca ~antam agula§tl. When I put my
books in it, my bag became heavier.

Yirmi dakikadan fazla kaynayan ~orba koyula§tl. The soup
which boiled for over twenty minutes thickened.

Koyula§an ~orbaya ii~ bardak su Have ettik. We added three
glasses of water to the soup which had thickened.

-LE

A large number of verbs are formed with this suffix. Its variants are -l~

and -Ia. In general it means to do or to make what the word to which it
is attached stands for.

temiz clean temizlemek to clean
hazlr ready hazlrlamak to prepare
kuru dry kurulamak to dry
su water sulamak tD water
bag tie baglamak to tie
par~a piece par~alamak to break into pieces
gerl backward gerilemek to retreat, go backwards

Sorumu yineledim ama cevap vermedi. I repeated my question but
he did not answer.

Kar ba§laYIDca yolumuza devam etmedik ve yaklndaki bir
koyde geceledik. When the snow started, we did not continue with
our journey and spent the night in a nearby village.
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CONVERSATION

- Affedersiniz, Ankara'ya giden otobils nereden kalklyor?
- Ankara'ya bir saat i~inde iki otobiis var, biri Bursa iizerinden, biri

Bolu iizerinden. Sizinki hangisi?
- Benimki Bolu iizerinden olano
- Bolu iizerinden gidecek otobiis §u binamn yanmdan kalklyor. Biraz

sonra gelir.
- Te§ekkiir ederim.

iizerinden

Exercise 31

via, over

1tans/ate:
1 Mter drying the cups, I put them in the cupboard beside the window.
2 Have you packed (lit. prepared) your suitcase? .
3 Despite your having lived (resided) outside Turkey for twenty years,

you have not become alienated.
4 Those who were suntanned (got burnt in the sun) became more

beautiful.
5 He asked me to repeat my question.
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124 Object participles

In lesson 13, we said that object participles are used where two
sentences to be linked have different subjects, as in the English
sentences:

The police (subject) caught the man.
The man (subject) was not a thief.
The man whom the police caught was not a thief.

In this combined sentence, the recurrent element (the noun which
occurred in both of the simple sentences that were joined) 'the man' is
the subject of the main verb (was) and the object of the verb in the
relative clause (caught).

In such cases an object participle is used in Turkish to join the two
sentences, because the recurrent element is the object of the sentence
that becomes the clause. In fact, the object participles are also used in
Turkish when the recurrent element is not the direct object of the
subordinate clause, and when English uses another relative pronoun like
'where' or 'to whom':

The house where they live is too small.
The man I gave the book to has gone. (The man to whom I gave the

book has gone.)

There are two participles which function in this manner in Turkish,
and they are bot_h followed by the possessive suffix. The possessive
suffIX in this case indicates the doer of the action, that is to say the
subject of the participle. The literal meaning of the Turkish versions of
the two sentences above will thus be:

The their-living-house is too small.
The the-book-my-having-given man has gone.
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125 -DiK + possessive: past/present object participle

This participle sufflX covers a wide variety of time references: it is used
in place of the past, aorist and continuous (.(i)YOR) tenses. The
context and the tense of the main verb have to be considered when
translating it into English.

As the sufflX is always immediately followed by a possessive sufflX, the
kin ·DiK changes to g, except when followed by the third person
plural possessive -LERi. Variants of -DiK are .tik, -tlk, .tiik and -tuk
after verbs ending in voiceless consonants, and -dik, dlk, ·diik and
duk elsewhere.

Thus the two examples we gave above are translated as follows:

The house where they live is too small. Oturduklarl ev fazla
kii~iiktiir.

The man I gave the book to has gone. Kitabl verdigim adam gitti.

Here are some further examples, with literal translations of the Turkish:

ittigim kapl adama ~arptl. The door which I pushed hit the man.
(lit. The my-having-pushed door hit the man.)

Bah~eye astlgln havlular yagmurda Islandl. The towels which
you hung in the garden got wet in the rain. (lit. The in-the-garden
your-having-hung towels got wet in the rain.)

Elinden tuttugu ~ocuk birdenbire caddeye flrladl. The child
whom she was holding by the hand suddenly rushed into the road.
(lit. The by-its-hand her-having-held child suddenly rushed into the
road.)

Bekledigimiz haber bugiin gelmeyecek. The news we expect will
not come today. (lit. The our-having-expected news will not come
today.)

Masaya koydugunuz mektuplar kimin? Whose are the letters
which you put on the table? (lit. The on-the-table your-having-put
letters are whose?)

Because this type of participle is always followed by the possessive
sufflX, a genitive sufflX earlier in the sentence is always implied (as we
found when considering the possessive sufflX, section 43). In the above
sentences, the genitive would be the genitive pronoun of the same
person as the participle with its possessive ending:

(Benim) ittigim kapl adama ~arpt1.
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(Senin) bah~eye astlgln havlular yagmurda Islandl.
(Onun) elinden tuttugu ~ocuk •••
(Bizim) bekledigimiz haber •.•

In these sentences, the meaning of the pronoun is understood in the
suffix, and the pronoun (benim, senin, onun, bizim etc.) can be
omitted. But if the possessive is in the third person singular or plural,
and it refers to a word other than onun or onlarln (which can be
omitted), then that word must be included and must be in the genitive.
Thus the sentence above:

Masaya koydugunuz mektuplar kimin?

has the genitive at the end: kimin?

Ay§e'nin elinden tuttugu ~ocuk caddeye flrladl. The child whom
Ane was holding by the hand rushed into the road (lit. The by-its
hand Ay§e's-having-held child...)

Kopegin ISlrdlgl ~ocuk agbyor. The child whom the dog bit is crying.
Trenlerin durdugu her istasyonda otopark yare At every station

where the trains stop, there is a car park.

The genitive pronouns can actually be included in the sentence if a
special emphasis or a contrast is intended:

Benim okudu~mkltap uzun, senin okudugun kitap klsa. The
book that I am reading is long, the book that you are reading is short.

Onun soyledi8! fey ba§ka, senin soyledigin fey ba§ka. The thing
that he says is different, the thing that you say is different. (Le. He
says one thing, you are saying something else.)

Here are some examples to show how a sentence ean be turned into the
Turkish equivalent of a relative clause by means of -DiK + possessive
suffIX:

Ali dun yeni bir i§e ba§ladl.
Yesterday Ali started a new job.

Kalabahk bir otobuse bindim.
I got on a crowded bus.
Orhan ~antaslnlarkada§lna

verdi.
Orhan gave his bag to his friend.

Ali'nin dun ba§ladlgl yen! i§
the new job which Ali started

yesterday
bindigim kalabahk otobus
the crowded bus that I got on
Orhan'ln ~antaslnlverdigi

arkada§l
his friend to whom Orhan gave his

bag
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Ben bu katln sahibiyim.
I am the owner of this flat.

sahibi oldugum bu kat
this flat of which I am the owner

(Notice the verb oImak with the participle suffix in the last example:
sahibiybn is made up of noun + personal suffIX. The participle suffIX
can only be added to verbs, so the verb oImak is used for the clause as
a peg on which to hang the participle suffIX.)

Here ate some examples with the verb in the negative:

AdamI tantmlyordum.
I did not know the man.
Elmayl yemediniz.
You did not eat the apple.
Mektuplart saat ondan once

a~mtyoruz.

We do not open the letters
before 10 o'clock.

tanlmadlgtm adam
the man whom I did not know
yemediginiz elma
the apple that you did not eat
saat ondan once a~madlg1mlz

mektuplar'
the letters that we do not open before

ten o'clock

126 -(Y)ECEI< + possessive: future participle

The suffIX -(Y)EQEK is used for the future tense and as a subject
participle with future reference. As an object participle its reference is
again future.

Bu ak§am telefon edecegim arkada§lm Turk. My friend whom I
shall ring this evening is Turkish.

~ocuklarln gidecegi okul uzak degil. The school that. the children·
will go to is not far.

Size soyleyecegim §eyi ona soylemeyin. Do not tell him the thing
that I am going to tell you.

Further examples:

Doktordan randevu alacaglm.
I shall get an appointment from

the doctor.
10 numarah otobiise .

binecegim.
I shall get on the number 10 bus.

doktordan alacagtm randevu
the appointment that I. shall get

from the doctor
binecegim 10 numarah otobus
the number 10 bus that I shall get on
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Some sentences in the negative:

Senin i~in yapmayacaglm ley yok. There is nothing I won't do
for you.

Ona begenmeyecegi bir hediye vermek istemiyorum. I do not
want to give him a present that he will not like.

Toplantlda konu§mayacaglmkimse olmayacak. There will not be
anyone at the meeting whom I shall not speak to.

Like the subject participles (see section 118) object participles can also
occur without a noun following them; it is understood that a 'person~

'thing' or 'one' is implied here:

Pazar giinleri en ~ok sevdigim ge~ kalkmaktlr. The thing that I
like most on Sundays is to get up late.

Onun bilmedigi yok. There is nothing (not a thing) that he does not
know.

127 Object participles from possessives

Object participles are also used to mean 'ofwhom~ 'of which' in
possessive constructions where the main noun which has the possessive
suffIX is not the subject of the construction:

Arkada§lmln evinde kaldlm. I stayed at my friend's house.

In this sentence evinde has the possessive SUffIX, but it is not the
subject of the sentence (the subject is 'I~ which is indicated by the
personal suffIX of the verb). Therefore when this sentence is turned into
a clause, an object participle has to be added to the verb, giving us:

evinde kaldlglm arkada§lm my friend in whose house I stayed (lit.
in the house of him my-having-stayed my friend)

Bu lokantanln yemegini ~ok seviyorum. I very much like the food
in (lit. of) this restaurant.

yemegini ~ok sevdigim lokanta the restaurant the food of which I
very much like

Habnln yerini degi§tirecegim. I shall change the position of the
carpet.

yerini degi§tirecegim hah the carpet the position of which I shall
change
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Here are some further examples:

iistiinii topladlglm masa the table the top ofwmch I tidied up
ortaslnda toplandlglmlz meydan the square in the middle of which

we gathered
bakl§larlndan korktugum adam the man of whose looks I was

frightened (lit. the from-his-Iooks I-was-frightened man)

Exercise 32

Translate:
1 The man I saw in front of the house was a thief.
2 The meal we ate at the restaurant was not expensive.
3 I have also read the book you are reading now.
4 Do you know the name of the hotel where you'll stay?
5 The film that we are going to see is about (shows) the British who

work in Turkey.

128 'when' with object participles

(When' is expressed by:

.niK l .
-(Y)ECEK S + possessive

+ ~ zaman
l vakit

Televizyonu a~tlglmzaman p~ogrambitmi§ti. When I turned
the TV on, the programme had ended. (lit. At the time of my having
turned on the TV, the programme had ended.)

ParamlZ oldugu zaman dl§arda yemek yiyoruz. When we have
money, we eat out.

Onlar geldikleri zaman ~ok ge~ olacak. It will be very late (or: too
late) when they come.

Hesabl ijdeyeceginiz zaman garsonu ~aglrln. Call the waiter
when you are going to pay the bill.

HaZlr oldugunuz zaman gideriz. We go when you are ready.

Although the word vakit is interchangeable with zaman, in general
zaman is used more frequently, especially in writing.
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Th~ wor~s ~1ra.or slrada, 'time~ 'at the time~ are also used similarly;
the unpllcauon IS that there is a greater immediacy to the action, which
can often be translated as 'just as':

Kapldan ~lkttglm s1rada yagmur ba§ladl. The rain staned just as I
went out of the door.

Yagmur ba§ladlgl slrada biz denizdeydik. We were in the sea just
as the rain started.

Yemek yiyecegimiz slrada misafir geldi. Just as we were about to
eat, we had visitors (guests arrived).

Notice that in this kind of construction the genitive is not used:

~ofdrler grev yapttgt zaman otobiisler ~ab§maz.When the
drivers go on strike, the buses do not run.

Film ba§Iadtgt strada elektrikler sondii. The 'lights went out just
as the film started.

~ofdrler and film do not take the genitive ending.

129 Object participles as nouns

In the forms we have seen so far, the object participles, together with
the relevant possessive suffixes added to them, function like adjectives
qualifying the noun that follows. And even when a noun is not actually
present we know that there is an implied noun form (like 'person' or
'thing') which the object participle qualifies. However, the same suffIXes
can also make the verb to which they are added function like a noun, so
that in fact the whole clause has the function of a noun. The suffIXes
which any ordinary noun may take follow the object participle + noun
combination as necessary. Often the Turkish can be translated literally
into a rather old-fashioned, stilted English.

Senin geldigin! duymadtm. I did not hear you come (lit. your coming).
Tiirk~e konu§tugum!! kimse bilmiyor. No one knows that I speak

Turkish. (lit. No one knows my speaking Turkish.)
f;antanlzl kaybettiginiz!: iiziildiim. I am sorry that you lost your

bag. (lit. I am sorry at your having lost your bag.)
Para vermeyeceklerinden korkuyordum. I was afraid that they

would not pay. (lit. I was afraid of their not being about to pay.)
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Yazln Akdeniz bolgesinin ~ok sicak oldugun!! biliyorum. I kno~'

that the Mediterranean region is very hot in the summer. (lit. I am
aware of the Mediterranean region's being very hot in summer.)

The above structures are rather like verbal nouns formed with the -ME
suffix (section 113) insofar as in both cases the verb functions like a noun.
However, while the structures formed with these participle suffIXes
represent a fact, an action which has taken place or will definitely take
place, those formed with the verbal noun SUffIX -ME indicate an action as
an idea, not an actual happening, or as the concept or way of doing
something.

Kadlnln yemek yedigini gormedim. I did not see the woman eat
(that the woman ate).

Kadlnln yemek yemesini gormedim. I did not see the way the
woman eats.

Ogretmen Ay§e'nin ~ok ~all§tlglnlsoyledi. The teacher said that
Ay§e worked very hard.

Ogretmen Ay§e'nin ~ok ~ab§masmlsoyledi. The teacher told
Ay§e to work very hard.

john'un Tiirk~e konu§tugunu duymadlm. I did not hear John
speak Turkish. (I did not hear him actually speak41g Turkish.)

John'un Tiirk~e konu§maslnl duymadlm. I did not hear the way
John speaks Turkish.

130 Indirect speech

Object participles are used in indirect (or reported) speech, when
something said or written by someone is quoted indirectly.

Direct: Ba§bakan, "Tiirkiye Avrupa Toplulugu'na girecektir"
dedi. The Prime Minister said: "Turkey will enter the
European Community".

Indirect: Ba§bakan Tiirkiye'nin Avrupa TopluIugu'na
girecegini soyledi. The Prime Minister said that Turkey
would enter the E.C.

Direct: Lokantadaki garson "Balik ~ok taze" dedi. The waiter
in the restaurant said: "The fish is very fresh".

Indirect: Lokantadaki garson ballgln ~ok taze oidugunu soyledi.
The waiter in the restaurant said that the fish was very fresh.
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~When an imperative sentence is put into indirect (reported) speech,
~!however, the verbal noun fo~m with -ME is used:

fDirect: Satici "Parayl kasaya odeyin" dedi. The sales-person
~:: said: "Pay at the cash desklt

•
r.
[Indirect: Satici parayl kasaya odememi soytedi. The sales~person

I: told me to pay at the cash desk.

,If the last example above were formed with the participle suffixes .niK
or ..(Y)ECEK the meaning of the sentence would be quite different:

Sattci parayl kasaya odedigimi soytedi. The sales-person said that
I had paid (the money) at the cash desk.

Sattci parayl kasaya odeyecegimi soytedi. The sales-person said
that I would pay (the money) at the cash desk.

In both cases the paying of the money is action that has happened or is
due to happen definitely, and is therefore a fact, not a notion.

131 whether ... or not

This construction is formed by using the same verb twice, first with the
..(Y)ip suffIX (section 108) and then immediately afterwards with the
-ME negative suffIX followed by the appropriate verbal noun or
participle and personal suffIX; a case suffIX may also follow 'ifneeded.

Bu dili ogrenip ogrenmemeniz onemli degil. It is not important
whether you learn this language or not.

9ama§lr makinaslnln ~ah§lp ~ah§madlglnlbilmiyorum. I do
not know whether the washing machine works or not.

Yarln gelip gelmeyeceklerini soylemediler. They did not say
whether they will come tomorrow or not.

Sorularl anlaylp anlamayacaglnlZa gore yeniden
tekrarlayacaglm. I shall repeat the questions depending on
whether you (will) understand them or not.

Vocabulary

Ismarlamak

konser
ta§lmak

to order (in restaurant/cafe), to treat
someone to something

concert
to carry
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doldurmak
giimriik memuru
memur
unutmak
baklr
tepsi
ge~ kalmak
Tiirk Havayollarl (THY)
ingiliz Havayollarl

Exercise 33

to fill, fill in .
customs officer
official, clerk
to forget
copper
tray
to be late
Turkish Airlines
British Airways

Translate:
1 Kahve Ismarladtg1Il1 adarom adm! bilmiyorum, ama sen onu ~ok iyi

tamyorsun.
2 fJstiinii kapadl~lm tencerede yemek yoktu.
3 Gitmek istedigimiz konsere bilet kalmanu~.
4 Bavulunu ta§ldl~m kadtn nereye gidiyor?
5 Dolduracagmlz kagldt giimriik memuruna vereceksiniz.
6 The woman whose name I forgot gave me this copper tray..
7 He said I was twenty minutes late.
8 The customs officer asked me'to open my suitcase.
9 He didn't know I was here.

10 They said they would be coming by Turkish Airlines; British
Airways planes were apparently full.

132 Combinations with -DiK/-(Y)ECEK + possessive

With (ifin': because (of), as

Param olmadlgl i~in sana bir hediye almadlm. Because I did not
have any money, I did not buy you a present.

Yarln misafir gelecegi i~in yemek yapmam lazlm. As guests will
come tomorrow, I have to cook (lit. make food)

Piknige sizin de geleceginizi bilmedigim i~in fazla sa~dvi~

getirmedim. As I did not know that you too were coming to the
picnic, I did not bring a lot of sandwiches.

Kedi, bahgl yedigi i~in bize kalmadl. Because the cat ate the fish,
there was none left for us.
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With rha/de': although

Hava soguk oldugu halde u§iimiiyorum. Although the weather is
cold, I am not cold.

<;orba sevmediginiz halde ni~in lsmarladlnlz? Although you do
not like soup, why did you order (it)?

Bunu sana yine anlatacaglm halde anlamayacaksln, ~iinku
ben de ~ok iyi bilmiyorum. Although I shall explain this to you
again, you will not understand it, because I do not know it very
well either.

With (hadar': as much as, as ... as

Bu i§ senin sandlglo kadar kolay degil. This task is not as easy as
you think.

tstediginiz kadar i~in. Drink as much as you like.
Durum soyledikleri kadaJ," kotii degil. The situation is not as bad

as they said.

With rgibi': like, as

istediginiz gibi hareket edin, ben karl§mlyorum. You actfbehave
as you like, I am not interfering.

Az sonra goreceginiz gibi bu harabeler ~ok iyi durumdadlr. As
you will see a little later, these ruins are in very good condition.

With (-(Y)E gore': according t~ as

Haberlerden anladlg1ma gore gelecek hafta havaalanlarlnda
grev var. According to what I understood from the news, there is a
strike at the airports next week. .

Bu sorunun cevablnl-bildigine gore ni~in soylemiyorsu~?As
you know the answer to this question, why do you not say (i.e. give
the answer)?

Ali'nin mektubunda yazdlglna gore Ka§'ta havalar ~ok
giizelmi§. According to what Ali writes in his letter, the weather is
very good in K.a§.
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I
With '-DEN bajka': other than} apart from

Size verdigimden ba§ka iki §i§e daha var. Apan from what (the
one that) I gave you, there are two bottles more.

Soylediginizden ba§ka bir fey var ml? Is there anything else apart
from what you said (told)?

With 'takdirde': in the event of

Erken geldiginiz takdirde beni giri§te bekleyin liitfen. In the
event ofyour coming early, please wait for me at the entrance.

Para verdikleri takdirde burada kalabilirler. In the event of their
paying, they can stay here.

This is a rather form~.1 expression and therefore used sparingly. It can
also be translated as 'iP.

enflasyon
yiiksek

Vocabulary

odemek
elektrikli e§ya
anahtar
paket
yeter
beden
numara

bebek

to pay
electrical goods
key
parcel, packaging

, enough, sufficient
size
number, figure

(here: size)
baby, doll

(here: doll)

dogum giinii birthday

ummak ~... k to hopeumlt etme

iimit l ho e
umut 5 p
ta§lnmak to move

(house)
inflation
high

CONVERSATION

Giimriikte

- Pasaportunuz lutfen.
- Buyurun.
- Tiirkiye'de ne kadar kalacakslOlz?
- U~ hafta kadar.
- Hangi bavullar sizin?
- Bu siyah bavul. -
- Giimriik odemeniz gereken bir ~ey var ml?
- Sanmlyorum.
- Elektrikli e~ya var ml?
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:..Yok.
.;. Bavulunuzu a~ar mlSlmz lutfen?
- Peki, bir dakika lutfen, anahtan bulaYlm... Buyurun, bakm.
- Ne ~ok gomlek boyle... ti~ hafta i~in biraz fazla degil mi? Hem bunlar

daha paketlerinde.
- ti~ hafta kalacaglm i~in ancak yeter. Hem de u9 don tanesini evinde

kalacaglm arkada§lma verecegim.
- Buniar hepsi aym beden.
- Arkada§lma sordwu; mektupta yazdl~ma gore aym numaraYl

giyiyormu§uz. Bu bebegi de arkada§lmm mma aIdlm. Gelecek hafta
do~m giinii var, altl ya§mda olacak.

- Bu soylediklerinizden ba~ka hediye var ffil?
- Haylr, hepsi bu.
- Peki, buyurun ge9in. iyi tatiller.
- Te§ekkiir ederim.

Exercise 34

Translate:
1 The hotel where we stayed was I1"ot as comfortable as we had hoped.
2 As you know, we moved to this house last year.
3 According to what my friend says, inflation is high in Turkey.
4 Apart from the one I bought, there were two more jackets in the store.
5 In the event of your not coming, I will give the tickets to him.



Lesson 15

133 -(Y)EBiL: can, to be able to, may

This suffix is added to verbs to indicate that a certain action can be done,
or that it is possible to perform that action. It is a combination of two
forms: .(Y)E and .BiL, which comes from the verb bilmeko 'to know'.
This part ofthe ending is always -bil, it does not harmonise with the base.
The variants of.(Y)EBiL are -yebil, .yabil after vowels, and .ebil, ·abil
after consonants. It is always followed by a tense suffIX, often the aorist.

Mektup yazabilirim. I am able to write a letter.
I can write a letter.
I may write a letter.

Saat sekizde gelebilir misiniz? Can you come at eight o'clock?
Caminin i~inde fotograf ~ekebilirmiyim? May I (Is it possible for

me to) take pictures inside the mosque?
ti~ ay sonra Tiirk~e konu§abileceksiniz. You will be able to speak

Turkish after three months.
U~ak ~ok gecikti ama ak§am yemeginden once otelimize

varabildik. The plane was very late, but we were able to arrive at
our hotel before dinner.

Dikkat et, slcak olabilir, sonra elin yanar. Be careful, it may be
hot, then your hand would burn.

Pencereyi a~abilirmiyim? May I open the window?

The negative of .{Y)EBiL is formed. in two ways with different
meanings, as described in the following sections.

134 -(Y)EME: cannot, unable to

This is formed with .(Y)E plus the negative suffIX -ME and indicates
that a certain action cannot be done, or that the subject of the verb is
not able to do the action stated by the verb. It always follows the verb
and it precedes the tense endings. Its variants are ..yeme or ·yama after
vowels) and ..erne or ·ama after consonants.

158
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Sabahlarl erken kalkamam. I cannot get up early in the mornings.
Bu ak§am gelemem, ama yarln ak§am gelirim. I cannot come

this evening, but I can come tomorrow evening.

Before the tense sufflX -(t)YOR, the -me in -(Y)EME is spelt as -mi
or -ml (see section 59):

Bir yddlr tstanbul'da oturuyor ama Tiirk~e konu§amlyor. He
has been living in Istanbul for a year, but he cannot speak Turkish.

Hasta oldugu i~in denize giremiyor. He cannot go in the sea as he
is ill.

Further examples:

Doktor ~ok me§gul, onun i~in sizi hemen goremeyecek. The
doctor is very busy, so he will not be able to see you at once.

Soylediklerimi anlayamaddar. They could not understand what I
said.

Adres dogruymu§ ama evi'bulamaml§. The address was
apparently correct, but he could not find the house (50 I understand).

Olamaz. It cannot be. It is not possible. (indicates disbelief)
Benimle boyle konu§amazslnlZ. You cannot speak to me like this.
Film bugiin ba§hyor, daha once gormii§ olamaz. The film starts

(is released) today, it is not possible that he has seen it before.
~ok vitamin ahyor, artlk hasta olamaz. He is taking a lot of

vitamins, he cannot (will not) be ill any more.

The sufflXes -(Y)EME and -(Y)EBiL are put together to mean 'may
not be able to'. This combined form is mostly used with the aorist tense
SufflX. .
~ok i§im var, hepsini yarlna kadar bitiremeyebilirim. I have a

lot of work, I may not be able to finish all of it by tomorrow.
Lokantada yer aYlrtmak iyi olur, bo§ masa bulamayabiliriz. It

would be (a) good (idea) to make a reservation at the restaurant, we
may not be able to find a free table.

Jeton almadlg1 i~in telefon edemeyebilir. He may not be able to
telephone as he did not buy telephone tokens.
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135 .MEYEBiL: may not

This is the other form of the negative for -(Y)EBiL and indicates the
possibility that an action may not be done. It comes after verbs and
before tense suffixes. It is mostly used with the aorist. Its variants are

-meyebll and -mayabil.

Beni beklemeyin, gelmeyebllirim. Do not wait for me, I may not
come.

Parayl hemen almak lazlm, sonra vermeyebilirler. It is
necessary to take (one must take) the money at once, they may not
give (it) later on.

Bugiin Pazar, evde olmayabilirler. Today is Sunday, they may not
be at home.

A past tense sufflX can be added to the present to mean 'might':·

Ziti ~ok ~aldlglnlz iyf oldu, duymayabilirdim. It was a good thing
that you rang the bell a lot, I might not have heard it..

The following sentences illustrate the different uses of the suffIXes given
in this lesson:

Gelebilirim.
Gelemem.
Gelemeyebilirim.
Gelmeyebilirim.

Exercise 35

I can/maylam able to come.
I cannot come.!I am unable to come.
I may not be able to come.
It is possible that I may not come.

1 Don't come to the airport, the plane may be delayed. We'll take (lit.
get on) a taxi.

2 Can you wait ten minutes?
3 May I ask you something?
4 I looked at the newspaper, but I couldn't see that news.
5 Don't ring before six o'clock; he may not be at home..

136 Countries, languages, people

The names of most languages and nationalities are formed by adding
two different suffixes to the names of the countries, or to adjectives
relating to countries.
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The suffix ~Lj

We saw earlier that the suflIx -Lt added to a place name indicates a
person from that area (section 28). When added to the name of a
country, the suffIx -Li indicates nationality, and it is only used for
people.

Amerika America Amerikab American
Pakistan Pakistan Pakistanh Pakistani
Hollanda Holland HollandalI Dutch
Polonya Poland Polonyah Polish

In the above examples the English words describing nationality are also
used to refer to goods, food etc. from these countries; for example
'American cars, Dutch tulips, Polish beer, Indian food'. In Turkish we
either have different forms ~or these words, or we use the name of the
country.

Amerikan arabasl
Hollanda Ialesi
Polonya bir~sl

Hint yemegi

American cars
Dutch tulips
Polish beer
Indian food

The suffix ·CE

This suffIx indicates the language spoken in a country or by a group of
people. Its variants are -~e or -~a after voiceless consonants and -ce or-ca
elsewhere.

ispanyol
ingiliz
Turk
Alman
FranSlZ
Norve~

ne?

Spanish
English
Turkish
German
French
NorwegianlNorway
what?

ispanyolca
ingilizee
Tiirk~e

Almanca
FranSlzca
Norve~~e

nece?

Spanish (language only)
English
Turkish
German
French
Norwegian
what language?

137 Uses of -CE

Apart from indicating a language, the suffIX -CE has other functions as
well, and in all these uses it is unstressed.
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I .
1 It can be added to nouns to mean 'hke' what that noun represents:

~ocuk child ~ocuk~a childish, like a child
Kirk ya§lnda adam ama ~ocuk~a davranlyor. He is a forty-year-

old man, but he is behaving like a child.
dost friend dost~a friendly, like a friend
Aramlzda ~ok dost~abir konu§ma ge~ti. We had a very friendly

talk.

2 It can be added to adjectives to intensify the meaning of the adjective
or to form adverbs:

a~lk open a~lk~a clearly
Her §eyi a~1k~a anladlm. I understood everything clearly.
yava§ slow/quiet yava,~a slowly/quietly
Kaplyl yava§~a a~lp i~eri girdi. He opened the door slowly/quietly

and went inside.

In this combination the SUffIX -CE can also mean 'not quite but almost~
'-ish~ forming adjectives: .

Zengince bir ailenin ogluydu. He was the son of a family that was
fairly rich.

These two sentences show the different meanings of this SUffIX:

Bardaklarl temizce ylkadlm. I washed the glasses really clean.
Temizce bir bardak bulup su i~tim. I found a cleanish glass and

drank some water.

The frequently used word olduk~a 'quite, almost' is made with this SUffIX:

Bugiin hava olduk~a serin, yemegi i~eride yiyelim. Today the
weather is quite cool, let us eat the meal indoors (inside).

3 With pronouns -CE means 'in the opinion of', laccording to':

bence in my view
Bence biidin bu soyledikleriniz yanh§. In my view, all these

things that you have said are wrong.
.Sizce kim haklt? In your opinion, who is right?



Vocabulary

ayakkabl
~lkarmak

ibadet
ibadet yeri
dola§mak
ortmek
e§arp

READING

shoe
.to take off
worship
place ofworship
to wander around
to cover
scarf

o takdirde
geri vermek

ses
yiiksek sesle
bagl§
atmak

in that case
to give back,

return
voice
loudly
donation
to throw
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Turkiye'de bir camiye gittiginiz zaman i~eri ginneden once
ayakkabl1anmzl ~lkarmamz gerekir. Camiler ibadet yeri oldu~ i~in

i~eride istecliginiz gibi dola§amaZSlnIZ. Kadmlann ba§lanm 6rtmeleri
lazlmdu. Yammzda bir e§arp ya da ba§ln1Z1 6rtecek bir §ey olmayabilir.
o takdirde oradaki bir g6revliden bir ba§6rtiisii isteyebilirsiniz, ve
camiden ~lkarken bunu geri verirsiniz. Camide yiiksek sesle
konu§mamabdlr. Fotograf~ekmek i~in izin almak gerekebilir. Camilere
giri§ paraslzchr. BaZI camilerde bir bagl§ kutusu varwr, i~teyenler oraya
para atabilir.

Exercise 36

Translate:
1 I learnt French at school, but I cannot speak (it) well.
2 In your opinion, is this correct?
3 Our Dutch friends want to learn Turkish.
4 As you want to learn English, you must come to Britain.
5 They couldn't sit down as they couldn't find a seat.
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Lesson 16

138 The conditional: -SE

This suffix is added to verb basesj the only suffix that can precede it is
the negative -ME. It operates like a tense suffIx and takes the same
per~onal endings as the past tense suffix -nt. It indicates unreal
conditions: situations where the likelihood of something happening is
remote, where you wish the action indicated by the verb taking the
conditional -SE would happen, but you know that.it is very unlikely.

gelsem if I were to come okusam if I were to read
gelsen if you were to come okusan if you were to read
gelse if he were to come okusa if he were to read
gelsek if we were to come okusak if we were to read
gelseniz if you were to come okusanlZ if you were to read
gelseler if they were to come okusalar if they were to read

GeIsen goriirsiin.' If you were to come, you would see (it). (implying
'but you' won't come')

C;ok param olsa diinya turuna ~lkarlm. If I had a lot of money, I
would go on a round-the-world tour (but I haven't).

Okusam anlardlm. If I were to read it, I would understand it (but I
haven't read it).

Tiirk~e bilmese gazeteyi okuyamaz. Ifhe did not know Turkish, he .
could not read the newspaper (but he does).

Ali'ye ne oldugunu bilsek size soylerdik. Ifwe knew what
happened to Ali, we would have told you (but we don't)..

It is also used in questions when we are wondering about something:

Ne giysem,? What should I wear?
Saat ka~ta telefon etsem? At what time should I ring?
Nerede bulu§sak? Where should we meet?

In this sense, it is frequently accompanied by acaba:

Acaba ne soylesem? I wonder what 1 should say?
Ne yesek acaba? I wonder what we should eat?

164
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It is also used with de and bile 'even':

Ozur dii~mek i~in telefon etse de onunla konu§mayacaglm.
Even if he rings to apologise, I shall not speak to him.
Hemen ~Iksak bile treneyeti§emeyiz.
Even if we were to leave at once, we could not catch the train.

The conditional phrases are sometimes preceded by the word ke§ke,
which expresses regret:

Ke§ke bu kadar ~ok ~ah§masa!If only he would not work so hard!
Onu ~ok ozledim, ke§ke bir gun gorsem! I missed her a lot, if only

I might see her one day!

The suffix -(Y)Di can be added to -SE forming a past conditional, 'if
only ... had':

Sinemaya giderken ke§ke bana da haber verseydiniz! I wish you
had let me know when you went to the cinema (but you didn't).

Ke§ke ba§ka bir yemek se~seydik!Ifonly we had chosen another dishl

139 iSE/-(Y)SE: conditional of 'to be'

iSE functions like iDi and takes th~ same set of personal suffLXes. It
indicates1w'eal condition: a situation where the condition is quite likely
true. It can stand by itself, but often it is suffLXed as -se or -sa after
bases ending in a consonant, and as -yse or -ysa after bases that end in
a vowel.

Hastaysan okula gelme. If you are ill, do not come to school.
Evde degilse haber blrak. If he is not at horile, leave a message.
Yorgun degilsek sinemaya gideriz, yorgunsak evde otururuz. If

we are not tired we'll go to the cinema, if we are tired we'll stay at
home.-

Paran varsa bana biraz bor~ verir misin? Ifyou have any money,
can you lend me some?

i§iniz yoksa biraz konu§allm. Ifyou have nothing (no work) to do,
lees chat a little.

The interrogatives nerede, ne and nasd have acquired different
meanings with -(Y)SE added to thein:
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neredeyse almost (lit. wherever it is)
Saat neredeyse dokuz oldu. It is almost nine o'clock.
neyse anyway; anyhow; well, never mind (lit. whatever it is)
nasl1sa somehow (lit. however it is)

-(Y)SE can follow any of the tense suffIxes, but its most frequent use is
with the aorist tense.

Biraz daha istersem ahrlm. If I want some more, I'll take (it).
Gelirseniz seviniriz. We'll be pleased if you come.
Toplantlya gelmeyecekseniz liltfen bana haber verir misiniz?

If you are not coming to the meeting, would you please let me know?
U~akta yer bulabilirsek bu hafta sonu gitmek istiyoruz. Ifwe

can find seats on the plane, we want to leave this weekend.
Bu otelde kalmayacaklarsa nerede kalacaklar? If they will nor

stay ~t this hotel, where will they stay?

Note that the third person plural sufl1x -LER is put before the
conditional and after the tense suffIX: kalmayacaklarsa.

Yemegini bitirmi§se neden hesabl istemiyor? If he has fmished
his food, why does he not ask for the bill?

<;antanl masada blraktlysan garsonlar bulmu§tur. If you left
your,bag on the table, the waiters must have found it. (a certainty
expressed by the use of the -tur (-ntR). suffIx)

The word eger 'if is frequently used with.conditional sentences; it is
usually put at the beginning of the sentence and immediately alerts the
listener that a conditional situation is to follow. It stresses the
conditional situation: otherwise its use is optional.

Eger anlayabiliyorsan mesele yoke If you are able to understand,
there is no problem.

Eger lokantada sizden ~ok para. aldtlarsa §ikayet edebilirsiniz.
If they have charged you a lot in the restaurant, you can make a
complaint.

Exercise 37

Translate into Turkish:
1 If he were to ring, I would tell him to come.
2 If I were to receive your letter, I would answer it.
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3 Ifyou are tired, don't come to the cinema.
4 If you (pl.) are not going to stay here, where will you stay?·
5 If I work very hard I shall be rich.

140 Some derivational suffixes

-SEL

This suffix is added to nouns to form adjectives. It has been used to
replace the SUffIX -1 which had been borrowed from Arabic and is still
used with some words like:

asker
din

soldier
religion

askeri
dinl

military
religious

The SUffIX -SEL is also used with the word din, forming the word
dinsel 'religious'. Which to u~e has become a matter of personal choice.
However, -SEL is not used with the word asker. Apart from such
special cases -SEL is used very widely. Its variants are -sel and -sal.

ki§i ./
birey
tarih
dii§
para

-(j)MTRAK

person
individual
history
dream
money

ki§isel
. bireysel

tarihsel
dii§sel
parasal

personal
individual(istic)
historical
imaginary, dreamy
monetary

J

This sufflX is mostly added to words indicating colour or taste, and
means that a certain object is 'almost of that colour or taste'. The first
vowel is not used if the base ends in a vowel, and toe second part of the
sufflx does not change: it is non-harmonic.

sari yellow saruntrak yellowish
klrmlzl red klrmlZlmtrak reddish
ye§il green ye§ilimtrak greenish
mor purple morumtrak purplish

mavi blue mavimtrak bluish

ek§i sour ek§imtrak sourish

aCl bitter aClmtrak bitterish

-(i)MSi

This sufflX is added to nouns and adjectives to indicate that something
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is 'almost of that kind or quality'. The first vowel is not used when the
suffix is added to words ending in a vowel; otherwise both vowels
harmonise with the preceding vowels. (For a similar sum"" see -CE:
section 137.)

aClmSI, bitter
long
sad

aCl
uzun
iizgiin

bitterish, rather bitter
uzunumsu longish, quite long
iizgiiniimsii rather sad (not very sad but

almost)
mavi blue mavimsi bluish, almost blue

As you see in the above examples, the meaning of the suffix -(i)MSi is
rather like that of -(i)MTRAK, but whereas -(t)MTRAK is added to
words depicting colour and taste, -(t)MSi can be added to most nouns
or adjectives.

-CiK: diminutive

The suffIx -CtK is added to nouns to express endearment, and
translates (dear little ... ', (poor dear... '. It is also used with names as a
form of intimate address. It harmanises regularly with the base.

hayvan animal hayvanclk dear little animal
zavalh helpless person· zavalbclk poor helpless little person
kuzu lamb kuzucuk dear little lamb
Ay§e Ay§ecik dear little Ay§e

It is also quite usual to add the first person possessive suffix after -elK,
especially with proper names or words indicating relationships between
people:

Ay§ecigim my dear little AY§e, my dearest Ay§e
karl wife karlclglm my dearest wife
koca husband kocaclglm my dearest husband
teyze aunt (maternal) teyzecigim my dearest auntie

The SUffIX -CiK can also be added to adjectives and adverbs and
intensifies the meaning of the word. When this suffiX is added to
adjectives ending in k, the k is dropped:

kii~iik small kii~iiciik very small
yumu§ak soft yumu§aclk very soft
slcak hot, warm slcaclk very warm
klsa short klsaclk very short
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yava§~aclk

bu kadarclk
slowly
this much

yava§~a

bu kadar
very slowly
only this much,

just this much

After some words, the -CiK suffiX shows variations in form when used
as an intensifier: .

dar
az
bir

narrow
little
one

daraClk
aZlclk
biricik

very narrow, tight
very little, just a bit
one and only

Exercise 38

to become dear, obvious, certain
a change .

lots and lots, quite a lot
to meet up, discuss, get together

Translatt inro English:
1 Otelin adml ve adresini bilmiyorsamz nasl1 bulacaksmlz?
2 Tiirk~e konu§ursak daha ~abuk anlarlar.
3 istediglm giin i~in u~akta yer bulabilirsem ~ok iyi olur.
4 Sizinle gelmemi isterseniz gelebilirim.
5 iyi de~en doktor ~aglrahm.

Vocabulary

belli olmak
degi§iklik
bol bol
gorii§mek l .

READING

Bir mektup

Sevgili Emet:cigim,
Sana §imdiye kadar yazamadlglm i~in azur dilerim. Bu giinlerde ~ok

i§imiz var. Her giin ge~ saatlere kadar ~ah§lp bitirmeye ~ab§lYoruZ. Tati!
programlmlz belli oldu. Eg-er bir degi§iklik olmazsa ben Temmuz'un
alusmda istanbul'da olacag-lm. Ancak on giin: kalabilecegim ama belki
sonbaharda yine gelebilirim. Buradan istedigin bir §ey varsa lutfen yaz,
gelirken getiririm. Bavulumda ~ok yer var. istanbul'dayken bir ka~ giin
i~in ~ile'ye gidebilirsek ~ok iyi olur. Zeynepler de bu yaz orada
olacaklarml§. Sen Sile'ye gitmek istemezsen belki ba§ka bir yere
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gidebiliriz, ama bunu ben oraya gelince konu§uruz. Bu mektup .;:ok klsa
oldu, ancak programlml sana hemen haber vermek istedim. in§allah
yakmda bol bol gorU§uriiz.

Sevgiler,
inci
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141 The passive

When the subject of a sentence does not perform the action indicated by
the verb but is affected by that action, the passive form of the verb is
used. The suffix which makes the verb passive comes before all other
suffixes such as the negative, tense and person endings. The passive
suffLX has different forms depending on how the verb base ends:

a) If th\ verb base ends in' a consonant other than 1, the passive is
formed by adding -iL to the verb base. Its variants are -il, -11, -iii, -ul:

sevmek to love sevilmek to be loved
satmak to sell satIlmak to be sold
gormek to see goriilmek to be seen

b) If the verb base ends in I, then the passive is formed by adding -iN
after this 1; the vowel of this suffIX harmonises with the base as usual,
giving us )the variants -in, -In, -Un, ~un:

bilmek to know
almak to take, buy
bulmak to find

bilinmek to be known
abnmak to be taken, bought
bulunmak to be found

c) If the verb base c!nds in a vowel, the passive is formed by adding just
-N after that vowel: •

okumak'· to read
kapamak to close
demek to say, call

okunmak to be read
kapanmak to be closed
denmek to be said, called

The object of the active sentence becomes the subject of the passive
sentence and. therefore drops the definite object ending that it may have:

active: Kaplyl a~tl.

passive: KaPI a~Ildl.

Gazeteyi okudum.
Gazete okundu.

He opened the door.
The door was opened.
I read the newspaper.
The newspaper was read.

171
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If the verb in the active sentence is intransitive (that is, if it is a verb
that would not take an object), then the passive form of this verb cannot·;
have a subject. It has what can be called an impersonal sense. This
usually indicates a generalisation, and is used for translating active
English sentences which have the words 'one' or 'people' as the subject:

Plaja nasl1 gidilir? How does one get to the beach?
Tiirkiye'de 18 ya§lnda ehliyet ahnlr. One gets a driving licence at

18 in Turkey.
Her gece saat l1'de elektrikler sondtirtiltir ve kapi killtlenir.

The lights are turned off and the door is locked at 11 every night.

Burada park yapdmaz. No parking here.
Sigara i~ilmez. No smoking.
~ororle konu§ulmaz. One does not speak .to the driver,

These last three examples with passive and negative forms convey the
sense of 'it is forbidden to ... ', Such forms are used frequently on public
notices.

The subject of an active sentence becomes the agent in a passive
sentence, as in the following English examples:

'Ahmet opened'the door'. Ahmet= subject; the door = object.
'The door was opened by Ahmet', The door = subject; Ahmet = agent.

The agent in the English passive sentence is expressed in Turkish
mostly by the word taraf followed by a possessive ending to indicate
person, and that in turn is followed by the suffIx -dan:
taraf + possessive + dan

The complete set of persons is as follows:

(benim) taraflmdan
(senin) taraflndan
(onun) taraflndan
(bizim) tarafunlzdan
(sizin) taraflnlzdan
(onlarm) taraflndan

(or: taraflarlndan

byrne
by you
by him/her/it
by us
by you
by them
if the personal pronoun is not used)

So the last example we had above, the English sentence 'The door was
opened by Ahmet', is:

KaPl Ahmet tarafmdan a~ddl.
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Anlatma bakanlar taraflndan imzalandl. The agreement was
. signed by the ministers.
Bu fotograflar kimin taraflndan ~ekildi?By whom were these

pictures taken?
Unlii yazar Steinbeck taraflndan yazdan biitiin eserler

Tiirks:e'ye s:evrildi. All the works written by the famous author
Steinbeck have been translated into Turkish.

The agent in the passive sentence is sometimes formed by adcling the .
suffIX -CE to a noun. Those nouns that take the -CE suffix are
essentially collective nouns, nouns that represent more than one person.
Words like hiikiimet 'government', halk 'people, masses' can take the
-CE suffIX when they act as the agent in the sentence:

Hiikiimet~e yapdan as:l1damada depremde evlerini
kaybedenlere para yardlml yapllacagl belirtildi. In the
statement made by the government, it was said that financial aid
would be given to those who lost their homes in the earthquake.

Verbs that require certain suffixes like the dative -(Y)E or the ablative
-DEN still require these in the passive:

Ydandan korkulur. One is scared of snakes.
Ders£ onda ba§landl. The lesson was started at ten.

Certain verbs with the passive SuffIX can also be used as adjectives :

giivenmek to trust, rely on giiven!!ir reliable
Ali s:ok giivenilir bir insandtr. Ali is a very reliable man.
a~!!lr kapa!!lr something that can be opened and closed
YaZln gelip kalan misafirler is:in as:dlr kapanlr yatak aldlm.

I bought a collapsible bed for the visitors who come and stay in the
summer.

With negative verb stems:

inan!!maz bir hikaye
bulunmaz dost
ye!!mez yemek
a§!!maz engel

an unbelievable story
a difficult-to-come-by friend
uneatable food
an unsurmountable obstacle

Here are some further examples with the passive:

Tiirkiye'de hankalar saat kas:ta as:dlyor, kas:ta kapanlyor? At
what time do the banks open and close in Turkey?
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Almak istedigim balt ~ok fazla bir fiyata satlbyordu, onun i~in

almadlm. The carpet I wanted to buy was being sold for an excessive/
exorbitant price, so I did not buy it.

Bu ytl Tiirkiye'ye ~ok turist gelmesi bekleniyor. It is expected
that a lot of tourists will come to Thrkey this year.

Buna Tiirk~ede ne denir? What is. this called in Turkish?

Exercise 39

Translate into Turkish:
1 My friend's house has been sold.
2 The bag which was lost last week has been found.
3 A lot of tea is drunk in Turkey.
4 All the windows will be opened.
5 The letter written by him was read by everyone.

142 The reflexive

A reflexive verb indicates an action which the subject does to
itself/himself, not to another person or thing. As the verbs that imply
such an action are few, the reflexive suffix can be used with only a
liI11;ited number of verbs. The reflexive SuffIX is -(i)N; the vowel, if
used, 'changes in accordance with the harmony rules.
ylkamak to wash ytka!!mak to wash oneself
giymek to dress, put on giyinmek to dress oneself
ovmek to praise oviinmek to praise oneself, to boast
ta§lmak to carry ta§l!!mak to move (as in moving house)
soylemek to say, tell soyle,!!mek to mutter (lit. say to oneself)

In the order in which suffIXes are strung together, the reflexive comes
before the passive. So a relexive sentence can be turned into a passive
one, but not vice versa:

Kt§lD soguk suyla ylkanllmaz. One does not wash (oneself) with
cold water in the winter. (lii. One is not washed with cold water...)

143 The reflexive pronoun

The reflexive pronoun consists of the word kendi ('selr) followed by
the appropriate possessive suffIX. As the reflexive pronoun refers to the
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subject, the possessive suffIX that is added to kendi reflects the person
of the subject.

kendim
kendin
kendi or kendisi
kendimiz
kendiniz
kendileri

myself
yourself
himself, herself, itself
ourselves
yourselves'
themselves

There is virtually no difference in meaning between kendi and
kendisi. In colloquial speech kendi is more frequently used. The
reflexive pronoun can take all the suffIxes that other pronouns take.
Note that the third person singular kendi takes n before the case
endings; the same happens with the third person plural, kendileri:

Ya§h adam kendine rahat bir koltuk se~ti. The old man chose a
comfortable armchair fOf ·himself.

The reflexive pronoun can be used in any position in the sentence:

Bana bunu soyleyen kendisiydi. It was he himself who told me this.
Mektubu kendiniz mi yazdlnlz? Did you yourself write the letter?

The reflexive pronoun can be used to emphasise the subject:

Bu~un yanh§ oldugunu siz kendiniz soylediniz. You yourself said
that this was wrong.

Onlar kendileri trenle gitmek istedi. They themselves wanted to
go by train.

There can also be a repetition of kendi as:

kendi kendime by myself, on my own
kendi kendine by yourself
kendi kendine or kendi kendbine by himself, etc.
kendi kendimize by ourselves
kendi kendinize by yourselves
kendi kendilerine by themselves

As an adjective without any suffIX kendi means 'own' :

Kendi i§imi bitirdim, sana yardlm edebilirim. I have finished my
own task, I can help you.

Liitfen benim havlumu alma, kendi havlun nerede? Please do
not take my towel, where is your own towel?
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Vocabulary

ba§kent
araslnda
gorii§me
istek
ortaya koymak

mal
ihra!r etmek
ithal etmek
ayn1 §ekilde
art1§
ayrlca
§irket
yat1r1m

READING

capital
between
talks
request, wish
to put forward,

disclose,
declare

goods
to export
to import
in the same way
increase
also, besides
firm, company
investment

iilke
memleket
saglamak

!rekici
alan
ortak
proje
durum
gii~le§tirmek

hiikiimet
onlem

country

to ensure, secure,
provide

attractive
field
joint
project
situation
to make

something
difficult

government
precaution,

measure

ingiltere ile Ttirkiye'nin arasmda Ttirkiye'nin ba§kenti Ankara'da dun
ba§layan gOrU§meler devam ediyor. Ozellikle ticaret ve turizm
konulanmn gOrU§uldugii toplantlda iki taraf isteklerini ortaya koydu.
Ttirkiye ingiltere'ye daha ~ok mal ihra~ etmek istiyor. Aym §ekilde
ingiltere de Ttirkiye'ye satugl mallarda artl§ bekliyor. Ttirkiye aynca
yabanci §irketlerin iilkede yatlnm yapmalanm saglamaya ~ah§lyor.

Turizm, yabanci §irketler i~in ~ekici olan bir yaunm alam, ve bir ~ok
ortak proje uzerinde I;alt§lhyor. Ttirkiye'de enflasyonun yiiksek OImaSI '.
durumu gUl;le§tiriyor, aneak hiikiimet tarafmdan aiman baZI onlemlerle
bunun du§mesi bekleniyor.

Exercise 40

Translate into Turkish:
1 I washed and dressed in ten minutes.
2 I myself wanted to work in Istanbul.
3 You yourself (pI) wanted to stay here.
4 It is difficult to learn a foreign language by oneself.
5 Sitting by myself in front of the window, I watched those who

passed by (lit. from) in the street.
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144 The causative

to feed (to cause to eat)
to cause to cut
to kill
to announce, inform
to cause to do, to get

something done

yedirmek
kestirmek
oldiirmek
bildirmek
yaptlrmak

The causative form ofa verb indicates that the subject is causing the
action to happen rather than doing it directly, or is getting someone (or
something) to do the action implied by the verb. The causative·has
different forms depending on the verb base it is used with:

a) The most widely used form of the causative is -niR; the vowel of
the suffiX harmonises as usual. Although the causative form of each
verb can be translated as 'to cause to.. :, there is usually a different word
for these in English:

yemek to eat
kesmek to cut
olmek to die
bilmek to know
yapmak to do

to explain
to remind
to seat, to cause to sit
to reduce, to cause

to become less

b) lfthe verb base has more than one syllable and ends in a vowel or in
the consonants r or I, the causative suffIX is -T:

anlamak to understand anJatmak
hatlrlamak to remember hatlrlatmak
oturmak to sit oturtmak
azaJmak to become less azaItmak

c) A few verbs take the -iT form of the causative suffiX:

korkmak to fear korkutmak to frighten
akmak to flow akltmak to cause to flow, to

pour

d) With a certain number ofmonosyllabic stems, the causative suffIX is
-iR; its variants are -ir, -Ir, -or, -ur;

dii,mek to fall
i~mek to drink
dogmak to be born

dil§ormek to drop
i~irmek to make drink
dogurmak to give birth to

177
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Causative sufl1xes are frequently used to turn an intransitive verb (a
verb that takes no object) into a transitive verb (which does take an
object):

intrans.
bitmek to finish
pi§mek to cook
u~mak to fly
ge~mek to pass
durmak to stop

bitirmek
pi§irmek
u~urmak

ge~irmek

durdurmak

trans.
to finish something
to cook something
to fly something·
to make something pass
to stop something

Ders·bitti. The lesson ended.
Dersi bitirdim. I finished the lesson.
Agrl ge~ti. The pain passed (went away).
Agrlyl ge~irdi. He made the pain pass (go away).
Otobils durdu. The bus stopped
Otobilsil durdurdum. I stopped the bus.

e) The causative form is -ER or -ERT after a few transitive verbs;
variants are -er, -ar or -ert, -art:

~okmek to kneel, collapse
kopmak to break ofT

~lkmak to come out

gitqlek to go

~okertmek to cause to kneel, collapse
koparmak, kopartmak to snap, break

something
~lkarmak, ~lkartmak to take out,

extract, subtract
gidermek to remove, get rid of

f) There are also some irregular causative forms:

gormek to see
kalkmak to get up

gostermek to show (to make seen)
kaldlrmak to cause to get up, to lift,

to remove

14p Uses of the causative

The causative has two basic meanings and is used accordingly:

1. The subject of the verb causes the action to happen.

a) In sentences where the basic verb is intransitive (i.e. has no direct
object) and the causative suffIx is used to turn the intransitive verb into
a transitive verb, then the subject is the one that performs the action:
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Adam oldii. The man died.
Adami oldiirdiim. I killed the man. (I caused the man to die.)

Tavuk pi§ti. The chicken is cooked.
Tavugu pi§irdim. I cooked the chicken.

~ocuk agladi. The child cried.
t;ocugu aglatnm. I made the child cry.

Once an intransitive verb is turned into a transitive verb, as in the above
sentences, a second causative sufilx can then be added; this time to
indicate that the subject causes the action to happen.. This second
causative is -T or -DiR. For example:

Et pi§ti. The meat is cooked.
Etl pi§irdim. I cooked the meat.
Ed anneme pi§irttim. I got my mother to cook the meat.

Cemal oldil. Cemal died.
Erol CemaI'i oIdiirdii. Eml killed Cema!.
«;etin, Cemal'! Erol'a oidurttti. ~etin got Eml to kill Cernal.

b) In sentences where the verb is already transitive and the subject is.
causing or getting an agent to do thj action implied by the verb, this
agent mayor may not be specified:

Di,im ~ok agrlyor, ~ektirmemlaZlm. My tooth is aching a lot, I
have to have it extracted. (no agent mentioned)

Partiye gitmeden once sa~lnl yaptlracak mlsln? Are you going to
get your hair done before you go to the party? (no agent mentioned)

Liitfen bizi ~ok bekletmeyin. Please do not k~ep us waiting for
long.

If the agent actually performing the action is mentioned in the sentence,
then that agent takes the -(Y)E dative suff1X:

Ali'~ odevini yaptlrdlID. I made Ali do his homework.

(In this sentence Ali is the agent who is doing the homework, and! am
the one who is causing/making him do it.)

GozIiigiim yanlmda olmadlgi i~in mektubu arkada§lm!
okuttum. As I did not have my glasses with me, I got my friend to
read the letter.
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2. A more restricted meaning of the causative is allowing an action to
happen. In this case, the subject permits the action to take place.

Biitiin gece ~alan miizik ben! uyutmadl. The music which played
all night did not allow me to sleep.

Bize hi~ bir ley soyletmediler. They did not let us say anything.

When a verb has two causatives (see p.179) and the first causative is .iR
or .OiR then the second causative is ·T:

bit-mek
~ek-mek

bit·ir·mek
~ek-tir.mek

bit-ir-t-mek
~ek.tir·t-mek

If the first causative is ·T, then the second causative is ..OiR:

ba§la.mak ba§la.t.mak
temizle·mek temizle·t·mek

ba§la-t.t1r.mak
temizle·t-tir-·mek

As the causative suffix comes before the passive in the order of
suffixation, causa:ive verbs can be turned into passive but not vice
versa:

Adam 'yuanl oldiirdii. The man killed the snake.
Ydan adam taraflndan oldiiriildii. The snake was killed by the man.
Adam yuanl poUse oldiirttii. The man got the police to kill the snake.
Ytlan adam taraflndan poUse oldiirtiildii. The man had the snake

killed by the police. (lit. the snake was killed by the police by'the man)

Exercise 41

Translace into Turkish:
1 I got my friend to do this job.
2 The film made us laugh.
3 What made the pain go away? (lit. pass)
4 I got the guests' room cleaned ,very well; they may come this weekend.
5 His questions made the child cry.

146 The reciprocal

The reciprocal of the verb usually indicates that the action is mutually
performed by two or more people. The reciprocal suffix is -(i)~; its
variants are .§ after vowels, and .i" ·1', -ii" ·uf after consonants.
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dovmek to beat dovu§mek to beat one another,
to fight

anlamak to understand anla§mak to understand one
another, to reach an
agreement

bulmak to fmd bulu§mak to meet (find each
other)

tanlmak to know, recognise tanl§mak to be acquainted, to
know each other

~arpmak to strike, hit ~arpl§mak to collide
bakmak to look bakl§mak . to gaze at each other

Another use of the reciprocal is to indicate action done together by
several subjects:

giilmek to laugh
aglamak to cry
baglrmak to shout

giilii§mek to laugh together
agla§mak to cry together
bagrl§mak to shout together

Anlattlg1 hikayeyi dinlerken herkes giilii§iiyordu. Everyone was
laughing together while listening to the story that he was telling.

Sokakta bagrl§an ~ocuklarasusmalarlnl soyledim. I told the
children who were shouting in th~street to be quiet.

Yet another use of the reciprocal form is to indicate either that the
action is being done by a number of subjects separately but with a
common aim and in a repeated fashion, or by one subject repeatedly.

u~mak to fly. u~u§mak to fly about
ko§mak to run ko§u§mak to run about

Kedinin yakaladlgl ku§un tiiyleri havada u~u§uyordu.The
feathers of the bird that the cat caught were flying about in the air.

Tren kalkmak iizere oldugu i~in yeti§mek isteyen herkes
ko§u§uyordu. As the train was about to leave, everyone who wanted
to catch it was running about.

Tatile gitmeden once hazlrhklarlml tamamlayabilmek i~in

biitiin giln ko§u§tum. I ran around all day in order to complete my
preparations before going on holiday.

(In the last example, notice how the English word order is completely
reversed in Turkish. You go to the end of the Turkish sentence and then
start translating into English, working your way backwards.)
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The reciprocal suffrx: is not used with many verbs because of the restric
tions in meaning. Some verbs carrying this form have special meanings:

tutmak to hold, catch
tartmak to weigh

yetmek to suffice

tutu§mak
tart1§mak

yeti§mek

to catch fire
to debate (lit. to weigh

each other up)
to be brought up

Because of the mutual nature of the activity indicated by the verb, the
reciprocal forms are generally used with tLE/-(Y)LE 'with, and':

Ay§e'yle Hasan' bakl§t11ar. Ane and Hasan looked at each other.
Kamyon arabayla yarpJ§tlgl halde yoluna devam etti. Although

the lorry collided with the car, it continued on its way.
Kiminle bulu§uyorsun? Whom are you meeting (with)?

A verb cannot take both the reciprocal and the reflexive suflixes together
at the same time. The reciprocal suffix comes before the causative and
the passive suffixes, which means that reciprocal verbs can be made
causative or passive or both:

Partlde herkesle tanl§tln1dun. I was introduced to everyone at the party.

Causative and passive verbs cannot be turned into the reciprocal form.

147 The reciprocal pronoun

The reciprocal pronoun birbiri means 'each other', It brings in the
sense of mutual activity to the sentence if the verb is not reciprocal. It
cannot stand as the subject of the sentence:

birbirimiz each other ofus (one another ofus)
birbiriniz each other of you
birbirilbirbirleri . each other of them

Durumu anladlk, ancak birbirimize bir§ey soylemedik. We
realised, the situation, but did not say anything to each other.

Birbirinizin kitablnJ kullanmayln, kendi kitabln1Z1 kullanln.
Do not use each other's book(s), use your own book(s).

When it is formed with the third person possessive .suffrx:, it takes an ~
before the case endings:
<,;ocuklar birblrlerine §eker verdiler. The c.hildren gave each other

sweets.
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Vocabulary
j

kamyon lorry yilk load
yon direction yilklil loaded
korkun~ awful, terrible, olay yeri place or scene

horrible of incident
yaralanmak to be injured hayat

f lifeaglr (in this context) yafam
seriously devlet state

plaka number plate devlet hastanesi state hospital
sollamak to overtake on the hatah wrong

left a§lrl excessive
bu arada meanwhile, in the hlz speed

meantime yiiziinden because of
viraJ bend meydana gelmek to happen, to
ara~ vehicle come about .
birdenbire suddenly karayolu hi~hway

READING

Bir Gazeteden
Amasya'dan Samsun'a gitmekte olan bir yoleu otobiisii He kar§l y6nden
gelen bir kamyon Samsun yakmlarmda ~arpl§t1. Korkun~ kazada on bet
ki§i oldU, yedi ki§i aglr yaralandl.

05 AT 318 plakah kamyon Samsun'a otuz bet kilometre kala eniindeki
bir ba§ka kamyonu soUamak istedi. Bu arada bir viraja girmi§ olan
ara~lann kar§lsma birdenbire 34 N 3217 plakalt yoleu otobiisii ~lktl.

Kum yiiklii kamyon He kar§! yenden gelen otobiis biiyiik bir hlzla .
.~arpl§u. Otuz yedi yolcusu olan otobiiste onbe§ ki§i olay yerinde
hayaunI kaybetti. Kamyon ve otobiisiin §ofOrleri elenler arasmda.
Yarahlar Samsun Devlet Hastanesine kaldlnldl. Dikkatsizlik, harah
soUama ve a§IrI hlZ yiiziinden meydana gelen kazadan sonra Samsun 
Ankara karay~lu dort saat trafige kapauldl.
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LESSON 1

Exercise 2: ,oteIde, arabada, u~akta, otobiiste, trende, rrayda, kahvede,
hahda, §arapta

Exercise 3: §ekerli, limonlu, tuzlu, biberli, etU, kokulu, parah,
telefonlu, numarah, kumlu

LESSON 2

Exercise 4: 1 short hair 2 a young lawyer 3 a red coat 4 blue
eyes .5 big hotels 6 small houses 7 I am Turkish, you are British.
8 The woman is ill. 9 You are lazy. 10 The small children are tired.

Conversation
- Good morning.
- Good morning.
- How are you? '
- I'm well, thank you. How are you?
- I also am well, thank you.
- This morning the sea is very nice.
- Yes, but isn't it cold?
- No, it isn't cold, but the weather is cold.
- Yes. Goodbye.
- Goodbye.

Exercise SA: 1 The young woman is not tired. 2 Is the big hotel
cheap? 3 How is the weather, is it cold? 4 Who is the man? 5 Is the
carpet blue or green? 6 Isn't the black car new? 7 The door is closed,
but the window is open. B: 1 Genr; adam polis degil. 2 Ev ne renk?
3 Klrmlzl ve mavi hah buyUk ve gUzel, ama pahah da. 4 Oda kii~ilk

degil mi? 5 N aslls1n1z? 6 Ya§h adam nasl1, iyi roi? 7 Ye§il ve san
renkler gUze!.

LESSON 3

Exercise 6A: 1 There are two windows, one door, one large table,
five chairs and an armchair in this room. 2 There are two green

184 I
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cushions in the brown armchair. 3 What colour carpet is there on the
floor? 4 Who is in the garden? 5 Isn't there a cupboard in the room?
6 There is no curtain on the window. 7 There is (are) guest(s) in the
house. B: 1 Masada kitaplar, kalemler ve defterler var. 2 Bende para
yak. 3 Ku¢k bah~ede hayvan .yok. 4 Sokakta bir araba yok mu?
5 Odada duvarlar ve perdeler ne renk? 6 A~lr kutuda ne var?
7 Sinemada iyi bir film var ml?

Conversation
- Good morning. Yes sir/madam.
- Good morning. Are there (any) grapes?
- There are (yes) sir.
- A kilo please.
-OK.
- How much?
- A kilo, eight hundred 'and fifty lira.
- Here you are, thank you.
- Good day.
- Good day.

Exercise 7A: 1 Today the weather is not cold, but it is rainy.. 2 Two
rooms with bath please. 3 Is there (any) chocolate ice-cream? 4 H.Qw
many roomed is this house? (Le. How many rooms does this house have?)
5 There are three children in the street with blue coat(s). B: 1 Bir
sutlu kahve lutfen. 2 Ben Ankarah de~ilim, Londrahylm. 3 Resimli
kitap nerede? 4 Banyolu oda ka~ para? (or: ne kadar?) 5 Mavi hah
kii~uk ama pahah.

LESSON 4

Exercise 8A: 1 I stayed in Istanbul for fifteen days. 2 I worked for
two hours. 3 In Bodrum I swam in the sea and sat on the beach.
4 We had a nice meal and drank wine. 5 I sat in the room and wrote
letter(s). B: 1 iki kitap okudum. 2 <;ah§tl. 3 Dun ~ok yUzdiik.
4 <;ocuk evde kaldl. 5 Siz anladImz.

Exercise 9: 1 Hir otelde kalmadlm. 2 Anlamadl. 3 Ba§lamadl.
4 Siz gormediniz. 5 Plajda oturmadl1ar.

Exercise 10: 1 (a) Evet, elma yedik. (b) Haylr, elma yemedik.
2 (a) Evet, otelde ~ay i~tik. (b) Haylr, otelde ~ay i~medik. 3 (a) Evet,
gazete ald1m. (b) Haylr; gazete almadun. 4 (a) Evet, sinemada uyudun.
(b) Haylr, sinemada uyumadm. 5 (a) Evet, ~ok ~ah§tlD1z. (b) Haylr, ~ok
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~alt§~,adIn1Z.

Exercise ItA: 1 I opened the cupboard and took the big bag.
2 Who did this? 3 I did not see the table. 4 The weather is very bad,
the planes did not take off. 5 I turned the radio on, and turned the TV
off. B: 1 ArabaY1 sokakta buaktun. 2' Elmay1 yedin mi? 3 Ona
postaneyi gostermedim. 4 Londra'Y1 gormedim. 5 B.unu anladm1z m1?

Reading: Yesterday morning I got up late, I didn't go to work; I went
to the shops; I did shopping. I bought a large white bag, then I went
back home. I ate bread, cheese, fruit. I watched a good film on television
and went to bed. I read (a book) in bed, then I slept.

Exercise 12: 1 I took the child to the hospital. 2 He closed the
windows, opened the door. 3 We had tea with milk. They ate fruit
flavoured ice-cream. 4 I gave Ay~e the red bag, and she gave me this
book. 5 Whom did you ring? 6 I didn't put the heavy books. on the
table, I put them on the floor.

LESSON 5

Exercise 13: 1 This morning a lot of cars went by the house. 2 We
didn't swim at the hotel beach. 3 The inside of the white cupboards is
not empty. 4 The young friend of the old man took him to the station.
S What is there opposite your hotel? 6 Evin arkasmda bah~e yok.
7 Eczanenin i~inde sigara i~medik. 8 Sabun ve havlular dolabm i~inde.

9 Odamlzda sleak su yok. 10 Bodrum'da hangi otelde kald1mz?

Exercise 14: 1 I closed the door of the bedroom. 2 All of these cups
are nice; which one have you bought? 3 Our hotel does not have any
rooms without bath. 4 Polis arabasml gormedim. 5 Misafirleriniz
nerede? Gelmediler mi? 6 Ka~ ~ocugvnuz var? 7 Bu ceketlerin hepsi
giizel, ama beyazl ~ok pahah.

Conversation
- What did you do yesterday?
- We went to the museum. We saw very interesting things in the

museum.
- Is the museum large?
- No, it's not very big; we sawall ofit in two hours. There's a small

shop beside (next to) the museum. My friends bought souvenirs from
there, but I didn't buy (any), because I didn't have much money.

- Where did you have lunch (eat meal)?
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- We found a restaurant behind the museum. Its food is quite (very)
delicious. Well, what did you do? .

- We went in the sea, sat on the sand and sunbathed.
- Very nice.

LESSON 6

Exercise 15: 1 That's a very nice place; thirty people came from
London and stayed there for fifteen day~. 2 The car didn't go forwards,
it went backwards. 3 What is this the key of? 4 I was very ill on
Friday, I went to the doctor. 5 I rang you yesterday evening, you
weren't in your room. 6 ~ok hlzl1 konu§tu, anlamad.1m. 7 Burasl c;ok
giizel bir yer. 8 Burada kae; ki§i kald.1? 9 Otobiis burada durdu
mu? 10 istanbul'da hava hergiin c;ok slcaku.

Exercise 16: 1 Gee;en Yl~ Ttirkiye'de de~ildik. 2 O~leyin diikkanlar
kapal1 degil, ama bankalar kapab. 3 Cuma ak§amlan sinemaya gideriz.
4 Per§embe giinii neredeydiniz? 5 Kitabm hepsini okudum; .

Reading: Last month we went to Marmaris. Our hotel was on the sea
shore. The hotel had a large garden and a wide beach. The beach was
very nice. The food in (ot) the hotel was also very nice; the waiters and
the service were very good. There was a bath or a shower in each room.
Some evenings we turned the radio on and listened to music. There was
a small island opposite our hotel; one day we went to that island and we
went in the sea there. We stayed in Marmaris for fifteen days and had a
very nice holiday.

LESSON 7

Reading: I get up early in the mornings. I go into the bathroom, and I
wash my face, comb my hair and put on my dress/suit. I always drink
tea at breakfast; I like tea very much and drink (it) without milk. I eat a
slice of toast and cheese; I do not eat butter or jam. At eight I leave (go
out at) the house, I walk to the bus stop. I go to my work by bus. What
do you eat' for breakfast? How do you go to work?

Exercise 17: 1Buyd Ttirkiye'ye gidiyoruz. 2 istasyona yiiriimiiyorum,
otobiise biniyorum. 3 Ttirke;e bilmiyoruz, ama og-reniyoruz. 4 Bizimle
geliyor musunuz? 5 ~ocuklar havuzda yiiziiyorlard.1.

Exercise 18: 1 Birinci otobiis doluydu, onun ic;in ikinci otobiise
bindik. 2 iki§er bardak c;ay ic;tik. 3 Gec;en Pazardan beri bu oteide
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kahyoruz. 4 Otele kadar yiiriidiim. 5 Yemekten sonra ne yaptlmz?

Conversation: On the phone
- Hello Ay§e, is that you?
- Hello Ahmet, how are you?
- Very well, thank you. How are you?
- I too am well.
- Ane, tomorrow we're going on a boat trip. You're coming, aren't you?
- Of course I'm coming. But what time does the boat leave? .
- It leaves from in front of the Buyilk Hotel at ten in the morning. After

having lunch in a small cove, we stay in this cove for about three
hours, and go in the sea. Mter having our tea there as well, we go
back to the Biiyilk Hotel.

- Are Serpil and Cengiz coming too?
- Ofcourse.
- OK, where do we meet?
- We meet at the hotel at nine o'clock and have breakfast first.
- All right, I'll also be there at nine.
- OK. Goodbye.
- Goodbye.

Exercise 19: 1 Eylul'e kadar tatildeyiz. 2 U9ak kalkmadan once
biletimi kaybettim, ama sonra buldum. 3 Sigara i9meden (inee biitiin
pencereleri a9uk. 4 Dun gece, siz gittikten sonra, Londra'ya telefon
ettim.

LESSON 8

Exercise 20: 1 Liitfen sigara i~meyiniz. 2 Kaplylkapaym lutfen.
3 Onlan bekleyelim. 4 Bavullanmlz aglr, onun i9in otele taksiyle
gidelim. 5 Masanm ustiindeki kitaplar benim.

Reading: Next week I shall go to Ankara for a meeting. After staying in
Ankara for three days, I shall go (pass) on to Izmir by plane. We are
setting up a large factory in Izmir. This factory will be like the factories
in Britain. The number of workers in the factory is about 850. We shall
send some of these workers to Britain for a period of three months each.
In this way they will learn a little bit of English. After talking to the
manager of the factory and others, I shall return to London. I shall write
a shoft report about my trip.

Exercise 21: 1 Yeni bir araba alaca~lm. 2 Yann geleeek misiniz?
3 Su i~meyecek.
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LESSON 9

Exercise 22: 1 So~k bir bira ister misiniz? 2 Otobiis izmir'den
Ku§adasl'na iki saatte gider. 3 Muzeye girer girmez onu gordiim..
4 Tlirkiye'deyken Tlirk~e konu§tuk. 5 Odadan ~lkarken kaplyl kapattl.

Exercise 23: 1 Saat yanmda bulu§alun. 2 U~ak Dalaman'dan ii~e

on kala kalklyor: biz saat bir bu~ukta havaalanmda olaca~lz. 3 Ankara'ya
trenle sekiz saatte gittik. 4 Giimriikten ge~erken bavullanDllZI a~mad.1lar.

Reading: We go to Turkey every year for (our) holiday and stay three
weeks. Generally we go at the end ofMayor in September. We do not
go in the summer months, because the weather is very hot. Each year
we stay in a different hotel and thus see different places. The hotels
arrange tours to historical places nearby. When going with th¢se tours,
we see a lot of things witho~t getting tired. When coming back we stay
in Istanbul for a few days. Istanbul is a different city: it is crowded,
noisy, and transport is difficult, but I like Istanbul very much. It is not
like European cities. In Istanbul we do a little shopping. We buy small
presents for our friends. The three,.week holiday goes very quickly.
While going to the airport by taxi, we think of our next year's holiday.

LESSON 10

Exercise 24: 1 En pahall ote! en iyi otel degil. 2 istanbul
Londra'dan SICak. 3 OdamlZ oteldeki en kii~ ada. 4 U~ak ~ok ge~

gelmi§. 5 iki y11 once istanbul'a gitmi§tim, ama bu miizeyi
gormemi§tim.

Exercise 25: 1 Antalya'da hava ~ok sogukmu§. 2 Ay§e'ye telefon
ettim, ama evde yokmu§. 3 Orada iki hafta kalacakml§. 4 Siit ~ok.
besleyiciymi§. 5 Yolcular u~agl ii~ saatten bed bekliyorlarml§.

Conversation: At the reception
- Good day.
- Good day. Can I help you, sir?
- Do you have (a) vacant room?
- For tonight?
-- Yes.
- A room for how many people?
- For two people, please.
- How long will you be staying?
- Three days for the moment.
- Unfortunately we don't have ~ room for three nights, but we have a
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nice room with bath for two nights. Let us give you another room for
the third night.

- Are these rooms overlooking the sea?
- The hrst room overlooks the garden, the second room overlooks the

sea.
- Is the side overlooking the garden noisy?
- No. Our garden is very big, the approach road of the hotel is far away

from the building. Our rooms overlooking the garden are cheaper.
- How much is it per night?
- Ninety thousand lira for two people. The rooms on the sea side are

one hundred and ten thousand lira per night. That's including VAT.
- Is breakfast included?
- No, breakfast is extra (not included). Breakfast is two thousand five

hundred lira per person.
- OK, let's stay here for three days.
- Can you give me your passport or identity please?
- Here you are.
- Thanks.

LESSON 11

Exercise 26: 1 Ne £ay ne kahve i~iyorum; meyve suyu seviyorum.
2 Evinin bah~esi hem biiyiik, hem giine~li. 3 Pencereyi a~arken lutfen
kaPlYl'kapatlr mlSlnIz? 4 Mayomuzu giyerek plaja gittik. 5 Evde kalIp
bizi bekleyeceksiniz. 6 Butiin giln ~alI§a ~ah§a yoruldum. 7 Bizi
beklemeden gittiler. 8 Buraya geleli onu gormilyorum. 9 Giine§te
oturmaktansa, denize girelim. 10 Bu resimlere bakt1k~a mutlu
oluyorum.

LESSON 12

Exercise 27: 1 Burada kalmak istemiyorum. 2 Pul almak i~in nereye
gittin? 3 Be§ten once bizi arama~a \ah§acak. 4 Otelde OlmaSInl rica
ettik. 5 Bunu bana soylemene ra~men, anlamadlm.

Exercise 28: 1 Bu yastlk bana lazlm degil, ister misin? 2 Dokuz
bu~ukta orada olmak i~in erken kalkmamlz lazlm. 3 TUrk arkada§lannla
konu§mak i~in Tlirkcre ogrenmen lazlm. 4 Gece saat on ikiden sonra
radyoyu acrmamahsm. 5 Ona biraz para vermem lazlm.

Reading: When you go on holiday during the summer months, you
have (i.e. one has) to pay attention to a number of things. In particular,
you must not sit in the sun for a long time. In the middle of the day (lit.
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during the midday hours) the sun's rays are very strong and burning, so
you have to be careful when sunbathing. The most sU:itable tim~s for
sunbathing are before twelve and after half past three. So as not to get
too burnt in the sun, you should apply protective cream. Also you must
drink plenty of water, as the body loses water. It is dangerous to eat a lot
and drink alcohol at lunch and then to go in the sea. If you follow this
advice (lit. these), you will have a pleasant, comfortable holiday.

LESSON 13

'Exercise 29: 1 Dalaman'a giden u~ak dolu. 2 Burada duran
otobiisler Efes'e gidiyor. 3 Burada kaIml§ olanlar yine gelmek
istiyorlar. 4 Yann bizi gorecek vakti yokmu§. 5 Seninkine benzer
(benzeyen) bir ~anta istiyorum.

Exercise 30: 1 Evi Ka§'ta :olan arkada§lIruZ ingiltere'ye gelmek
istiyor. 2 Bavullan daha ote1de alan yolcular havaalanma git~ek i~in

otobiise biniyorlar. 3 Pencereleri kapah olan oda ~ok havaslZ. .
4 Yemekleri ~ok lezzetli olan bir otelde kaldIk. 5 Cepleri olmayan bu
ceketi sevrniyorum.

Conversation
- Excuse me, where does the bus going to Ankara leave from?
- Within one hour there are two buses to Ankara, one via Bursa and one

via Bolu. Which is yours?
- Mine's the one via Bolu.
- The bus that goes (lit. will go) via Bolu leaves from beside that

building. It will arrive before long (lit. a little afterwards).
- Thank you.

Exercise 31: 1 Fincanlan kuruladlktan sonra pencerenin yamndaki
dolabm i~ine koydum. 2 Bavulunu hazirladm ml? 3 Yirmi seneden
beri Turkiye dl§mda otunnana ragmen, yabanclla§madm. 4 Giine§te
yanml§ olanlar daha giizelle§ti. 5 Sorumu tekrarlamaml istedi/rica etti.

LESSON 14

Exercise 32: 1 Evin oniinde gordii~m adam hlrslzdl. 2 Lokantada
yedigirniz yeme~ pahah de~i1di. 3 ~irndi okudu~un kitabl ben de
okudum. 4 Kalaca~m otelin ismini biliyor musun? 5 Seyredecegimiz
film Turkiye'de ~ah§an ingilizleri g"osteriyor.

Exercise 33: 1 I don't know the name of the man I bought a coffee
for, but you know him very well. 2 There was no food in the saucepan
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I put the lid on. 3 There were no tickets left for the concert we wanted
to go to. 4 Where is the woman whose suitcase you carried/are carrying
going? 5 You will give the paper you are filling in to the customs officer.
6 AclJ.m unuttu~m kaclJ.n bana bu bam tepsiyi verdi. 7 Yirmi dakika
gecikti~imi slSyledi. 8 Gilmriik memu~bavulumu a~maml istedi. .
9 Burada oldu~mu bilmiyordu. 10 rurk Havayollanyla geleceklerini
soylediler. tngiliz Havayollan u~aklan doluymu§.

Conversation: At the customs
- Your passport please.
- Here you are.
- How long will you stay in Turkey?
- About three weeks.
- Which cases are yours?
- This black case.
- Have you got anything you have to pay duty on?.
- I don't think so.
- Have you any electrical goods?
-No.
- Would you open your case, please?
- OK, one minute please, I'll just find the key ... Here you are, look.
- What a lot of shirts (you have) here ... There are rather too many for

three weeks, aren't there? And what's more, these are still in· their
packaging.

- As I'll be staying for three weeks, it'll just be enough. And I'll give
three or four of them to the friend in whose house I'll be staying.

- These are all the same size.
- I asked my friend. According to what he wrote in (his) letter, we take

(lit. put on) the same size. I've also bought this doll for my friend's
daughter. It's her birthday next week - she'll be six years old.

- Have you any presents other than the ones you've mentioned?
- No, that's all.
- OK, go ahead, carry on. Have a good holiday.
- Thank you.

Exercise 34: 1 KalclJ.~lIlllZ otel bekledi~imiz kadar rahat de~i1di.

2 Bi1di~iniz gibi bu eve ge~en sene ta§lOwk. 3 Arkada§lmlO
soyledi~ine glSre Tlirkiye'de enflasyon yuksekmi§. 4 Ma~azada,

aldlg-lmdan ba§ka iki ceket daha varw. 5 Gelmedig-iniz takdirde biletleri
ana veririm.
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LESSON 15

Exercise 35: 1 Havaalanma gelme, Ultak gecikebilir. Bir taksiye
bineriz. 2 On dakika bekleyebilir misiniz? 3 Size bit §ey sorabilir
miyim? 4 Gazeteye baktlIl1, fakat a haberi goremedimlbulamadun.
5 Saat alUdao once telefon etme; evde olmayabilir.

Reading: When you go into a mosque in Turkey, you have to take off
your shoes before entering. Because mosques are places ofworship, you
cannot wander around inside as you wish. Women must cover their
heads. It is possible you may not have with you a scarf or something
else to cover your head. In that case, you'll be able to ask for a headscarf
from one of the officials there, and when you go out of the mosque
you'll give it back. You must not speak in a loud voice in the mo~que.

You may need to get permission to take l?hotographs. Entry to mosques
is free. In some mosques there is a box for donations; those who wish
can put (lit. throw) money into it.

Exercise 36: 1 Okulda Franslzca 6grendim ama iyi konu§amlyorum.
2 Sizce bu do~ru mu? 3 Hollandall ar1<3da§lanmlz Tlirklte o~renmek

istiyor. 4 ingilizce olrenmek istedi~iniz iltin ingiltere'ye gelmelisiniz.
5 Yer bulamad1klan i~in oturamaddar.

LESSON 16

Exercise 37: 1 Telefon etse gelmesini soylerim. 2 Mektubunuzu
alsam cevap verirdim. 3 Yorgunsan sinemaya gelme. 4 Burada
kalmayacaksamz nerede kalacakslDlz? 5 C;ok ~all§lrsam zengin
olaca~lm.

Exercise 38: 1 If you do not know the name and the address of the
hotel, how will you find it? 2 Ifwe speak in Turkish they'll understand
more quickly. 3 If I can find a seat on the plane for the day I want, it
would be very good. 4 Ifyou would like me to come with you I can
come. 5 If you are not well let's call a doctor.

Reading: A letter
My dearest Emel,
I am sorry I have not been able to write to you until now. These days
we have a lot of work. Every day we work till late and try and finish it.
Our holiday programme is clear. If there is no change I shall be in
Istanbul on 6th July. I shall be able to stay only ten days, but perhaps I
can come again in the autumn. If there is anything you want from here
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,

please write, and I'll bring it when I come. There is plenty of space in
my suitcase. It would be very good (nice) ifwe can go to ~ile for a few
days while in Istanbul. Apparently Zeynep and her family will also be
there this summer. If you wouldn't want to go to ~i1e perhaps we can go
somewhere else, but we'll discuss (talk about) this when I come over
there. This letter has been very short, but I wanted to let you know (to
inform you of) my programme at once. Hope we'll see each other a lot
soon.
Love
ind

LESSON 17

Exercise 39: 1 Arkada§lII1m evi sauldl. 2 Ge~en hafta kaybolan
~anta bulundu. 3 Turkiye'de ~ok ~ay i~ilir (i~iliyor). 4 Biitiin
pencereler a~llacak. 5 Onun tBrafmdan yazllan mektup herkes
tarafmdan okundu.

Reading: The talks between Britain and Turkey which started
yesterday in Ankara, the capital ofTurkey, are going on (continuing). In
the meeting where especially the subjects (issues) of trade and tourism
were discussed, the two sides put forward their requests. Turkey wants
to export more goods to Britain. In the same way, Britain also expects an
increase in the goods that she sells to Turkey. Besides that, Turkey is
trying to secure foreign firms' making investments in the country.
Tourism is an attractive area of investment for foreign companies, and
they are working on many joint projects (lit. many joint projects are
being worked on). The inflation being high in Turkey makes the
situation more difficult, but it is expected that this will fall through (by
means of) various measures taken by the government.

Exercise 40: 1 On dakikada ylkandun ve giyindim. 2 Ben kendim
lstanbul'da ~ah§mak istedim. 3 Siz kendiniz burada kalmak istediniz.
4 Kendi kendine yabancl bir dil ogrenmek zor. 5 Pencerenin oniinde
kendi kendime oturarak sokaktan ge~enleri seyrettim.

LESSON 18

Exercise 41: 1 Bu i§i arkada§una yaptlrdlm. 2 Film bizi giildurdil.
3 A~nYl ne ge~irdi? 4 Misafirlerin odaslDl ~ok iyi temizlettim; bu hafta
sonu gelebilirler. 5 Sorulan ~ocu~ aglattl.
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Reading: From a newspaper
A (passenger) coach travelling from Amasya to Samsun and a lorry
coming from the opposite direction crashed into each other (collided)
near Samsun. In the terrible accident fifteen people died and seven
people were seriously injured.

The lorry with the number plate 05 AT 318 tried (wanted) to overtake
another lorry in front of it thirty five kilometres from Samsun. The
vehicles which had by then (meanwhile) ~ntered a bend were suddenly

confronted by the coach with the number plate 34 N 3217. The lorry
which was loaded with sand and the coach coming from the opposite
direction collided at great speed. In the coach, which had thirty seven
passengers, flfteen people died at the scene of the incident (accident).
The drivers of the lorry and the coach are amongst those who died. The
injured were taken to Samsun State Hospital. Mter the accident, which
happened because of careleSsness, wrong overtaking and excessive
speed, the Samsun - Ankara highway was closed to traffic for four
hours.



Mini~dictionary'

For numbers see sections 24, 64, 65, for days of the week section 55, for the
names of the momhs section 56 and for seasons section 57.

a, an bir
about hakkmda, kadar
above ust
across kar§l
address adres
aeroplane U(;ak
afraid of, be kork
after sonra
afternoon o~Ieden sonra
again bir daha, yine:
agreement anla§ma
air hava
airport havaalam
all of it/them hepsi
always her zaman
and ve
angry, be klZ
animal hayvan
answer (n) cevap, yann .
answer (v) cevapla, yamtla
antique antika
apple elma
appointment randevu
approach (v) yakIa§
approximately a§a~l yukan,

yakla§lk
armchair koItuk
arrive var
as gibi
ask sor
attention dikkat
author yazar

back, behind arka
backward geri
bad kotii
bag ~anta

bank banka
bath banyo
bathing suit mayo
bathroom banyo

bay kay
be 01
beach pIaj
beautiful gUzel
become 01
become tired yorol
because ~ilnkii

bed yatak •
bedroom yatak odasl
bee an
before once
begin ba§Ia
believe inan
bell (door) zil

. beside yan
big biiyilk
bill hesap
birthday do~m giinii
bite (v) ISlf
bitter aCI
black siyah
Black Sea Karadeniz
blooa kan
blue mavi
boil kayna
book kitap
born, be dog
bottle §i§e
bottom alt
box kutu
boy o~lan

brake (v) klr
bread ekmek
breakfast kahvalu
bring (along) getir
brown kahverengi
bucket kova
building bina
burn (v) yan
burst (v) pada
bury gom



bus otobiis
bus stop durak
busy me§gu1
but ama, aneak, fakat
buy aI, satm a1

call (v) ~a!lf

candle mum
capital ba§kent, ba§§ehir
car araba
car park otopark
carpet hah
carry ta§l
cat kedi
catch (v) yakala
cause sebep, neden
ceiling tavan
chair iskem1e, sandalye
change (something) (v) degi§tir
cheap ucuz
cheese peynir
chemist eezane
cheque ~ek

chicken tavuk
child (focuk
chocolate ~ikolata

choose se~mek

cigarette sigara
cinema sinema
city kent, §ehir
classroom smlf
clean temiz
cleaner (n) temizleyici
clever akllh
clock saat
close (v) leapa
closed kapah
cloth (cover) Ortii
coat palto
coffee kahve
cold (ad)) so~k
cold, be ii§ii
collapse (v) ~ok

collect top1a
collide ~arpl§

colour renk
come gel
come out, leave ~lk

come to an end bit
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comfortable rahat
complain §ikayet et
complairit §ikayet
concerning hakkmda
concert konser
continually siirekli
cook (n) ah~l

cook (v intransitive) pi§ir
cook (v transitive) pi§
cool serin
corner ko§e
correct(ly) dogru
cough (v) oksiir
country iilke, memleket
cover (v) ort
crash lfarp
cross (v) ge~

crowded kalabahk
cup finean
cupboard dolap
curtain perde
cushion yastlk
customer mii§teri
customs giimriik
cut (v) kes

d~ily giinliik
day giln
deep derin
delay (n) gecikme
delayed, be gecik
dentist di§lfi
depart (of planes, trains etc.) kalk
dial (v) ~evir

die 01
diet (n) rejim
different degi§ik
dinner yemek, ak§am yemegi
divide (v) bol
do yap
doctor doktor
dog kopek
door leaPl
downward a§agl
dream ritya, dii§
dress e1bise
drink (alcoholic) (n) ilfki
drink (v) i~

drive (v) siir-, kuBan
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driver §orar
drop (v) du§iir
dry (ad)) kuru
dry (v) kurula
dust toz

earlyerken
earn kazan
ear-ring kiipe
earthquake deprem
catye
empty bo§
end (n) son
end, come to an bit
engineer miihendis
English (person) tngiliz
enough yeter, kafi
enter gir
entrance giri§
Europe Avrupa
evening ak§am
every her
exact(ly) tam
excessive fazla
excluded hari~

exit ~lkl§

expect bekle
expenditure gider
expensive pahah
explain anlat
exterior ch§
eye goz

face yiiz
fast (adv) ~abuk
fat §i§man
father baba
fear korku
feel (v) hisset, duy
female kadm
fum film
fmd (v) bul
fmish (v transitive) bitir
first ilk
fish bahk
flat (n) daire, kat
floor yer
flower ~i~ek

foot ayak

for i~in

foreign(er) yabancl
forget (v) unut
forgive affet
forward ileri
free (not occupied) bo§, serbest
free (without charge) bedava,

paraSlZ
fresh taze
friend arkada§
front an
Cruit meyve
Cull dolu
full (replete) tok
furniture e§ya
future gelecek

garden bah~e

get al
get on bin
get up kalk
girl klZ
give ver
glass hardak
go git
go in, enter gir
go out (of lights, fire) san
go shopping ah§veri§c ~lk/git ,

~ar§lya ~1k

go to bed yat
good iyi
grape ilziim
grass ~imen

green ye§il
ground yer
guest misafir

hair sa~

half yanm, bu~uk
hand el
hand luggage el bagajl
hallI as
hanger askI

happy mudu
hard-working- ~ah§kan
hat §apka
headline ba§hk
health sa~l1k

hearduy



heat lSI, slcakhk
heavy a~lf

help (v) yardlm et
hit (v) vur
hold (v) tut
holiday tatH
homework odev
honey bal
hope (n) umut, iimit
hope (v) urn, ii.mit et
horse at
hospital hastane
hot (of taste) aCl
hot (of temperature) Slcak
hotelotel
hour saat
house ev
how nasll
how many ka~

how much ne kadar
hungry a~

husband koca

ice buz
ice-cream dondurma
identity kimlik
ill hasta
included dahil
income gelir
inside, interior i~

interesting ilgin~

interfere kan§
invention bulu§
inward i~eri

island ada

jacket ceket
journey yolculuk, gezi, seyahat
just aneak

keyanahtar
kill (v) oldiir
know (a fact etc.) bi!
know (a person) tam

ladder merdiven
lake gal
lamb kuzu
lamp lamba

land (of aircraft) (v) in
language dil
large biiyUk
late ge~

later sonea
laugh (n) gillii§
laugh (v) gill
laundry ~ama§u

lawyer avukat
lazy tembel
lean out sark
learn ogren
leave (v) buak, aynl
left sol
lemon limon
lesson ders
letter mektup
lid kapa
lie (n) yalan
lie (v) yalan soyle
lie down yat
life hayat, ya§am
light (n) l§lk
light (in colour) a~lk

light (in weight) hafif
like, approve ofbe~en

listen clinle
a little az
live (v) ya§a
live (reside) oror
lively canh
load yiik
long uzun
look (v) bak
look for ara •
look like benze
lose kaybet
lost kaylp
lost, be kaybol
love, like (v) sev

machine makine
make (v) yap
make a noise gilrUltii yap
male erkek
man adam
many ~ok, bir ~ok

market ~ar§l, pazar
meal yemek
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meat et
medicine ila~

Mediterranean Akdeniz
meet up bulu§
meeting toplant!
message mesa;
milk siit
miss, yearn for ozle
mistake yanh§
money para
month ay
moon ay
more daha
morning sabah
most en
mother anne, ana
m0'u.rtain daA
much ~ok

museum mUze
music miizik

narrow dar
nation ulus, millet
necessary gerek, lazlm
new yeni
news haber
newspaper gazete
next gelecek
night gece
noise giiriiltii
noise, make a giiriiltii yap
noon o~le

not de~il

notebook defter
nourishing besleyici
now §imdi
number numara, saYI

office daire
old eski
only aneak, yanhz
open (ad)) a~lk

open (v) a~

opposite kar§1
or veya, ya da
order, command (v) emret
outside dl§
outward dl§arl

pain aCI, aAn
palace saray
paper kaglt
parcel paket
park park
party parti
pass (v) ge~

passenger yolcu
past getrmi§
path yol
pay (v) ode
pAy attention dikkat et
peach §eftali
pear armut
pen, pencil kalem
pepper biber
person, people ki§i
personal ki§iset
petrol benzin
photograph fotograf
picnic piknik
picture resim
piece par~a

pink pembe
place (n) yer
place (v) koy
plate tabak
play (v) oyna
pleasant ho§
please lutfen
please (v) memnun et
pleased, be (v) memnun 01
pocket cep
police/policeman polis
pool havuz
poor fakir, yoksul
post office postane
prefer tercih et
prepare haztrla
present hediye, arma~an
price fiyat
problem sorun, problem
pull (v) ~ek
pupil at-renci
push (v) it
put kay
put away kaldlf

quality kalite



quarter ~eyrek

queue kuyruk
quickly ~abuk

radio radyo
rain (v) yagmur
rather olduk~a

read (v) oku
ready hazlr
receive al
recently yeni.
reception resepsiyon
red kumlZl
reliable gUvenilir
religion din
remember haurla
repeat (v) tekrarla, yinele
repetition tekrar
request, ask rica et
reserve (v) aYlf
restaurant lokanta, restoran
return, come back don
rich zengin
right sag
ring (orbells, etc) (v) ~al

road yol, cadde
room oda
rope ip
rose gill
run (v) ko§

sad uzgiin
salt tuz
salt-cellar tuzluk
same aym
sand kum
save kurtar
save (money) biriktir
say (v) sayle
schoolokul
sea deniz
seaside deniz kenan, klyl
seat yer
see gor
sell (v) sat
shallow Slg
shirt gomlek
shop diikkan
shopping ah§veri§

shops ~ar§l

shore klyl
short kIsa
shQrts §ort
shout (v) baglr
show (v) gaster
sick hasta
side taraf, yan
sign (v) imzala
signature imza
single (one) tek
single (unmarried) bekdr
sit otur
sky gok, gokyiizii
sleep (n) uyku
sleep (v) uyu
slice dilim
slim zaylf, inee
slow(ly) yava§
small kii~iik

smell,. scent koku
smoke (n) duman
smoke (v) sigara i~

snow kar
so onun i~in

soap sabun
soft yumu§ak
soldier asker
some bazl
soup ~orba

sour ek§i
speak konu§
spectacles gozliik
speech konu§ma
speed hlZ
speedy hlZh
spokesman s6zeii
stairs merdiven
stamp pul
star yl1dlZ
start (v) ba§la
station istasyon
stay (v) kal
stop (v}"dur
store magaza
strange tuhaf
strawberry ~ilek

street sokak
strength gil~, kuvvet
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strike (n) grey
student ogrenci
study (v) ~ah§

suddeBly birden
sugar §eker
suitcase bavul
sun giine§
surprise (n) silrpriz
surprised, be (v) §a§u
sweet tath
swim (v) yiiz

table masa
take (v) al
take (time) siir .
take along/away gotiir
talk (v) konu§
tall uzun
taste (oCCooel) (v) lezzet
taxi taksi
tea ~ay

teacher 6gretmen
telephone (n) telefon
telephone (v) teleron et
television televizyon
tell soyle
thank te§ekkiir et
that §u
these bunlar
thick kahn
thick (ia eOBlisteMY) koyu
thief hlrslZ
thin zay1f~ inee
thing §ey
thin,s e§ya
tlaink (v) diillln
think ~suppose)SBn
this bu
those §unlar
thousaJlcl bin
throw (v) at
ticket hilet
time zaman
tired yorgun
today bugiin
tomorrow yann
top fist
tour rur
tourist turist

towel havlu
town kent, §ehir
toy oyuneak
train (n) tren
travel (v) seyahat et
tray tepsi
tree aga~

trust (v) gUven
Thrkish (person) Turk
Thrkish (language) Turk~e

tyre lastik

ugly ~irkin

umbrella §emsiye
under alt
underground train metro
understand anla
upward yukan

vacate bo§alt
valuable degerli, klymetli
vase vazo
vegetable sehze
very ~ok

village kay
vine 8sma

wait (v) bekle
waiter garson
walk (n) yilriiyii§
walk (11) yilri1
wall duvar
want (v) iste
warm 11Ik
warn uyar
warning uyan
wash (11) ylka
watch (n) saat
watch (v) seyret
water su
way yol
weather hava
week hafta
weekend hafta sonu
well iyi
what ne
when ne zaman
where nerede
whick hangi



whisky viski
white beyaz
who kim
whose kimin
why neden, ni~in

wide geni§
wife kan
win (v) kazan
window pencere
wine ~arap

winter kl§
wish (n) dilek
wish (v) dile, iste
womankadm

word kelime
work (n) i§
work (v) ~ah~

world dUnya
write yaz
wrong yanh~

year yl1, sene
yellow san
yes evet
yesterday dUn
yet daha, henUz
young gen~

young person gen~
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Index

The numbers refer [0 section headings

Ablative case 40
about 83
Accusative case 34
Address, forms of 71
Adjectives 9, 48, 93, 94
Adjectives with possessive 48
Adverbs 49
all ofit/them 50
and 19, 108
Aorist tense 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 121
as soon as 89

baZ150
to be 13, 51, 52, 53, 54, 97, 139

past 51, 52, 53, 54
reported 97
conditional 139

bir 10
birbiri 147
bir Ij:ok 25
bir ka~ 25
both ... and ... 101, 102
but 19

can 133
cannot 134
Causative 144, 145
-CE 137
·ct 98
·CtK 140
Comparatives 93
Conditional 138, 139
Consonants 3, 6
Consonant changes 6
Countries 136

Ij:ok 25
~iin.kii 47

daha 95
Days of[he week 55
-DE: locational suffix 20
Definite article 34
Definite object (accusative case) 34
Demonstratives 14
-DEN: from (ablative case) 40
-DEN beri 66
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-DEN Once 69
-DEN sonra 70
Derivational sufft,Xes 82, 98, 123, 140
-Di: past tense 32, 33 .
-DtK + possessive 125, 128, 132
-DiK~E 110
-DtR: for 67
.OlR: personal sufflX 12
Directional suffix (dative case) 36
-DiRLER 12

either ... or •.. 99
en 94
every 50

Forms ofaddress 71
Future participle 120, 126
Future-past 79
Future tense: ·(Y)ECEK 75, 76, 77, 78

Genitive case 42
gerek ... gerek .•• 102
gibi 80
Greetings B

hakklOda 83
hangi 41
to have 45
hem ... hem •.. 101
hepsi 50
her 50
hi~ 25
how 18

i~in 81
tDiI.(Y)Dt 51, 52, 53, 54
tKEN/-(Y)KEN 91
tLE/-(Y)LE 63
tMt~/.(Y)Mt~ 97
Imperatives 72
-(i)MSt 140
-(i)MTRAK 140
Indefinite article/numeral 10
Indirect speech 130
Infinitive 112

short infinitive 113
Interrogatives 18,27, 35, 38, 41, 46



hangi41
ka~ 27
kim 18
kimde 27
kimi35
kimin 46
nas1118
ne 18
ne zaman 35
nerede 27
nereyi 35
neyi 35
neyin 46
ni~in 41

iSE/-(y)SE 139
-(i)YOR 58, 59, 60, 61

ka~ 27
kendi 143
-K! 74
kim 18
kimde 27
kimi35
kimin 46

Languages 136
lazlm 115
-LE 123
-LER 11
-LE~ 123
-Li: with 28
-L!K 82
Locational suffix (locative case) 20

may 133
may not 135
-ME 113
Measurements 26
-MEDEN 106
·MEK 112
-MEKTENSE 109
·MELt 116
·MEYEBiL 135
-Mt~: past participle 119
.Mi~: reported past 96
-Mi~/.(Y)Mt~ 97
Months 56

nasl118
nelS
ne ... ne ... 100
ne zaman 35, 128
Necessitative 116
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Negatives 15, 17,32,53,54,59,61,77,78,
85,87
non-verbal 15, 17
verbal 32, 53, 59, 77, 78, 85, 87

neither ... nor .•. 100
nerede 27
nereyi 35
neyi 35
neyin 46
ni~in 41
-(N)tN 42
Nouns 9, 11, 111, 129
Numerals 10, 24, 64, 65

cardinal 10, 24
distributive 65
ordinal 64

onun i~in 47
Optative 73
or 19

Participles 117-22, 124-9
Participles, object 124-32

from possessives 127
future 126
past and present 125
with -DEN ba§ka 132
with gibi 132
with halde. 132
with i~in 132
with kadar 132
with takdirde 132
with vakit 132
with ·(Y)E gOre 132
with zaman 132

P!lrticiples, subject 118-22
. aorist 121

from possessive 122
future 120
past 119
present 118

Passive 141
Past tense 31, 32, 33, 51, 53, 54, 62
People 136
Personal suffIXes 12
Plural ofnouns: -LER 11
Possessive 43, 48, 125-7

+var 45
+yok 45

Possessive compounds 44
Present continuous tense 58, 59, 60, 61
Pronouns 13, 14, 37

demonstrative 14
personal 13

Pronunciation 2, .3
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Questions 161 331 52, 601 611 761 78,86,87
non-verbal negative 17
var/yok 23
yes/no 16

rather than 109
Reciprocal 146, 147
Reflexive 142, 143
Reported past 96

Seasons 57
-SE 138
-SEL 140
Short infinitive 113
-SiN 12
since 66, 107
-stNtz 12
-stZ: without 29
some 50
stress 7
Superlatives 94

there is/are 21, 23, 4S
there isn't/aren't 22, 23, 45
Time 92

u~ed to 90

var 21, 23, 4S
Verbs 30, 39, 58, 62, 72, 75, 84, 112, 113
Verbal nouns 111
Vowels 2, 4, 5

back 5
front 5
non-round 5
round 5

Vowel harmony 5

Vowel length 4
Vowel loss 4
what 18
when 103, 128
whenever 110
while 91
who 18
with 28,63
without 29, 106
would have 90

ya ... 1'a •.. 99
-(Y)DI 51, 52, 53, 54
-(Y)E 36, 105
-(Y)E kadar 68
-(Y)EBiL 133
-(y)ECEK 75,76, 77, 78, 120, 126, 128,

132
futurt paniciple 120, 126, "128, 132
nature tense 75, 76, 77, 78

-MELlI07
-(Y)EME 132
-(Y)EN 118
-(Y)EREK 104
-(Y)i 34
-(Y)ici 98
-(Y)tM 12
-(y)tNCE 103
-Mtp 108
-(Y)i~ 114
-MtZ 12
-MKEN 91
-(Y)LE 63
-(Y)Mt~ 97
yok 22, 23, 45
-(Y)SE 139
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